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Innovation and technological advances in commercial electric trucks are producing technologies and practices that could affect decisive, revolutionary, and potentially disruptive opportunities across the transportation industry. As novel concepts, new applications, and creative modes of behavior reach the market, fleets and manufacturers need information on the benefits, challenges, and risks so that everyone can profit in this evolving landscape. The North American Council for Freight Efficiency (NACFE) believes the first generation of production technologies will perform better and have higher return on investment when fleet managers, manufacturers, and others use insights from NACFE Guidance Reports.

NACFE created this Guidance Report to help fleet owners understand the total cost of ownership (TCO) decision factors for North American medium-duty commercial battery electric vehicles (MD CBEVs). Battery electric technology exists as an option in competition with other powertrains; modern fleet managers must evaluate when and how to add MD CBEVs to their fleet. Also, we expect the multitude of manufacturers, truck builders—both established and start-ups—and component manufacturers to utilize the findings in this report to improve their initial and ongoing product offerings.
Currently, these decisions must be made with little long-term field history; CBEVs lack significant historical operational, maintenance, or cost data that would typically support such investment decisions. Yet these unknowns are not stopping fleets from moving forward. Evolving emission regulations have created demand for zero- and near-zero-emission vehicles. At the same time, e-commerce is changing trucking. The rise of online purchases (and returns) has increased “last mile” delivery volume and demand for medium-duty trucks. These issues, combined with potential fuel price volatility, are forcing the industry to pursue emerging technologies.

To support the industry’s adoption of the most promising fuel efficiency technologies, NACFE expanded its role with Guidance Reports—providing information on emerging technologies that may not yet be available in production. Widespread innovation and technological advances are producing technologies and practices that could affect decisive, revolutionary, and potentially disruptive opportunities across the transportation industry. As novel pioneering concepts, new applications, and original modes of behavior reach the market, fleets and manufacturers need information on the benefits, challenges, and risks so that everyone can profit in this evolving landscape.

This Guidance Report on medium-duty electric trucks represents the second in a series that will be released in 2018 and 2019 by NACFE. The first, Electric Trucks—Where They Make Sense, was released in May 2018. Subsequent reports will focus on charging infrastructure and the cost of ownership of heavy-duty regional-haul tractors and heavy-duty long-haul electric-based tractors, resulting in five Guidance Reports in the series.

The goals of this Guidance Report are to (1) provide insights on the known and unknown factors affecting the cost of MD CBEVs, (2) provide a foundation for using the NACFE TCO calculator to evaluate MD CBEVs, and (3) provide quality information to make sound business decisions on this emerging technology.

**METHODOLOGIES**

This report’s conclusions were generated through interviews of people with firsthand knowledge of MD CBEVs at fleets, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), industry groups, and agencies. NACFE researched an extensive list of over 300 references with the same diligence and thoughtful processes it uses for all of its Confidence Reports on existing technology. The complete list of references is available in the full report.

NACFE developed a TCO calculator to compare diesel and gasoline truck investments against comparable battery electric trucks. The use of this calculator will support the monetizing of the many factors that exist when operating an electric truck versus a gasoline or diesel one. The calculator is available at www.nacfe.org.
SCOPE OF THIS REPORT
The report focuses on MD CBEVs currently in production or planned for early production in the near future. For the purpose of this study, NACFE uses the Federal Highway Administration definition of “medium-duty,” which includes vehicles with a gross vehicle weight rating between 10,001 and 26,000 pounds.

FIGURE ES1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (lbs)</th>
<th>Federal Highway Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 6,000</td>
<td>Class 1: &lt; 6,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>Class 2: 6,001–10,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>Class 3: 10,001–14,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>Class 4: 14,001–16,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19,500</td>
<td>Class 5: 16,001–19,500 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>Class 6: 19,501–26,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33,000</td>
<td>Class 7: 26,001–33,000 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 33,000</td>
<td>Class 8: &gt; 33,001 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NACFE’s primary mission is making freight movement more efficient. Therefore, the primary configurations discussed in this report are box trucks and step vans, although the information is also largely relevant to flatbeds, stake-sides, utility trucks, and other configurations. These findings exclude vehicles with fifth wheels and trailers. They also exclude buses and trucks in applications other than goods movement, such as medium-duty refuse trucks, service vehicles, and vehicles like snowplows.

This report compares the TCO of electric trucks to diesel- and gasoline-powered alternatives. NACFE concludes that these are the most pertinent comparisons facing medium-duty fleets. Other alternative fuel choices exist but are outside the scope of this report.

TCO is determined by the relevant direct and indirect costs; known and estimated cost information is divvied into buckets directly linked to manufacturing or diffused in overhead. NACFE employed the terms “hard costs” and “soft costs” in an earlier Guidance Report. Put simply, hard costs are consistently tracked and directly measurable; soft costs are less capable of granular tracking, obscured deep in overhead, or not included. Some soft costs are generally known, whereas others are less certain. Soft costs can also be positive (monetized benefits of electric trucks) or negative (costs). It is easy to avoid change and overestimate the risks to negative costs when considering something as strikingly new as an electric truck over a diesel or gas one.

EVALUATING ELECTRIC FOR YOUR MEDIUM-DUTY FLEET
The breadth of Class 3 through Class 6 duty cycles is significant. Based on vocation, medium-duty trucks have unique duty cycles influenced by their location, customers, truck type, and varying fleet business models. However, common factors make this class of vehicles more attractive for battery electric technology, at least in the short term. Medium-duty fleets typically operate from a fixed starting and return location, for example. These vehicles tend to be located in urban areas and have predictable daily mileage and stop-and-go driving patterns.

Medium-duty vehicles with one-shift-per-day operations offer the most straightforward application for battery electric vehicles; as trucks sit idle for long enough periods of time, they can be charged at cost-effective rates and with fewer infrastructure demands. The operational complexity increases as the number of duty shifts increases. Remote charging or additional vehicles may be required for three-shift-per-day operations because there is little or no downtime between shifts.
Weight is not typically a factor when evaluating the fuel source for medium-duty vehicles. Both fleet and OEM interviews indicated that most medium-duty vehicles cube out before overloading becomes a constraint. However, NACFE did identify some weight-sensitive medium-duty applications, such as linen, paper, and beverage delivery.

The duty cycles for medium-duty trucks have commonalities that make them attractive for battery electric technology, such as:

- Low daily average speeds (< 35 mph)
- Low average drive time (< 2.75 hours per day)
- Predictable daily distances
- Stop-and-go driving patterns
- Fixed start and return locations, often near urban areas

**REAL ESTATE**

The footprint of individual charging stations is fairly minimal. However, there are operational implications when a vehicle must be colocated with charging equipment for an extended period of time to allow for charging. The ramifications are that specific parking spots or warehouse docks need to be dedicated to a vehicle for the time it takes to charge.

**CHARGING SYSTEMS**

Getting electricity from the meter to a vehicle requires a connector. There are several automotive-based charging systems today, but the market has not yet evolved to any one standard. The reality is that trucks are being developed concurrently with charging systems. Both wired and wireless charging options are being explored, as are plugs, overhead, and in-ground conductive charging.

Although extreme fast charging (XFC) has been cited as necessary for the rapid adoption of personal-use electric cars, the importance of XFC in the medium-duty vehicle class is still unknown. Importantly, the rate of charge can affect the cost of charging equipment, infrastructure, and electricity.

**ADEQUATE POWER SUPPLY**

If a facility doesn’t have adequate power supply from a utility provider, additional grid work may be needed. Other “behind the meter” solutions also exist, such as on-site battery storage and solar- or wind-power generation. One of the benefits of electricity is that it can be produced, stored, and delivered in many ways.

Unlike the well-established business models for diesel and gasoline fueling stations, the way charging systems are to be financed, owned, and operated is open to significant innovation. Charging system business models may include utilities, vehicle OEMs, third-party operators, site owners, municipalities, and others in addition to the fleet operator. Charging systems may be purchased outright, leased, rolled into the cost of electricity or the cost of the vehicle, or financed through other new approaches.

Electric vehicle infrastructure costs can vary widely depending on a range of factors. Typically, electric fleets require (1) dedicated time and real estate, (2) a charging system, (3) an adequate power supply, and (4) a battery management system. The needs and related costs generally multiply with the number of electric vehicles (a future report will address the charging infrastructure).
BATTERY MANAGEMENT
In addition to battery factors such as useful life, range, weight, cost, and safety, NACFE identified two key battery behaviors that fleets should understand: charging speed and battery cell balancing.

The speed at which lithium-ion batteries recharge depends on their level of depletion (i.e., the state of charge). Smart charging capabilities can simplify charging system operations and improve battery life, furthering opportunities to reduce costs.

Battery packs comprise hundreds of individual battery cells, each with their own “behavior.” Performance typically is defined by the worst-performing individual cell. Degradation occurs over time but is not uniform.

Fleets can minimize downtime and extend battery life through established battery management practices and planning.

KNOWN AND UNKNOWN FACTORS IN COST MODELING
Because the field history is minimal, TCO cost modeling for battery electric vehicles involves a number of projections, estimates, and guesses. NACFE has identified 20 generally unknown factors concerning modern fleets.

Overwhelmingly, the uncertainties come from insufficient field data to establish a baseline for comparison against alternative truck types. In general, the lack of historical information makes TCO more difficult to calculate.
Unknown Factors in Cost Modeling for Medium-Duty Electric Trucks

**MARKET ISSUES**
- Predicting e-commerce
- Experience dilemma
- Vehicle life
- Residual value of electric trucks
- Residual value of diesel and gasoline baseline
- Vehicle recycling/salvage
- Diesel and gasoline fuel prices

**BATTERY ISSUES**
- Maintenance and repair
- Fire
- Raw materials
- Weight
- Battery life, range, replacement
- Battery second life
- Battery climate sensitivity
- High voltage security

**REGULATORY ISSUES**
- Zero-emission zone mandate
- Incentives, grants, vouchers, subsidies, tax breaks

**POWER ISSUES**
- Energy sourcing
- Electric grid readiness
- Scaling

Medium-Duty Gas or Diesel Trucks

Medium-Duty Electric Trucks
Many of the uncertainties are accompanied by opportunities for innovation and growth:

- The future for medium-duty trucks to facilitate e-commerce is promising, but unknown. As demand for near-instant delivery increases, local delivery fleets may increase in size.
- Emission regulations will force manufacturers to produce viable alternative technology platforms and encourage purchases of lower-emission vehicles. However, zero-emission mandates may apply only to specific municipalities, regions, or states.
- It is difficult to predict future diesel and gasoline prices. However, politics, conflicts, innovation, natural disasters, and economics all play into oil pricing, whereas electricity-based vehicles are not tied to the economics of a single energy source.
- Insufficient information exists to establish a baseline period of ownership or an expected vehicle life span. But it is reasonable to assume that battery electric vehicles, if they are more reliable, may lead to longer ownership periods.

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP

When deciding whether to replace old technology on a vehicle platform, there are four steps to calculate the cost of the life-cycle replacement:

1. First, identify costs that can directly carry over from prior designs. In the case of CBEVs, tires or headlamps may be the same for both electric and diesel vehicle designs.
2. Second, define where costs will vary only slightly; these can be estimated as a percentage change from the known prior costs. For example, brake replacement parts and labor costs might be expected to be less on electric vehicles because of regenerative braking. So, the costs would be the same but would occur less frequently.
3. Third, identify costs that must be projected using known sources rather than a historical baseline. For a battery electric truck, you might use the maintenance costs of an electric motor from another vehicle or machine type as a reference point.
4. After the first three numbers are calculated, educated guesses come into play. A key example might be estimating the residual value of battery electric vehicles in 10 or 20 years or estimating the market for used batteries.

Every value used in a TCO analysis includes risk. Where parts, warranty, maintenance, or disposal costs are well established, the risk is less. When dealing with new technologies, the risk is greatest due to the large number of unknowns. This is especially true with medium-duty battery electric trucks, where limited long-term field data exists. These risk values can be quantified in the cost groupings to provide an estimated range of possible total cost of ownership for a vehicle system.

COST CALCULATORS

In preparing this report, NACFE surveyed a number of publicly available calculators and tools to help manufacturers measure TCO. About a dozen calculators, ranging from simple to complex, are highlighted in an appendix in the full report.

NACFE considered the strengths and weaknesses of each calculator in developing its MD CBEV TCO calculator for comparing diesel and battery electric vehicles. The NACFE TCO calculator is intended to compare investment in one or several diesel- or gasoline-powered baseline trucks against an equivalent battery electric alternative. It accounts for the following criteria:

- System scope
- Duty cycle
- Battery factors
- Incentives (e.g., grants, rebates, and tax breaks)
- Charging infrastructure
- Residual value
- Cash, lease, and loan options
- Fuel and energy costs
- Maintenance costs
- Equivalent highway trust fund costs
- Other indirect cost factors

The downloadable calculator developed by NACFE is available at www.nacfe.org.
A LESSON TO BE LEARNED FROM DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES

There are a number of parallels between the dieselization of locomotive engines, which primarily took place in the 1940s and 1950s, and today’s transition to CBEVs. For example, Jeffrey Schramm of Lehigh University documented one locomotive freight operator during this transition period. His case study highlights that simply substituting the new diesel-electric locomotive for the tried-and-true coal-steam locomotive was not a recipe for being a successful freight competitor. Fleets that adapted to optimize their operations for the attributes of the new diesel-electric technology were ultimately better positioned for success.

“The Lehigh Valley initiated dieselization to save money and effect higher operating efficiencies, but the change in motive power did not appreciably change the way that the railroad purchased locomotives or operated until well after complete dieselization was achieved. The railroad simply substituted diesels for steam locomotives and did not utilize the new motive power to reshape dramatically their operations. The railroad integrated diesels into the existing system instead of rebuilding the system around their different capabilities. The reasons for this failure to utilize fully the new diesel locomotive are many but include operational, labor, and business practices. The Lehigh Valley, while adopting a new technology, did not change its corporate culture or operating philosophy. In the broader historical context, this is a study of how large organizations built around a technological system, deal with the introduction of radically new technologies.”

Revolutionary technological change in freight has occurred many times in the past, such as wagon trains migrating to steam locomotives, the introduction of the internal combustion engine in urban and rural truck freight hauling, the dieselization of freight train services, the introduction of jet engine overnight freight transport, and the introduction of digital engine control modules.

Electrification of freight trucks is just starting. Whether it revolutionizes the industry will depend on a number of factors, many of which are uncertain at this point in time, but the historical example of dieselization of locomotives can highlight how quickly significant changes can occur in the freight hauling space.

—Scott Phillippi, Senior Director of Maintenance and Engineering, UPS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There are a large number of knowns and unknowns that influence the total cost of ownership for medium-duty commercial battery electric vehicles. More miles of fleet use are needed to predict performance, maintenance costs, residual markets, and other key factors with confidence.

Emission rules, the growth of e-commerce, and other factors will continue to change trucking. OEMs and fleets will be challenged to meet increasing mandates on acceptable economic terms. Even so, CBEVs are a viable alternative for many operations and applications. The diversity of companies that could benefit from the electric truck marketplace may give the industry inertia that prior innovations didn’t have. Because CBEVs are not constrained to a single source of fuel, their development should not be affected by political and economic storms that can hinder internal combustion vehicles.

CBEVs are no longer speculation. They are clearly entering the North American marketplace, with every major existing OEM and a number of new ones introducing products. Although they are not the solution for every market, they are a viable alternative for many urban operations with reasonably predictable daily ranges and return-to-base operations that permit economical overnight charging.

Fleets choosing electric trucks today will get on the learning curve ahead of those that wait. Early adopters will expose flaws and omissions that OEMs and charging system suppliers will correct. They will validate or dismiss CBEV claims. They will also learn how to optimize their operations to make the most of electric vehicles for improving their company’s bottom-line financials. As CBEVs improve, these early adopters will be better positioned to rapidly take advantage of the improvements, and their experiences will drive innovation.
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NACFE

The North American Council for Freight Efficiency (NACFE) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to doubling the freight efficiency of North American goods movement. NACFE operates as a nonprofit in order to provide an independent, unbiased research organization for the transformation of the transportation industry. Data is critical and NACFE is proving to help the industry with real-world information that fleets can use to take action. In 2014, NACFE collaborated with Carbon War Room, founded by Sir Richard Branson and now a part of Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI), to deliver tools and reports to improve trucking efficiency. These reports include a series of Confidence Reports that detail the solutions that exist, highlight the benefits and consequences of each, and deliver decision-making tools for fleets, manufacturers, and others. As of early 2018, NACFE and RMI have completed 16 such reports covering nearly all the 85 technologies available.

www.nacfe.org

GET INVOLVED

Trucking Efficiency is an exciting opportunity for fleets, manufacturers, and other trucking industry stakeholders.

Learn more at: www.nacfe.org
Or contact: Mike Roeth at mike.roeth@nacfe.org
4 INTRODUCTION

This report focuses on total cost of ownership (TCO) decision factors for North American medium-duty commercial battery electric vehicles (MD CBEV). NACFE previously identified in the Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense that the medium-duty market is the most likely one for significant near-term adoption of battery electric technology versus comparable diesel and gasoline powertrains [1]. This is the second in a series of NACFE guidance reports on electric trucks. It will be followed in 2019 by guidance reports on charging infrastructure and one covering heavy-duty Class 7-8 electric vehicles.

NACFE’s intent is to provide an unbiased report detailing the multiple factors to consider in selecting medium-duty CBEVs, with attention to considering all of the cost/benefit factors in estimating return on investment. These include the traditional items like part cost, labor, insurance, etc., that are relatively straightforward to estimate in terms of dollars, referred to as hard costs. They also include a multitude of less easily quantifiable factors, classified as soft costs.

Technology is not an end in itself but rather a means to accomplish the commercial goal of moving freight for profit. Battery electric technology exists as an option in competition with other powertrains including diesel, gasoline, fuel cell, natural gas, hybrid and others. Pascal Amar, Principal Investigator at Volvo Group, stated in a panel on alternative fueled vehicles at the 2018 ACT EXPO, “We don’t bring technology to the market, we bring solutions [2].”

Fleets, media, OEMs, regulators, NGOs and the public tend to frame electric trucks versus diesel and gasoline ones as a winner take all, knock-down drag out fight with a single winner. This one-size-fits-all mentality has no parallel in the real world of freight transport. The argument tends to needlessly cloud discussion. Shipping in the U.S. uses planes, ships, barges, trains, containers, diesel engines, gasoline engines, natural gas engines, with trucks varying from GVW Class 3 to 8 from a variety of manufacturers with differing views on how best to optimize performance. Fleets employ vans, semis, box trucks, flat beds, day cabs, sleepers and straight trucks. Mixed technology has always been part of freight movement. Even brand-centric fleets have differing vintages of emissions technology. Electric trucks are just one more alternative available to fleets. NACFE believes industry and media need to move on from discussing one versus the other in some epic title bout and look to reality where they coexist and are used where they make sense for each fleet. The market will decide what works and what doesn’t. Freight has never had a one size fits all fleet even with Ford’s Model T. Henry had to compete with technologies such as railroads, ships, horse-drawn carriages, steam powered vehicles and, yes, even electric trucks.

Significant capital and speculative investment in battery electric vehicle development is bringing a number of products out of the nebulous paper design and prototype phase into commercial production. The evolving regional and national emissions regulations have created sufficient demand for zero and near zero emission vehicles that major OEMs and start-ups are bringing viable battery electric vehicles to market. This report is intended to help explain where the risks lie for long-term capital investment in electric trucks. It provides a foundation for scenario comparisons using a NACFE Total Cost of Ownership calculator.
5 SCOPE

The report covers medium-duty CBEVs currently in production, or slated for early production by 2019 for freight delivery. There are many interpretations of “medium-duty.” NACFE uses the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) definition, which lists medium-duty as between 10,001 to 26,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) as shown in Figure 1 [3][4]. NACFE recognizes that terms like “light-duty” are sometimes interchangeably used for Class 3 vehicles, or for the entire medium-duty range [4][5][6]. Discussion of just the engines can further confuse the issue such as where EPA GHG regulations include terms like “light heavy duty engines” and “medium heavy duty engines” and even “heavy duty engines” in these classes [3][5][6].

![Figure 1. NACFE Report Vehicle Class Weight Definitions (EPA AFDC & FHWA OPS) [3][4]](image)

NACFE’s mission is to improve the efficiency of freight hauling by commercial vehicles. As such, this report excludes discussion of medium-duty buses, recreational vehicles, vocational vehicles, ambulances, and other special purpose vehicles.

This report includes relevant references to battery electric buses and cars, where parallels exist and field data on production trucks are not yet available.

The report focuses on comparison to diesel and gasoline powered vehicles. This report does not exhaustively contrast CBEVs directly against pure fuel cell, natural gas, propane or other alternative fuel approaches. The report does not discuss use of range extension alternatives such as with various hybrid approaches.

6 NACFE’S MISSION

NACFE’s overriding principle in reporting on technologies is to provide an unbiased perspective. NACFE recognizes that it also has vested interests and an agenda. The mission of the North American Council for Freight Efficiency is simply to improve the efficiency of North American goods movement. NACFE
pursues this goal in two ways: By improving the quality of the information flow and by highlighting successful adoption of technologies.

7 REPORT METHODOLOGY

NACFE’s research for this report included interviewing key people with first-hand knowledge of medium-duty battery electric vehicles at fleets, manufacturers, and industry groups. The report includes an extensive list of references to assist reader’s interested in pursuing more detail. These references were researched with the same diligence and thoughtful processes NACFE uses with its technology Confidence Reports. A NACFE-developed Total Cost of Ownership Calculator for comparing a diesel or gasoline truck investment to a comparable battery electric truck accompanies this report. Interviewees were specifically asked what they would want to see in this report and NACFE has taken care to include these wants in the final report. This report builds off the NACFE Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense, published in May 2108. Subsequent reports, as with this report, will focus on various vehicle classes not covered in this report, infrastructure and associated technologies.

8 MEDIUM-DUTY MARKET DEFINED

The medium-duty market covers many different vocations. A sampling are described on the Freightliner Commercial Custom Chassis (FCCC) website [207]:

- Construction
- Baking & Snack Delivery
- Parcel & Home Delivery
- Linen & Uniform
- Utility Companies
- Municipalities
- Small Tools Sales
- Dry Cleaners
- Gutter Repair & Replacement
- Vending/Food Service
- Florists
- Carpet Installation
- Laundry Services
- Ice Cream
- Airlines
- Locksmiths
- Soft Water & Water Conditioning
- Nurseries & Landscaping
- Small Appliance Repair
- Catering
- Sewer Cleaning
- Electrical Contractors
- Newspaper Delivery
- Audio/Video Production
- Pet Care
- Rug Services
- Blood Banks
- Salvage
- Swimming Pool Supply
- Libraries & Bookmobiles
- Carpenters
- Plumbing
- TV News
- Police & Fire Departments
- Parts Trucks
- HVAC
- Exterminators

Fleets in each of these vocations have their own unique duty cycles based on their locations, customers, truck types and business models. Their vehicles share a common characteristic in that they typically operate daily from a fixed starting location and return there at the end of their day. These businesses tend to be located in urban areas where their vehicles see predictable daily mileage and stop-and-go traffic. Predictable range and the ability to take advantage of regenerative braking are key factors for implementing battery electric trucks. A current compendium of medium-duty electric vehicles and relevant other vehicles of significance can be found in Appendix A. Charging system suppliers are outlined in Appendix B. Existing Diesel and gasoline product makers are listed in Appendix C.
8.1 **REPRESENTATIVE DUTY CYCLES**

The breadth of Class 3 through Class 6 duty cycles is significant. Defining a few “typical” duty cycles for this market does a disservice to the complexity of the many end user businesses. The growth in e-commerce has muddied the water further by introducing “last mile delivery” as a common term. Last mile can be interpreted many ways. The common use is for parcel delivery, but last mile could equally apply to a range of other commodities from hospital uniforms, laundry delivery, cement, aggregate, hay bales, appliances, bricks, furniture, trusses, plants, sod, tornado shelters, and a range of other items now purchasable through the internet. Electric vehicles may be appropriate for any of these markets.

NACFE’s report focuses on medium-duty trucks. It excludes vehicles with fifth wheels and trailers. The primary configurations discussed in this report are box trucks and step vans, although the electric vehicle information presented is largely relevant also to flat beds, stake sides, utility, and other configurations.

The major factor in battery electric truck operation is the need to provide time to charge the vehicle. Where diesel and gasoline based trucks may travel for days between fueling, medium-duty battery electric trucks generally need to be charged after or during each shift.

8.1.1 **One-Shift-Per-Day Vehicle Duty Cycles**

One-shift-per-day operations offer the most straightforward application for battery electric vehicles as the trucks sit idle for long enough periods of time to permit more cost effective electric charging rates, with lower cost infrastructure demands and complexity. An example of a high-level duty cycles is illustrated in Figure 2. There are multiple variations possible with this flow, including charging mid-shift, remote charging, continuous charging, etc. Figure 2 illustrates the simplest approach where the driver starts and ends his shift at a depot facility, where the driver’s only charging responsibility is unplugging the vehicle at the start of the shift and plugging the vehicle in at end of shift. The vehicles daily range is within the capability of the battery packs with a margin for weather conditions, traffic, emergencies, loads, etc. The vehicle charges while the driver is off shift. It likely sits at the loading dock overnight allowing the vehicle to be loaded or unloaded so the driver’s time is focused on his delivery and pick-ups.

![Figure 2. Example One-Shift-Per-Day CBEV Operation [NACFE]](image)

There are a number of business types that might fit into this model. Parcel delivery, traditionally the realm of United Parcel Service (UPS), Federal Express (FedEx), DHL, the U.S. Postal Service (USPS), is now being joined by a number of competitors including branches of fleets like Schneider, Werner, USXpress,
Swift, etc., and retailers such as Amazon and Walmart. Grocery delivery has been resurrected as another growing market that likely has one-shift operation. (More on this in the section 10.1.1 on predicting e-commerce). Furniture, appliances and large electronics are being delivered daily by Home Depot, Lowes, Nebraska Furniture Mart, Best Buy and other retailers. Vehicles may reload multiple times during their shift or only be loaded once per day. The drive cycles vary from urban to rural routes. They include various portions of city, freeway and rural highway driving. The cycles include significantly more stop-and-go deceleration and acceleration events than seen by long distance drive cycles. This allows for energy recovery through regenerative braking and other energy efficiency improvement mechanisms including route optimization, adaptive cruise control, and future traffic infrastructure interaction.

8.1.2 Two-Shift-Per-Day Vehicle Duty Cycles
The complexity with charging increases with two-shift-per-vehicle operations. Figure 3 illustrates one of many permutations, showing that the vehicle likely must recharge between or during each shift.

For diesel or gasoline based vehicles, fuel tank capacities generally exceed a daily need for fills by two or more days. A truck averaging 11 mpg with 30 gallons has a 330-mile range. Duty cycles with 50 mile per shift, could go three days before refueling. That diesel or gasoline refueling event is measured in minutes. A current medium-duty battery electric truck may have a 70 to 100 mile range capacity before it needs to be recharged. That charging event may be measured in hours. A two-shift operation with no significant break time between shifts would necessitate in-shift partial charging to ensure both shifts achieve their daily requirements for the truck. Full recharging could still occur in the off shift. This complexity may mean that operations may need to evolve to adapt to the electric vehicle charging needs. A two-shift operation may need a sufficient break time between first and second shifts to “top off” energy sufficiently to ensure the second shift completes its route unimpeded.

8.1.3 Three-Shift-Per-Day Duty Cycles
The ultimate challenge for battery electric vehicles to fit into existing business operations are those fleets that operate three-shift-per-day operations. An example of the ramifications of introducing daily recharging per shift is shown in Figure 4.
Three-shift operations require mid-shift charging. There is no downtime between shifts for this to occur, making charging part of the driver’s time use. Operations with several returns to depot per day may allow charging to not impact driving time. Three-shift operations might require remote charging capability at delivery points. Slip seat 24-hour operations might require two vehicles for each set of three drivers to ensure route distances are covered each day.

### 8.1.4 Representative Duty Cycles

NACFE identified well-documented drive cycles in Figure 5 developed from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Fleet DNA database and based in part on the Department of Energy Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) analysis of that database by Gao et al [1][7][8]. The data set comprises eight duty cycles crossing Class 3 through Class 6 applications. The data originates from actual fleet vehicles in use in real world routes. While not inclusive of all vehicles and duty cycles, the data is indicative of trends and representative enough for discussing the range of requirements facing commercial battery electric vehicles.

Figure 5. Example Duty Cycles for Medium-Duty (NREL/ORNL/NACFE) [7][8]

The duty cycles for medium-duty vehicles have some common themes:

- Total daily average speeds are low – below 35 mph.
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- Occasionally see high speeds — above 60 mph.
- Vehicles are actually moving a small portion of their daily shift — below 2.75 hours per day.
- Vehicles can occasionally be in use all day — exceeding 10 hours per day.
- Vehicles see considerable stopping events.

Not included in this data are freight weights. NACFE interviews with fleets and OEMs indicates that vehicles in the linen delivery services may be freight weight sensitive, while other types of operations tend to see freight volume constrained by cubing out.

8.1.5 Baseline Diesel and Gas Vehicles

Investment in battery electric vehicles likely is in comparison to choices for an existing internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle powertrains. Those powertrains may be diesel or gasoline. Fleets that have operated these vehicles are assumed to have some level of actual performance detail, an understanding of their duty cycles, fuel use, maintenance costs, uptime/downtime, etc. NACFE’s total cost of ownership evaluation assumes fleets have a foundational experience in their current costs.

There are differences between diesel and gasoline baselines. One perspective on this can be found in an October 2015 article highlighting differences found by one fleet manager reported in Government Fleet magazine [162]. A more recent 2018 view is from Work Truck magazine, which discusses findings from Vincentric for light-duty trucks and vans [187][188]. Both reports highlight that diesel trucks tend to be more expensive to purchase, maintain and operate than gasoline ones. NACFE interviews highlighted that aftertreatment emissions systems are a key aspect of these differences.

Other alternative fuel comparison choices exist, but are outside the scope of this report.

9 CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE ROI AND COST MODELING

NACFE interviews with fleets and industry groups consistently identify the charging infrastructure as the main electric vehicle subject needing clarification. People understand fuel pumps from years of first-hand experience filling their vehicles, both gasoline and diesel. They likely do not need to know and may not care about the details of how the fuel arrives at the pump. Even where depots have installed their own fuel pumps, likely only the facility managers have the details of the infrastructure at their fingertips, while everyone else just knows enough to manage pumping fuel into their vehicles, tracking gallons pumped and the odometer reading of the vehicle.

Commercial battery electric vehicles should be similar but with greater automation. The facility manager needs to know the details of installing and maintaining the infrastructure, but the vast majority of the staff only needs to know how to plug in or disconnect the vehicles. The charging system software should be capable of monitoring the charging process, recording details of the charging event, keeping the charging operation within specifications, tracking the usage by vehicle, and even monitoring the health of the vehicle battery systems.

The fundamental challenge with electric vehicles is that the capital investment in the vehicles must be accompanied by some arrangement to provide the infrastructure to charge them. Fleets purchasing diesel and gasoline based trucks already have the infrastructure factored into their costs. They either
make use of publicly available fueling stations where the fueling infrastructure capital costs are built into the fuel price, or they already have their on-site fueling capability, where the capital investment to build the fuel pump infrastructure is not linked to the truck purchases, and its maintenance is buried in some net overhead factor for the facility.

An apples-to-apples equivalent cost comparison of electric vehicles and diesel/gas ones should include the same level of cost detail for both. The inability or unwillingness to consider the infrastructure cost of diesel/gasoline trucks biases the numbers in the ROI calculations to some degree in favor of the diesel/gas trucks. If you consider that a fleet buying a medium-duty truck may own it for 20 years, there is certainly some cost attributable to each diesel/gasoline truck tied to installation and maintenance of on-site fuel tanks and pumps, and on-going costs to fill tanks, and on-going costs to certify they are safe and not polluting.

If the fleet uses public diesel/gasoline fueling stations, then the challenge is determining how much of the fuel price is associated with the infrastructure capital and expense recovery. The U.S. Department of Energy estimates the cost of each gallon of diesel and gasoline fuel is broken into its constituent cost centers in Figure 6 [9]. Distribution, marketing and refining constitutes 28% of gasoline’s gallon price and 33% of diesel’s gallon price. An example gasoline medium-duty truck driving 20,000 miles per year with fuel economy of 10 mpg would use 2,000 gallons of fuel. At $2.80/gal (monthly national average for June 2018), that simplistically constitutes $5,600/year in distribution, marketing and refining cost recovery. Over a 20-year life, that equates to $112,000 in costs associated with infrastructure capital and expense cost recovery.

![Figure 6. Cost Constituents of Diesel & Gasoline Fuel (DOE EIA) [9]](image)

9.1 Charging System Overview
The way electricity gets to a fleet’s electric truck can begin as far back as mining the coal for the power station, or drilling the well for natural gas that runs the power station, or even the fusion reaction in the
sun generating the solar power and the moon’s gravity effect on earth that combines with the sun to create the winds for the wind turbine farm. Equivalent true well-to-wheel analysis can be complicated. For simplicity, NACFE defines the “charging system” as starting at the point where the electricity enters the national electrical grid, labeled the “generating station” in Figure 7 [10]. The grid consists of all of the infrastructure from the generating station to the end user’s facility, usually defined as the utility meter.

Figure 7. Basic Structures of the Electrical System (DOE/NRCan) [10]

The meter tracks the power consumed for billing purposes. Power is the combined factor of energy used, expressed typically in kilowatts, multiplied by time of use, typically hours – hence the unit of electrical power is kWh (kilowatt-hours).

The final leg of getting electricity to the vehicle involves the on-site infrastructure from the meter to the vehicle shown in Figure 8 [11]. If the facility does not have an adequate power supply from the utility, additional grid work may be needed to run additional lines to the site and install transformers. Other “behind the meter” solutions also exist such as installing on-site battery storage, on-site solar or wind generation, on-site generators run by natural gas, or others and even combinations of these. The nature of electricity is that it can be produced, stored and delivered in many ways; it’s not limited to one solution.

Figure 8. Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Defined (EEI) [11]
The ramifications of on-site charging for a fleet of vehicles are apparent using an example of early electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) installation shown in Figure 9 and documented in the 2014 NREL Field Evaluation of Medium-Duty Plug-in Electric Delivery Trucks [12]. Ten Clipper Creek CS-100 EVSE Chargers were installed at the PepsiCo Frito Lay North America depot at Federal Way, Washington [12].

The footprint of the power supply and the individual charging stations is fairly minimal. However, the operational implications are that the vehicles must be co-located with the chargers for some extended period of time to allow charging. This implies that specific parking spots or warehouse docks need to be dedicated to a vehicle for the time it takes to charge.

Figure 10 illustrates how a dedicated parking area was reserved for vehicle charging at the Federal Way facility. Interviews conducted by NACFE with other fleets operating battery electric vehicles highlighted that in some cases the vehicle is charged at the loading dock, meaning that dock is dedicated to that specific truck for perhaps one or two shifts, depending on how fast the company chooses to charge their vehicles. Recall that the rate of charging affects the cost of the charging equipment infrastructure and the cost of electricity used to charge the vehicle.
An example of how the infrastructure costs can increase with the speed of charging is provided by ChargePoint in the overview of their Express Plus EVSE system. Their modular approach to charging stations uses a Power Module inserted into a Power Block powering an Express Plus Station, as shown in Figure 11 [13][14]. Adding additional Power Modules into the Power Block increases the power level achievable in charging. Each Power Block can accommodate up to four Power Modules, as shown in Figure 12 [13]. The illustration shows that adding four Power Blocks (each with four Power Modules for a total of 16 modules) achieves 500 kW of energy.

Figure 10. Aerial View of Federal Way FLNA Distribution Center (Base map: Google Earth) [12]
Charging requires definition of the interface, the connector. There are several automotive-based charging system connectors in use today. Various groups are working on standardizing these charging systems. Industry groups such as the Charging Interface Initiative e. V. (CharIN e. V.), SAE International (SAE), International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), International Organization for Standardization (ISO), individual manufacturers like Tesla and others are defining requirements and recommendations for electric vehicle charging systems. Some vehicles carry multiple connections to allow flexibility in charging station types and capacities. An example is the Mitsubishi Fuso eCanter shown in Figure 13 with two charging methods, a standard 230 VAC single-phase J1772 connection and CHAdéMO 50 kW DC connection [21]. Others, such as the TransPower terminal tractor use only one as shown in Figure 14, a 208V 3-phase, 200A 70kWh fed on-board system [19][20].
The challenge is that electric trucks are being developed concurrently with charging systems and there are no clear indications of where rapid charging, battery technology, grid infrastructure, and electric trucks could go. There is also minimal field history at present with large volumes of electric trucks. Perspectives on this can be read in a 2018 article by Emma Hurt, “Industry Alliance Wants Charging Standard for Electric Trucks, Buses” [15]. Medium-duty trucks likely will build off of automotive experience, as described in the recent 2018 release of J3068 Electric Vehicle Power Transfer System.
Using a Three-Phase Capable Coupler [16]. The standard is compatible, though somewhat different, for use also in Europe with the IEC 62196 Combined Charging System (CCS) [53]. The U.S. version is designated CCS 1 while the European one is CCS 2, shown side by side in Figure 15[22]. These examples use dielectric liquid cooled cables, connectors and contacts and are capable of 500A at 1,000V (500kW).

![Combined Charging System Connector U.S. CCS 1 and European CCS 2 (ITT Cannon)\[22\]](image)

The Department of Energy outlined challenges in a 2017 report “Enabling Fast Charging: A Technology Gap Assessment [11].” The report outlines that extreme fast charging (XFC) above 400kW power is needed for more rapid acceptance of electric cars. Megawatt level charging is being discussed as needed for rapid charging of Class 8 electric trucks with ranges of 400 or more miles [1]. Medium-duty vehicles seem to fall between the automotive and on-highway heavy truck charging needs.

The wires used to carry the energy from the power station to the vehicle increase in size and complexity with increasing power level demands. In the ITT Cannon example, cable diameter is reduced by incorporating a dielectric liquid cooling system. The reduced size permits higher level charging rates with cabling that can be maneuvered more easily by an individual [22]. Figure 16 outlines the charge levels.

![Liquid Cooled Cables Enable Higher Level Charging (ITT Cannon)\[22\]](image)
Examples of wire diameter were found at Phoenix Contact where a 60A CCS1 cable was 27mm in diameter, a 125A rated CCS1 cable was 35.3mm in diameter, and a 200A rated CCS2 cable was 32mm in diameter. Phoenix Contact is developing cooled cable solutions so they are not yet listed in the catalog, but are described as having “the same geometries as the already established CCS and ergonomically flexible cables [23]”. Cable ergonomics will be a consideration for high power/high speed charging systems, where cable weight and flexibility will be challenged at megawatt levels. Figure 17 illustrates the ergonomics of a TransPower charging system.

Figure 17. High Speed Charging Requires Large Diameter Cabling (TransPower)[19]

An alternative to charging through wires and plugs is termed wireless power transfer (WPT). Wireless charging can be via inductive or capacitive methods. A technical overview of these two methods can be found in a National Academies Press report by Khurram Afridi, Wireless Charging of Electric Vehicles [24]. Inductive charging employs magnetic field coupling between an on-ground or in-ground coil(s) and coil(s) mounted on vehicle. A variation of this is called magnetic resonance charging, a Wi Tricity example is shown in Figure 18 [27]. Capacitive methods use electric field coupling between in-ground or on-ground plates and those on the vehicle.

Wireless charging protocols are in use with automobiles and some buses. An example is the 2017 Recommended Practice SAE J2954 Wireless Power Transfer for Light-Duty Plug-In/Electric Vehicles and Alignment Methodology [25]. Applicability of wireless charging to medium-duty trucks is being investigated both in static situations where the vehicle is not moving, and in on-road methods where the vehicle is moving. Static charging presents the least technical challenge for wireless. The efficiency of transferring energy to the vehicle wirelessly is stated as 90%-93%, and energy levels from 3.6 to 22 kW (Level 2) are in use with automobiles [26].

Transit bus wireless charging at 200 kW level are in use. For example, Momentum Dynamics was reported in April 2018 as having deployed a 200 kW system in Wenatchee, Washington servicing a BYD K9S bus as shown in Figure 19 [28][29]. The system demonstrated rapid charging while the bus makes a
brief transit stop. However, for the time being, wireless charging technology appears too expensive for the medium-duty truck market, with a few exceptions for niche markets.

Figure 18. Example Magnetic Resonance Wireless Charging System (Wi Tricity) [26]

Figure 19. Example 200kW Wireless Charging (Momentum Dynamics)[29]

Overhead or in-ground conductive charging systems are also being investigated [39]. According to Trafikverket, the Swedish Transport Administration, a “test stretch of the electric road will be inaugurated on the E16 in Sandviken (Figure 20). With that, Sweden will become one of the first countries in the world to conduct tests with electric power for heavy transports on public roads [37].”

In-ground conductive charging is also being tested as seen in Figure 21. “Approximately two kilometers of electric rail have been installed along public road 893, between the Arlanda Cargo Terminal and the
Rosersberg logistics area outside Stockholm. The electrified road works by transferring energy to the vehicle from a rail in the road through a movable arm. The arm detects the location of the rail in the road and as long as the vehicle is above the rail, the contact will be in a lowered position. The electrified road will be used by electric trucks developed as part of the project [38].”

Figure 20. Overhead Conductive Charging (Trafikverket) [37]

Figure 21. In-Ground Conductive Charging (eRoadArlanda) [38]
A stationary version of the pantograph system illustrates an alternative to a manual plug-in conductive charging. The vehicle drives under the charging point and the pantograph deploys to make a physical connection for charging as shown in Figure 22 with an overhead stationary charging system in use in Louisville, Kentucky installed in 2015 [296][297]. A video of a Louisville bus engaging the overhead charging system is provided by the U.S. Department of Energy [298]. An alternative system from ABB is providing 450kW level fast charging for buses via the system shown in Gothenburg, Sweden [40].

The use of battery swapping as a charging scheme has somewhat disappeared from active discussion [214]. Battery swapping was advertised as a mechanism to rapidly charge vehicles by simply replacing the battery packs. The Smith-Newton CBEV had this as a possible option from NACFE interviews of customers with the battery packs located outside of the frame for easy access as shown in Figure 23. The swapping operation was never refined to be quick, and overnight charging evolved as the primary method for restoring battery charge. The Navistar/Modec eStar was designed in 2009-2010 with a “quick-change battery (that) can be swapped out in under 20 minutes [216].” An engineer tied to that program felt this battery swapping was best suited for fleets with two- or three-shift operations. One-shift operations relied on plug-in power for single shift users [215][216]. In automotive, the Better Place Company introduced battery swapping as a service in Israel with goals of marketing the scheme worldwide. The concept was to develop quick-and-drop battery switch stations with interchangeable batteries pre-charged and waiting for the next vehicle [44]. Ultimately this business proposal never materialized into long-term viability [43]. The complexity of rapid battery pack swapping highlights the need for uniform battery configurations across OEMs with consistent system requirements that include rapid swapping [214]. A variation on this was proposed by Mihelic in 2017 where the battery packs would be located in Class 8 semi-trailers, which inherently get swapped regularly at facilities and due to the 3-to-1 trailer to tractor average U.S. ratio, sit idly for long periods allowing slow, inexpensive...
charging rates [45]. The medium-duty market with fixed box vans and step vans does not have this option.

Figure 23. Smith Newton Battery Pack (Smith) [42]

This charging system overview highlights that innovative solutions to charging infrastructure are being pursued in hardware and in the operational field, not just on paper. There are a myriad of challenges that illustrate that buying an electric truck involves significant planning regarding the charging infrastructure. This is different than buying a diesel or gasoline truck where the infrastructure decisions have already been largely made for the customer. This should also highlight that because the infrastructure is essentially not established, fleets, OEMs, utilities, suppliers and other companies have many possible opportunities for inventing new business models to monetize services and vehicle designs as complete systems including the infrastructure.

9.2 BATTERY CHARGING
Battery charging/discharging is complex. Batteries for electric vehicles employ a battery management system (BMS) to deal with this complexity. Through interviews and research, NACFE identified two key behaviors that fleets should understand about batteries: battery charging speeds vary depending on the state of charge, and the individual cells of a battery pack are not the same and require battery cell balancing methods.

9.2.1 Battery Charging Speeds
The speed at which lithium-ion batteries recharge depends on their level of depletion – the state of charge. Batteries charge much quicker from a depleted state than when nearly fully charged. The dashed curve in the example in Figure 24 shows how charge capacity changes with charging time. The knee of this curve, the point where the charging process begins to slow is at about 80% of capacity. In
the example graph, 80% of capacity can be charged in the first hour, while the remaining 20% requires two more hours. This is typical for lithium-ion vehicle batteries.

This behavior of batteries creates opportunities for smart charging systems to prioritize the order of charging vehicles and to overlay time of day electricity rate variables to optimize charging from a fleet site perspective rather than by individual truck. NACFE interviews with fleets and OEMs highlighted that smart charging capabilities simplify operating charging systems and improve battery life. These can also create further opportunities to reduce costs.

### 9.2.2 Battery Cell Balancing

A battery pack is made up of hundreds of individual battery cells acting in series or in parallel. Each of those cells has its own behavior, exhibiting “some level of variation in capacity, open-circuit voltage, charge capacity, self-discharge rate, impedance, and thermal characteristics that affect its state of charge (SOC) [183].” The combinations of the cells tend to perform at the level of the worst performing individual cell. Over time, the performance of each cell also degrades. That degradation is not uniform and has some statistical distribution as shown in the example in Figure 25 [183]. Battery manufacturers moderate this behavior through a variety of passive and active cell balancing methods as part of the battery management system [184][185].
The ramifications of the battery cell variability are that the battery pack is limited by the performance of its worst cells. An innovative approach to extending battery life was found in NACFE interviews with OEMs. The statistics of cell degradation suggest that replacing a percentage of a degraded battery pack may restore the entire pack to near new capacity. To illustrate how this might work, look at the example in Figure 26. This example has a battery pack with five cells. The state of charge is indicated by the 10 yellow dots with 10 being fully charged.
At some later point in time, the battery pack has degraded to a point that 80% of new capacity is the most it can be recharged. Figure 27 shows this example battery pack has one cell at 40%, one at 80%, two at 90% and one at 100% of original capacity for a net battery pack at 80%.

![Figure 27. Example 80% capacity battery pack (NACFE)](image)

As shown in Figure 28, if the 40% cell is replaced with one new cell at 100%, the net battery pack capacity is restored to 92% of original capacity.

![Figure 28. Refurbished Battery Pack With One New Cell (NACFE)](image)

The example of replacing one poor performing cell in a battery pack highlights that there are possible cost saving alternatives to just replacing an entire battery pack when after recharging it reaches 80% of new capacity. This refurbishment will require sending the entire battery pack back to a manufacturer for the precision high voltage work. Downtime would be minimized at the fleet by having a replacement refurbished battery pack ready for installation. This swapping and returning of cores is an established practice with a number of current diesel and gasoline systems. An alternative is that innovators may develop battery management systems that can isolate poor performing cells from the battery pack, effectively raising the net performance without requiring battery swaps.
9.3 CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS AND BUSINESS MODELS

Though the electric trucks themselves tend to get the brunt of the media attention, the infrastructure for charging said trucks is just as important to consider, especially when doing a total cost of ownership analysis.

Charging infrastructure costs can vary widely depending on a range of factors such as: how many electric trucks are being procured, the time available to charge the truck(s), the site’s existing electric infrastructure, and the current local grid capacity. For example, a fleet looking to pilot one or two electric trucks that will have two shifts worth of time to charge may be able to get by with a fairly standard Level 2 charger and minimal upfront investment, while a fleet looking to deploy 30 trucks at one location will likely need to invest in much more expensive DC Fast Charging (DCFC) chargers, as well as an upgraded facility transformer and potentially even upgrades to distribution lines and/or substations as well. Though again, this depends on the current electrical infrastructure on site. The analysis for this sort of large-scale deployment can be extremely time-consuming (with the process sometimes exceeding a year) and expensive (sometimes costing tens of thousands of dollars even before any infrastructure improvements are decided upon). Publicly available example case studies can help in scoping planning, two examples are found on the Chateau Energy website with Ameripride and Frito-Lay installations [267]. Other examples are discussed on the California Public Utility Commission website [269][270][271].

Part of what makes this process so expensive is the fact that it is still quite bespoke for each facility. Because of the relative newness of the technology, as well as the many variables, care must be taken to analyze the best options for each site.

However, even the charging stations themselves can have significant costs. Experts estimate that current Level 2 chargers on the market can range from $5000 to $7000 [50][51]. DCFC stations can cost upwards of $35,000 [268][11]. The cost generally multiplies with the quantity of electric vehicles.

9.3.1 Charging Station Business Models

Based on research and interviews, NACFE has determined that there are two main business models for procuring charging stations. The most common is by buying the stations outright, often through an RFP process. In this scenario, the fleet owns the charging stations, which are then considered a capital expense.

However, leasing options are also available through some charging station suppliers. In this scenario, the supplier owns the stations and the fleet simply pays a fee for using them. This model allows the fleet to pay for the stations out of their operational expense budget.

In both the lease and own options, fleets often pay charging suppliers not just for the physical stations but also for access to their fleet management networks, which again, are a recurring operational expense.

Though even once a fleet has procured charging stations for their trucks, they must still procure the electricity needed to power them.
9.3.2 Electricity Business Models
Most fleets procure electricity the traditional way – through the local utility’s electric grid. Depending on whether the region is a regulated or deregulated electricity market, fleets may have options with respect to which company they buy their energy from. In thinking through electricity pricing, fleets must be aware of their utility’s rate card and should keep in mind that installing charging stations may change the rate card used for their account from a basic rate to a much more complicated EV rate. Fleets should also be aware of if and how demand charges are integrated into their rate card. Demand charges can be applied for either total facility use or time of use. In other words, the price for electricity may be determined not just by how much energy you use, but by how fast you use it, the peak rate, etc. Though emerging automated demand response (ADR) technologies may be able to help manage peak loads via smart charging.

However, the grid is not the only place to get electricity from. In fact, on-site “behind the meter” solutions such as microgrids and renewables like solar PV are slowly gaining popularity as a means of reducing grid demand, especially during peak times. However, integrating systems like these into electric fleet charging systems is a very new concept and no data is yet available as far as best practices.

9.3.3 Charging System Suppliers
A growing list of potential charging system suppliers updated in January 2018 titled Electric Vehicle Charger Selection Guide is available from the Energy Efficiency Coordinator (EEC) website [289][290]. NACFE is in the process of developing a detailed Guidance Report on Commercial Vehicle Charging Infrastructure to be published in the spring of 2019. NACFE identified in interviews and research a subset of past and present electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) charging system suppliers relevant to commercial truck use which are discussed in Appendix B. However, as the EEC reference shows, there are a considerable number of competing offerings that may be applicable to trucks due to commonality in connectors and charging levels [289][290].

10 Knowns & Unknowns for Medium-Duty CBEV Cost Modeling
Total cost of ownership cost modeling for battery electric vehicles and comparison to baseline diesel vehicles involves a number of projections, estimates and guesses. These unknowns represent considerations for financial investment in vehicles, and may be pertinent to estimating total cost of ownership. The number of fielded production level commercial battery electric vehicles is limited today. Long-term field history is minimal. Comparison to automotive and bus experiences may or may not be relevant. NACFE has identified a number of topic areas of concern to fleets. The following sections summarize NACFE’s findings regarding considerations for the key topic areas:

- Predicting E-Commerce
- Experience Dilemma
- Vehicle Life
- Residual Value of Electric Trucks
- Residual Value of Diesel and Gasoline Baselines
- Zero Emission Mandates
- Incentives, Grants, Vouchers, Subsidies and Tax Breaks
- Maintenance and Repair
10.1.1 Predicting E-Commerce

Freight transport exists to support the commercial marketplace. That commercial space is rapidly changing, with traditional retail outlets being challenged by e-commerce companies and direct-to-consumer marketing. An Omnitracs senior director, Cyndi Brandt, referred to this as the Amazon Effect in a May 2018 webinar on changes to the wholesale industry [60]. The Federal Reserve trend data in Figure 29 shows the percentage of e-commerce sales growing continuously since 2000 with nearly 10% market share of retail sales in 2018 [61].

![Figure 29. E-Commerce Growth as Percent of Retail Sales (Federal Reserve) [61]](image)

This trend in terms of actual dollars is shown in a second Federal Reserve graph in Figure 30 showing 2018 equating to $120 billion in retail sales in the U.S. [62].
This shift in retail has freight being delivered directly from warehouses to consumers, bypassing the traditional intermediate steps involved with getting the product to retail outlets. Brandt explained that the trend for these buyers is to smaller orders delivered more frequently. Brandt suggested that as demand for near instantaneous delivery increases, local delivery trucks may increase in size, acting somewhat as mobile local warehousing space.

This shift in orders and delivery is echoed by Deborah Abrams who wrote, “Many suppliers and manufacturers are moving from bulk sales orders — even to large wholesale accounts — to selling more at an item or case level. That changes their business model and supply chain, making them rethink relationships with what used to be their entire client base. In many cases, suppliers started directly competing against their clients [59].” Quoting Steve Scala, executive vice president of DiCentral, Abrams writes, “Smaller and start-up companies now have an easier route to market, not needing brick-and-mortar retailers for access and shelf space. “The dot-com infrastructure has provided a new path to market for the regular guys,” Scala said. But large brands are competing directly too — not only in their own company stores, but by selling through Amazon and their branded sites. Suppliers are learning how to strike that balance, increasing DTC (direct to consumer) sales while maintaining their wholesale relationships, which can still constitute the majority of their sales [59].”

The 10% value for e-commerce share is echoed in Canada according to McKinsey, where “online retail sales are growing quickly, from Cn $22.3 billion in 2014 to an expected Cn $39.9 billion in 2019, which would be nearly 10% of all retail sales,” from a Forrester.com report by Peter Sheldon [41].

While 10% of the retail sales market place in 2018 is e-commerce, it must be noted that 90% is not. Predicting IoT (internet of things) marketing trends is problematic, as the nature of the space is built on somewhat unpredictable rapid innovation. Factors like additive manufacturing, for example, where products are made on site on demand could cause significant perturbations to future freight planning. Rapid increases in transportation costs like fuel or energy could change the trajectory of some business models. Recession, inflation, policy changes, like tariffs and trade wars, can impact these trends.
An extreme thought experiment is what happens to freight if the Star Trek replicator existed in your home and you could print food or common objects on demand [55][56]? The e-commerce space has evolved significantly since 2000 expedited by the parallel technological development of SmartPhones and the rapid improvement in cellular network capacity and performance along with advances in IoT. What technological leaps might occur in the next decade? These unknowns in a period of revolutionary technological change are considerations for long-term capital investment.

Retail and change are synonymous. Local grocery delivery was experimented with in the heady dot-com period 1998-2000. Start-ups like Webvan, Peapod, HomeGrocer and Kozmo competed with large name grocery chains for web-based food delivery. Truck OEMs launched new medium-duty vehicle projects to optimize for the new demand in urban delivery vehicles. Major grocery retailers made investments in equipment and delivery services. These largely disappeared or scaled back by 2001 as rising fuel prices, labor costs and the dot-com crash made these business models less attractive [63][64][65]. An exception is Peapod, which survived and operates in 24 specific regional markets [147][148].

One could argue that current e-commerce is revisiting the Wells Fargo delivery of Sears & Roebuck catalog items which made the late 1880's U.S. retail a boon period for freight [57]. Once successful catalog retailing at Sears, Montgomery Wards, JC Penney and Service Merchandise declined significantly in 1990-2007. Sears described the current challenging environment in their 2016 SEC Form 10-K, “The retail industry is changing rapidly. The progression of the Internet, mobile technology, social networking and social media is fundamentally reshaping the way we interact with our core customers and members [58].” Rapid change is a risk for long-term capital investments.

What are the demographics of this e-commerce market place? A Rockbridge Associates report characterizes their 2017 National Technology Readiness Survey (NTRS) survey results [66][67]. This is a survey of approximately 1,000 representative consumers over the age of 18. They found that “on-demand economy consumers tend to be younger, more educated and affluent, and more concentrated in urban areas. Specifically:

- 55% are between 25 and 44 years old
- 59% are male
- 45% have a four year college degree or higher
- 54% live in a suburb and 18% live in an inner city
- 68% report an annual household income of at least $50,000
- 47% report an annual household income of at least $75,000”

Rockbridge categorized on-demand consumer spending in Figure 31.
Are there market places less sensitive to e-commerce online trends? A 2017 *Forbes* article looks to success at Home Depot and Best Buy retailers, concluding, “Companies which have physical stores are likely to deliver a better customer experience compared to pure online retailers. By integrating the online and store experiences, they can provide both the convenience of online shopping and the benefit of personal interaction, product demos and advice [68].” *Forbes* reported in 2017 that nine of the 10 top U.S. retailers have significant brick-and-mortar stores, and that Amazon’s purchase of Whole Foods chain also gives them a 460 store foot print [69].

Accenture reported in 2017 from a survey of 10,000 consumers in 13 countries, that GenZ shoppers “crave speedy delivery more than millennials do and are willing to pay for it. In fact, more than half (58%) of Gen Z respondents said they would pay more than $5 for one-hour deliveries [76]. At the same time, however, the findings show that retailers cannot afford to neglect the physical store, since 60% of Gen Z shoppers still prefer to purchase in-store, and nearly half (46%) will still check in store to get more information before making an online purchase. In the U.S., over three-quarters (77%) of Gen Z respondents said that brick-and-mortar stores is their preferred shopping channel [76]”.

McKinsey estimated in a 2016 report that, “Nearly 25% of consumers are willing to pay significant premiums for the privilege of same-day or instant delivery. This share is likely to increase, given that younger consumers are more inclined (just over 30%) to choose same-day and instant delivery over regular delivery [77].” McKinsey tempered that with, “But despite the large share of consumers willing to pay extra for same-day delivery, only 2% said they would pay sufficiently more to make instant delivery viable (assuming the consumer would have to bear the additional cost of this extremely fast service). In any event, same-day and instant delivery will likely reach a combined share of 20% to 25% of the market by 2025, and they are likely to grow significantly further, especially if the service is extended to cover rural areas to some extent [77].”
A 2016 Stanford joint report with the US Postal Service discussed the Technological Disruption and Innovation in Last-Mile Delivery [78]. They summarized, “Customers have an increasingly complex set of expectations regarding the speed, flexibility, security, and cost of delivery. A 2016 survey by shipping platform company Temando shows that most customers value same-day delivery options. Many customers would also like the flexibility to shop in store and have items shipped home or to have the ordered items shipped to a different location, such as an office, a self-service locker, or other pickup points [78][79].”

The rise in e-commerce may also be a reflection on the over-building of retail malls in the U.S. A 2018 Wall Street Journal article cites, “Retail landlords also have suffered from a glut of new shopping centers that were built in the years leading up to the 2008 financial crisis. For every person in the U.S., there is 24 square feet of retail space, far more than Canada’s 16 square feet per capita, Australia’s 11 square feet and five square feet in the U.K. [17].”

The e-commerce cycle has a hidden trucking efficiency challenge in that online orders delivered to homes or businesses have a 30% chance of needing to be returned, what McKinsey labels as “reverse logistics handling” versus perhaps 9% via traditional supply chain methods [41]. A RetailDive story from February 2018 states, “In 2017 the value of retail returns hit $400 billion; that’s a 53% increase from 2015 [196].” A CBRE Report from December 2017 states, “Historically, returns of store-bought merchandise have amounted to 8% of total retail sales. However, for e-commerce, that share ranges from 15% to 30%, depending on the product category [197].” What is commonly referred to as “last mile delivery” tends to inflate “last mile pick-up.” Whether these trends continue depends on the success or failure of reducing the need to make returns through improving ordering processes and data mining returns [196][198].

The increasing trend to greater online purchasing may continue, may accelerate or may plateau, as seen in Figure 32, as the result of the complex competitive, demographic and political forces combined with innovative technological advances.
The future for medium-duty trucks to facilitate e-commerce growth in the next decade is promising. The use of battery electric vehicles as solutions is similarly promising. Capital investments in vehicles and infrastructure with 10 to 20 year timelines are inherently risky as revolutionary technology changes have been occurring in shorter time frames. As history shows, consumer and marketing shifts may occur to reinforce or diverge from today’s visions on time frames of five to 10 years.

Mitigating this risk is the inherent flexibility of electric energy. Investments in charging infrastructure, just as investments in diesel or gasoline fueling stations in the past, have seen long-term economic life even through significant changes in vehicle designs, requirements and energy sourcing. Investments in vehicles have also shown over time that stable infrastructure reinforces long-term use of assets, even while significantly better new ones enter the marketplace.

10.1.2 Experience Dilemma
The experience dilemma is that new, small companies tend to innovative quickly by taking larger risks. They are generally not hamstrung by existing overhead associated with supporting existing product lines and past capital investments for them. Mature OEMs and suppliers provide experience and stability, but bring with them rigidity and the need to consider new investment opportunities in terms of supporting existing product lines and operations as well as starting new ones. These factors can hobble them from moving quickly on innovation, and taking risks. Fleet customers want to take advantage of the best new technology rapidly being developed by nimble new companies, but they also want the security that experienced companies offer.

NACFE fleet interviews identified a concern with risks with start-up companies and long-term stability needed for fleets to make investments. Several indicated that having established OEMs getting into the
electric truck market was needed to reduce risk. Fleets had a parallel concern with speed-to-market, where established large companies may take longer to get innovative new product technology on the road versus more nimble smaller start-ups. One outcome of this is OEMs buying smaller technology innovators, for example Cummins’ 2017 acquisition of Johnson Matthey Battery Systems (JMBS) as a high voltage battery maker and Brammo as a low voltage battery maker [80][81]. Eaton acquiring Cooper Industries in 2012 for position in electric power management [82], Daimler taking a major stake in StoreDot on fast charging batteries [83], Meritor taking a 50% equity stake in TransPower in 2017 to position itself for the EV market (and cementing EV relationships also with OEMs Peterbilt and Navistar) [84][85], CONMET partnering with Protean on electric in-wheel motors [86] or Dana purchasing the majority share of TM4, a motor and inverter company in 2018 [52]. Partnerships where OEMs provide a chassis to a builder for electric vehicle production are allowing other established OEMs to quickly enter the EV market with products. Ford is an example showing a range of alternative energy vehicle partnerships including Motiv and LightningElectric (formerly Lightning Hybrid) to offer product in many classes as shown in Figure 33 [87].

![Ford Portfolio of Advanced Fuel Solutions](image)

**Figure 33. Ford EVQM Chassis Partnerships in Alternative Energy Vehicles (Ford) [87]**

The ramification of mergers and acquisitions is that intellectual property developed in a start-up may be available to all OEMs but once an OEM acquires a start-up, that start-up’s technology becomes proprietary to a specific OEM. This could affect service part pricing and availability for a fleet maintenance shops. *Heavy Duty Trucking*’s Deborah Lockridge summarized Daimler perspective on this from June 2018 comments that Daimler’s “…goal is to develop a single proprietary electric system that will be used on its products around the world. EMG (Daimler’s new E-Mobility Group) will define the strategy for everything from electrical components to completely electric vehicles for all brands and all business divisions, while also working to create a single global electric architecture. [88].”
A fleet running trucks from multiple OEM, might have cost increases to handle specific proprietary service tools and software for each type of truck. A clear example would be battery packs, where there are no standards sizes, shapes, construction or performance. Where Michelin tires or Dana axles can be specified on your Freightliner, Peterbilt, Kenworth, Volvo, Mack, etc. tractor, you may have to lock into a proprietary battery pack for each. Motors, chargers, controllers, etc. are other examples. A consumer parallel to this is visible in the way printer companies make using proprietary ink cartridges a near requirement for their printers, locking in premium replacement cartridge pricing and securing recurring cash flow from customers.

Regarding innovation versus experience, one blogger evaluated an electric truck maker and disparaged their management team as, “Only one of Tesla execs have experience building heavy-duty trucks [88].” In truth, the argument can be made that nearly no one in early 2018 has significant production experience building commercial battery electric trucks. With innovative technology, it is not always the case that experience with older technology is applicable or beneficial. Companies like Royal Typewriter, Kodak Camera, Ford, GM and Chevrolet in the 1970’s, Blackberry and Nokia were not well suited to adapt to rapidly changing new technologies. When talking about experience and revolutionary innovation — lack of experience with older technologies is not necessarily a negative, and experience with older technologies is not necessarily a positive.

10.1.3 Vehicle Life

Capital investment in vehicles needs to factor a period of ownership and expected vehicle lifespan. The residual value at the point of trade-in is largely dependent on estimates of useful remaining life. Medium-duty vehicles tend to be long lived. A 2015 Heavy Duty Trucking article by Paul Clinton quotes IHS director of commercial vehicle solutions, Gary Meteer, “Class 6 GVW trucks now operating in commercial fleets now have an average 21.2-year lifespan due to their reliability, durability, and use in a variety of applications [144].” The article states, “Class 5 trucks are now the youngest truck class with an average age of 11.8 years as a result of this segment of trucks having historically low demand [144].” This implies that the average life of the other medium-duty classes falls somewhere between 21.2 and 11.8 years.

One NACFE interview with an OEM stated that their oldest battery electric truck in the field was four years old. The Smith-Newton fleets have been running approximately eight years. Battery electric buses are accumulating significant field mileage, but they also have not been around that long. Significant volumes of fielded production quality trucks are needed to establish a basis for estimating commercial lifespans in this developing marketplace.

10.1.4 Residual Value of Electric Trucks

NACFE’s interviews with OEMs and fleets have highlighted that residual value is an unknown for battery electric trucks. There are insufficient quantities of used CBEVs to establish any trends. It is possible to look at how residual values have fared in the automotive world. There are sufficient quantities of battery electric and hybrid automobiles for used values to be tracked. The National Automobile Dealers Association published a 2016 report by JD Power titled Alternative Powertrains: Analysis of Recent Market Trends & Value Retention. That report highlights that “retained value of three-year-old plug-in hybrid compact cars ranged from approximately 31% to 38%” and all electric models ranged from 22%-27% versus ICE based vehicles with values of approximately 50% [160].
NACFE concludes that this steep depreciation reflects in part the higher list price of the vehicles before grants, incentives, tax breaks, or other subsidies. The purpose of these types of incentives is to level the price of new technology with that of existing choices. These incentives are pervasive. They are funded by a variety of somewhat transient mechanisms such as fines, fees, and grants, but are likely part of the electric vehicle equation for the foreseeable future. If the subsidies are factored in to the initial actual price paid by the customer, the depreciation improves. JD Power reached this same conclusion stating, “High new vehicle incentives mean prices of used EVs and plug-in hybrids fall at a much higher rate than they do for gasoline or traditional hybrid models [160].”

Argonne National Laboratory’s Yan Zhou et al suggested a new metric be used, an “adjusted retention rate” that reflects the post subsidy vehicle price paid by a consumer. The report states, “Incentives decrease the purchase price or market value of an incentivized vehicle, but not the intrinsic value of the technology.” The methodology subtracts the incentives from the manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) to estimate acquisition cost for use in calculating depreciation. They concluded, “The adjusted retention rate is a more objective metric for comparing value retention or depreciation of PEVs (plug-in electric vehicle) and conventional vehicles. The report reviews three years of vehicle data from 2011 through 2014 and summarizes the results in Figure 34. The data concluded, “When adjusted for both state and federal tax credits, the sales-weighted average adjusted value retention rates of both BEVs and PHEVs are better than that of ICEVs at one year, and still comparable at two-year ownership. Adjusted retention rates for PHEVs at three years are somewhat lower, but data on three-year-old PEVs data are limited [161].”

![Sales Weighted Adjusted Retention Rate](image)

**Figure 34. Sales Weighted Adjusted Retention Rates (ANL) [161]**

The ANL analysis is interesting with respect to cars, but because the turn time for the vehicles is in terms of one, two or three year time frames, it is not particularly relevant to medium-duty trucks which may have 10 to 20 year investment lives. What is applicable to the medium-duty total cost of ownership estimates of residual value trends is the ANL conclusion that cost of acquisition should be reduced by the amount of incentives and subsidies. Some form of these incentives is likely to be in place until
production volumes of electric vehicles reach significant numbers and industry has incorporated cost reduction innovations and economies of scale into their designs.

An alternative source on similar technology valuation might be to look at price trends for used CNG trucks. A Successful Dealer article by Jason Canon noted that a 2014 OEM panel at ACT EXPO recorded Andy Douglas, National Sales Manager for Kenworth Truck Company, stating, “The early 9-liters are just now seeing the secondary market, but the residual curve is similar to diesel [162].” The panel felt the 12-liter market did not yet have enough volume to trend used sales values. The article highlights that “fleets unsure of the truck’s resale value have been hesitant to commit sizable portions of their budget to trucks that can be difficult to sell for a yet-to-be-determined amount.”

The use of subsidies, grants and incentives that apply only to the new vehicle purchase means the used vehicle pricing forces competing technologies to be on an equal cost footing. The used vehicle market is where supply and demand govern pricing. NACFE believes vehicle decision making in these second markets is less about technology type, and more about fundamental functionality. Can the vehicle do the work the fleet needs it to do at acceptable operating cost levels with acceptable uptimes? If electric vehicles prove to have significantly less maintenance and better uptime than ICE alternatives, the used market may reward them with premium residual values.

NACFE believes that investment in alternative fueled vehicles in the early stages of technology typically will be for longer periods of ownership. NACFE believes it is reasonable to assume that battery electric vehicles, if they are more reliable, may lead to longer ownership periods. A similar trend has been seen with diesel trucks as designs with longer warranty periods entered the market. A change in planned ownership period adds a level of complexity to equivalent comparison to baseline ICE vehicles.

The replacement period is also an unknown, particularly in medium-duty markets. In a Fleet Financials article Sal Bilbona states, “Establishing replacement cycles for medium-duty trucks is both an art and science. It involves judgment, prediction, forecasts, and assumptions on one hand, and analysis of available data on the other [166].” Bilbona shows an example of how depreciation, maintenance/repair and the total life cycle cost (referred to as Equivalent Uniform Annualized Cost – EUAC or Equivalent Annual Cost – EAC) vary with time in Figure 35. EUAC, also stated as Equivalent Annual Cost (EAC) is the cost per year of owning and operating an asset over its entire lifespan. This total life cycle cost is typically presented as a bathtub shaped curve, according to Bilbona, over the full life of a vehicle although the shape may vary due to a number of factors [166].
Trade cycles may also vary as innovation enters production availability. A *Work Trucks* staff article highlights that new technologies can accelerate sales of older vehicles as fleets chase the potential operational cost savings [165].

Estimating the lifespan of commercial battery electric vehicles is an unknown until there are sufficient suppliers of used vehicles to gauge market trends. The residual value of these vehicles is a guess at this point. Compounding that is the fact that incentives, subsidies and grants are mostly used up in the initial purchase and are not applicable in the second market. Another factor is the rapid pace of technology innovation for these vehicles may lead to product obsolescence at a faster rate than experienced with diesel vehicles.

### 10.1.5 Residual Value of Diesel and Gasoline Baselines

Estimating residual value of these long-lived diesel or gasoline trucks is largely an unknown in the face of zero emission mandates. Historical trends will not be applicable when a diesel truck is prohibited from use in specific markets. Alternative vehicle markets will need to be found with additional costs for shipping the vehicles to those markets, and possibly margin losses as the vehicles may become less desirable. Alternatively, programs may develop for retiring older vehicles as was done with the $3 billion 2009 Car Allowance Rebate System (CARS), colloquially known as the Cash-For-Clunkers automotive program by the U.S. Department of Transportation [145][146].

The unknowns on the residual value of the long-lived diesel or gasoline baseline truck and the expectation of the residual value for battery electric ones are considerations for capital investment in new vehicles. Expected vehicle lifespans are also considerations as the predictions depend on a great many market and regulatory unknowns.

### 10.1.6 Zero Emission Mandates

Regulatory mandates to adopt zero emission vehicles in specific regions force manufacturers to produce viable alternative technology platforms. The U.S. and Canadian rules generally apply directly to the
manufacturers and their annual product mix. North American vehicle buyers are largely free to make their own free market decisions on which vehicles to purchase, but they are influenced by a significant number of grants, incentives, tax breaks, and other cost reduction assistances in purchasing zero emission technologies. In Europe and other regions, punitive measures are also taken to encourage end users to adopt low, ultra-low and zero emission technologies through fees and fines when operating in specific urban emission zones.

The primary concern for fleets making capital investment is reliably estimating the residual value of vehicles when the downstream market can significantly change. If a diesel product can no longer be sold or operated in a zero emission region, it has to be relocated to a market where it has a value. In one example, an operator purchased low emission vehicles in Los Angeles as replacements for older diesel vehicles subsequently sold into a Seattle market, where emission regulations are on a different timeline.

Where significant volumes of used vehicles flood the market due to new regulations limiting their use, supply and demand pricing tends to reduce residual value. Transporting products to other regions for resale also adds costs likely factoring into further reduction in residual value.

### 10.1.6.1 U.S. Emission Zone Mandates

The 10 U.S. States with California based Zero Emission Vehicle programs are California, Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont, as illustrated in Figure 36. The color coding reflects a three tier ranking assessment by the Electrification Coalition based on a) provision of state-level incentives to consumers, b) availability and support of public refueling infrastructure, and c) use of public outreach and education campaigns. This data includes ZEV automobiles along with buses and commercial vehicles [110][111].

#### ZEV State Policy Tier Rankings

Based on weighted categories of these metrics:

- Provision of state-level incentives to consumers
- Availability and support of public refueling infrastructure
- Use of public outreach and education campaigns

---

**Figure 36. ZEV Program States (ACT News & Electrification Coalition) [110][111]**
Zero emission mandates may apply to specific municipalities, regions or entire states. They generally have a target ZEV vehicle population by a target date, for example California’s goal is “5 million ZEVs by 2030 [111].” Details can include a ramp up transition plan, as seen in Figure 37, as with California’s 2018 car and light-duty truck rules which are based on a three year average of new vehicle volumes produced and delivered to California [112].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Year</th>
<th>Credit Percentage Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025 and subsequent</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 37. California Transition Plan for Auto and Light Truck ZEV Vehicle Percentages (California)[112]

Note that under California rules, medium-duty vehicles “may be counted toward the ZEV requirement for PCs (passenger car) and LDTs (light-duty truck), and included in the calculation of ZEV credits” at the manufacturer’s discretion [112].

The transition planning accommodates crediting factors for a variety of technologies including all electric, extended range battery electric, hybrid electric, hydrogen internal combustion engine, hydrogen fuel cell, and a category termed super-ultra-low-emission-vehicle (SULEV) which use combinations of alternative fuels.

These ZEV rules primarily apply to vehicle manufacturers, leaving purchasers to choose from the combination of vehicle technologies sold, which includes diesel and gas vehicles. Managing the annual supply of ZEV vehicles may be the responsibility of the manufacturers, but it also implies that purchasers actually buy them.

The consumer side of the ZEV mandates has created a variety of mechanisms for encouraging purchase and use of ZEV vehicles. According to a 2017 study by the Energy Information Administration analysis of “54 individual state-level direct incentives offered by 30 states as of December 2016. These include 19 incentives for vehicle purchase or lease, including rebates and tax credits, and 27 incentives for vehicle use, including HOV lane exemptions, state vehicle inspection exemptions, and free public parking. The analysis also includes eight incentives that offset the cost of installing home EVSE [113].” Here is a partial list of the types of assistance used to encourage the purchase of ZEV vehicles:

- Grants
- Rebates
- Tax Credits
- Sales Tax Exemption
- Inspection Exemption
- High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lane Access
There are also punitive measures being discussed that can apply to vehicle purchasers that operate older vehicles such as fees for entry into low, ultra-low and zero emission zones by non-ZEV vehicles. Examples from Europe include London where daily fines can range from £100 to £300 depending on zone and older vehicle emissions level [114][115]. There are daily fines in Paris were driving a non-compliant heavy goods vehicle (HGV) is 135€ [116]. These access fees/fines are not yet present in the U.S.

### 10.1.6.2 Canadian Emission Zone Mandates
The province of Quebec approved zero emission vehicle standards in 2016 affecting the volume of ZEV cars manufactured for sale and use in Quebec [117]. The standard applies to the vehicle manufacturers. The standard does not address medium-duty or heavy-duty trucks. Experience with this may pave the way for Canadian expansion into commercial vehicles.

### 10.1.6.3 European Emission Zone Mandates
Europe has a number of city specific and country specific regulations in process for adopting low, ultra-low and zero emission vehicles. London pioneered a low emission zone with daily fines for non-compliant vehicles. This evolved into Ultra Low Emissions Standards (ULEZ) for London. According to the Mayor of London website, “Most vehicles including cars and vans will need to meet new, tighter exhaust emission standards (ULEZ standards) or pay a daily charge to travel within the area of the ULEZ [114].”

Driving a non-emission-compliant vehicle in London after 2019 will result in daily charges of either £100 for lorries over 3.5T not meeting a minimum of Euro VI standards and after 2020, £300 if Euro IV standards are not met. Failure to pay adds another £1000 penalty [115].

European regional urban access regulations are summarized by the European Commission highlighting specific limitations for a variety of cities [116]. This array of different emission zone requirements likely creates challenges for vehicle manufacturers and fleets that have to create and manage vehicles that encounter a range of these zones. With no one standard applicable in all trucking routes, vehicle OEMs and fleets may migrate to vehicles that universally can traverse all these zones. As the regulations tighten, there is concern that these older vehicles lose value becoming excluded from operating in specific markets.

### 10.1.6.4 Other Regions Emission Zone Mandates
Other countries and particularly larger cities with air quality issues are taking steps to reinforce adoption of zero emission vehicles and to constrict use of ICE ones. NACFE interviews with an organization working on transport projects in China highlighted that in some large cities, new ICE truck registrations are prohibited. Use of older vehicles has been restricted to evenings and only Monday-Wednesday-Friday-Sunday or Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday-Sunday operations based on license plate. Meanwhile, EV use has incentives but includes additional requirements for automatically tracking geographic operations. These types of concurrent reward and penalty approaches are being considered in a number of locations across the world. NACFE believes these are more moderate approaches than jumping directly to ZEV mandates, recognizing that the CBEV vehicles and infrastructure needed to support a ZEV mandate may not yet exist in adequate volumes and won’t for some years.
10.1.7 Incentives, Grants, Vouchers, Subsidies and Tax Breaks

The primary purpose of incentives, grants, vouchers, subsidies, rebates and/or tax breaks is to encourage the behavior of buying and using zero and low emission vehicles, and in so doing, conversely discourage the behavior of buying and using diesel and gasoline vehicles.

The California Air Resources Board concludes, “The greatest barrier to purchasing cleaner trucks and buses is the higher price tag [170].” One solution is to artificially reduce the procurement price of the cleaner trucks to something comparable to current diesel and gasoline ones. There are a variety of methods to do this. All methods involve paying the manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) but then subsidizing the buyer so the actual procured price is more equivalent to the diesel or gasoline baseline. Essentially these methods are like coupons, reducing the actual price paid by the consumer.

Justification for subsidizing an industry rests on the belief that a new technology cannot compete on price because it does not yet have the benefit of economies of scale. A consequence of these subsidies, however, may be general acceptance that electric vehicles should cost more than their equivalent diesel and gasoline competition, removing the incentive for manufacturers to develop vehicles that are competitive under free market pricing.

Subsidies are controversial. Whatever the case, there is no free ride. One obvious question is where does the money come from? In some cases, the consumers are indirectly paying for the subsidy through taxes. An example is government grants which originate in part from public taxes through the congressional budgeting processes [176].

In other cases, the consumers may be indirectly paying for the subsidy through the prices of products they buy where the manufacturers are paying fees related to emissions. California funds its Hybrid and Zero-Emission Truck and Bus Voucher Incentive Project (HVIP) through the state emissions program cap-and-trade auction process [170][171].

In some cases, funding originates from fines related to company violations. Multiple states’ programs are funded through actions like the Volkswagen emissions violation settlement [172][173]. The extent to which companies recover these costs through product pricing is an open question.

Fleets need to find information on the availability of subsidies. As they may be competing for funds in some cases, fleets may not be open to sharing this information. NACFE identified the U.S. Department of Energy site on Electric Vehicles: Tax Credits and Other Incentives [175]. A concise November 2017 overview of several funding sources for vehicle electrification is available from the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions [176]. The DOE Alternative Fuels Data Center has a search engine for federal and state laws and incentives [177]. AFDC also has an interactive state map for finding sources [178]. Plug America, an industry group, has state and federal incentives listed [181]. The Goldman School of Public Policy at the University of California Berkeley issued a report in August 2018 summarizing Financing Low- and Zero-Emission Freight Transportation Technologies in California [291]. Suppliers such as ChargePoint and Motiv also may be useful resources for fleet information on grants [179][237].

Davis and Xue summarized the financing options as shown in Figure 38 into three primary categories, a Point-of-Sale voucher, an Application Process or a Proposal-Based Solicitation [291]. Additionally, Davis and Xue indicated that the VW Mitigation Trucks Program is not yet included in the graphic.
An indication of the scope of that is from Electrify America, “created by the Volkswagen Group of America to invest $2 billion in financially sustainable business opportunities that advance the use of Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) technology, $800 million of which must be spent in California [292].”

The Electrify America report states “As laid out in the Cycle 1 California ZEV Investment Plan, Electrify America intends to develop a network of electric vehicle charging stations along highly traveled highways and in six carefully selected metropolitan areas during Cycle 1 (Figure 39). The planned network in California will consist of more than 600 DC fast charging dispensers at approximately 160 charging station sites. In addition, Electrify America will build approximately 1,500 charging stations at workplaces and multiunit dwellings in its six target markets. The network will deploy cutting-edge technology to deliver customer-centric charging to consumers safely and conveniently, and it will connect California to the Electrify America national network in 39 states [292].”
An example of a voucher process is outlined in CARB’s HVIP manual as shown in Figure 40 [172].

An example of the amount of MSRP price offset is outlined in the HVIP manual as seen in Figure 41.

**Figure 40. HPIV Voucher Program Process (adapted by NACFE from CARB) [172]**

**Figure 41. HVIP Zero Emission Truck Voucher Program Amounts (CARB) [172]**
A hidden electric vehicle pricing incentive for fleets are OEM emissions credits for building battery electric vehicles. Under EPA Green House Gas Phase 2 rules and California ARB emissions rules, OEMs receive emission credits for each CBEV they build which can help offset diesel and gasoline vehicles sold [212][213][211]. These are incentives to OEMs to accelerate introduction of the electric vehicles. These are not directly relevant to the fleet consumer as the credits apply at the manufacturer’s level. However, the credits are assets and can be sold among manufacturers [1]. A company that produces entirely electric vehicles has no internal use for emission credits, so can sell them to companies that make diesel and gasoline vehicles. The proceeds of those credit sales might then be used to help offset the pricing of the electric vehicles. The EPA GHG Phase 2 rules state that an all-electric vehicle has a credit multiplier of 4.5 [212]. The California ARB proposed in 2017 that the all-electric range credit multiplier would be 3.5 for vehicles with electric ranges over 35 miles [211]. The value of an emissions credit is very much based on supply and demand. A diesel truck manufacturer needing credits to offset diesels sold is at risk of being prohibited from shipping all products by being non-compliant. That manufacturer is also at risk of being fined $37,500 for each non-compliant truck, and must correct the non-compliance possibly requiring a costly vehicle recall [1][212][213]. The value of an emission credit in this circumstance could be significant.

Companies making capital investments in electric vehicle technology may wonder if subsidies could disappear before they have built out their fleet. The pervasiveness of subsidies combined with the slow adoption rate of commercial electric vehicles, suggests that subsidies may be a factor for the foreseeable future. Specific funding sources like VW’s huge fines are likely not going to be counted on in future years, but mechanisms like California’s cap-and-trade auction proceeds appear to be sustainable funding mechanism.

10.1.8 Maintenance and Repair

Maintenance cost reduction is a goal for fleets investing in CBEV trucks. Figure 42 illustrates some of the major maintenance systems and components that are on a diesel medium-duty chassis but that may be missing from a CBEV. These represent leaks, worn moving parts, failed sensors in caustic environments, pumps, filters, high temperature components, complex thermo-chemical systems, etc. An electric chassis, even one with a small ICE range extender-generator, in comparison has many fewer moving parts, less caustic and hazardous fluids, minimal high temperature exhaust or emission systems, as shown in the Workhorse example in Figure 43 [204].

Battery electric vehicles are expected to extend preventive maintenance (PM) schedules for items like brakes and tires. The use of regenerative braking systems means the wear parts of brakes do not see the duty cycle found in diesel and gasoline trucks. Interviews with OEMs suggests that tires may wear differently due to electric drive motors and the regenerative braking, possibly having longer lives. Insufficient field history exists to confirm this claim at this time.
Diesel, gasoline and battery electric vehicles share some common maintenance pain points:

- Wiring and connectors
- Extensive electrical systems with public and proprietary software buses
- Integration of a number of electronic control modules and sensors
- Common brake systems, wheels and tires
- Steering systems
- Cabin HVAC systems
- Common 12V systems such as lights

NACFE reported in its 2018 Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense that data on automotive electric vehicle maintenance costs shows maintenance costs are about average with respect to their gasoline counterparts, still not mature enough to be seeing significant cost reductions from the
Guidance Report – Medium-Duty Electric Trucks – Cost of Ownership

technology [1]. NACFE interviews have found that fleets operating electric trucks and manufacturers producing them are not seeing maintenance savings yet because of the early production nature of these vehicles and limited field mileage. OEM engineers have not had significant feedback and iterations to improve designs. A CALSTART summary of 2012 testing with the early Navistar eStar and Freightliner Custom Chassis MT E-Cell, says, “At this early stage of vehicle development, true vehicle availability comparison between E-Trucks and conventional diesel vehicles would be difficult [215].” NACFE believes that conclusion is still applicable in 2018. OEMs recommended reviewing history of electric bus operators where there are some significant miles and numbers of vehicles in use. NACFE was unable to get access to hard data from bus makers to confirm or deny these claims.

Certainly the potential is there for significant maintenance cost reductions with battery electric vehicles, but NACFE concluded that maintenance reduction is not a near-term savings for medium-duty trucks and early generation vehicles may be equal to or worse than competing diesel or gasoline ones. NACFE projects this will change as sufficient production quality vehicles have had road time and engineers have incorporated improvements in subsequent model years. Interviews with fleets have confirmed that whether diesel, gasoline or electric, a down truck means lost productive miles, delayed deliveries, and unhappy drivers and customers.

![A Down Truck (Mihelic)](image.jpg)

Figure 44. A Down Truck (Mihelic) [200]

10.1.9 Fire

Catastrophic events occur with all vehicle types. Gasoline and diesel fueled vehicles can and do catch fire. *Money* magazine found that “about 174,000 vehicle fires were reported in the United States in 2015, the most recent year for which statistics are available from the National Fire Protection Association. Virtually all of those fires involved gasoline powered cars. That works out to about one every three minutes” [70][71]. BBC highlighted that 31 diesel bus fires have occurred in Rome in 2017-2018 [73]. Another source showed 14 more in 2016 [74]. Figure 45 shows NFPA fire causal factor data.
for 2003-2007, an era largely pre-electric vehicles, illustrating that fire does occur with ICE vehicle platforms [72].
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Figure 45. Pre EV Vehicle Fire Causes 2003-2007 (NFPA)[72]

A common argument made by detractors of BEVs is that they catch fire, and then in showing a vehicle burning, infer the frequency is somehow alarming. However, NHTSA/Battelle found there is no hard data suggesting this, while couching that there really is an insufficient volume of vehicles and history to accurately assess the issue [75]. There is even less data at present on commercial BEVs as there are fewer production vehicles in long-term use.

The 2017 NHTSA/Battelle report states, “Regarding the risk of electrochemical failure, the report concludes that the propensity and severity of fires and explosions from the accidental ignition of flammable electrolytic solvents used in Li-ion battery systems are anticipated to be somewhat comparable to or perhaps slightly less than those for gasoline or diesel vehicular fuels [75].”

The overall number of automotive BEV fire incidents should be small because the percentage of battery electric vehicles is relatively low (perhaps 1% of all vehicles sold). However, the incident rate within those vehicles appears to be at worst average versus similar ICE vehicles. Whether this experience can be extrapolated with any confidence to medium-duty BEVs is open to question. In some respects, the automotive EV experience represents something that might be scaled to truck, but in other respects, the systems are substantially different in capacity, performance and use.

The lengthy NHTSA/Battelle Report and their extensive references highlight that there are many unknowns about long-term battery statistics because of the rapid commercial evolution of the technologies. The report speculates on a variety of what-if failure modes and highlights that current manufacturing and testing standards will need to improve with experience. They conclude, “The investigation suggests that Li-ion battery safety can be managed effectively, although substantial research and development and codes and standards development is needed [75].” These recommendations seem also applicable to commercial vehicles.

The NHTSA/Battelle report graphically illustrates the variety of potential battery failure modes in Figure 46. The EV industry, while still relatively young, has developed standards. Industry standards organizations such as the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), SAE International, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Guobaia (GB Standards), International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and others have published safety standards pertaining to design and testing of electric vehicle systems. A U.S. DOE website reminds buyers that “EVs must undergo the same rigorous safety testing and meet the same safety standards required for conventional vehicles sold in the United States as well as EV-specific standards for limiting chemical spillage from batteries, securing batteries during a crash, and isolating the chassis from the high-voltage system to prevent electric shock [182].” NACFE found that OEMS may provide training programs for first responders in addition to shop personnel.
Figure 46. High-Level Flowchart of System Failure Causation and Hazard (Battelle/NHTSA)[75]
10.1.10 Raw Materials

The raw materials required to sustain production of battery electric vehicles represents concern to capital investment by fleets as OEM vehicle pricing is subject to flux from commodity volatility. The range of concerns includes labor practices, environmental practices and strategic issues in the supply chain that produces the battery packs for these vehicles. Three example materials discussed frequently in conjunction with battery electric vehicles are cobalt, rare earth metals and lithium. But less exotic materials like steel, aluminum and copper are also subject to significant pricing volatility from government policy decisions, supply and demand issues, and speculators. There are many sources of information on these commodities. This report provides in the following sections a range of possible sources for those wanting more detail on raw material supply.

Projections on world use of critical minerals involve complex predictions on innovation, policies, regional stability and financial speculation. Current mine production rates are used in projections of use of world reserves in the following sections to highlight only that the materials critical to electric vehicles are finite, and supply and demand rules commodity pricing. The specific growth rates used are only for example.

Innovation is ongoing with battery electric vehicle designs, with engineers and scientists producing higher energy density batteries regularly over the last decade and projections are for that to continue to evolve [1]. Innovation with respect to cost reduction is fundamental in modern vehicle engineering. Getting more with less is termed continuous improvement. It is embodied in cost reduction management practices standard in industry such as Six Sigma [151]. Finding alternative materials, making designs more efficient, or reducing critical material content while improving performance is a major aspect of on-going vehicle research and development. As commodities become more expensive, there is greater incentive for innovation to find substitutes and reduce content of the critical materials, while customers continually demand greater performance.

A good example of innovation affecting a key mineral is reflected in the projected cost of lithium batteries over time. Estimates of pricing in 2020 that were made in 2010 were on the order of $300 per kWh. By 2017, innovation in actual production batteries had progressed such that cost estimates in the $150 kWh range are realistic. A summary of projections over time was published by Berckmans et al in 2017 and shown in Figure 47 [148].
The long-term supply and demand of raw materials such as cobalt, lithium and rare earth metals are identified as significant factors by Deutsche Bank, McKinsey and others for predicting future pricing of battery electric vehicles [150]. Others have predicted costs based on valuation of second life uses for batteries [152][153].

**10.1.10.1 Cobalt**

Cobalt is a significant component material used in batteries. Rechargeable batteries are the leading use for cobalt [90][107]. The leading source of more than half the cobalt demand in the world is the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) in central Africa [90][96][97][107]. It generally is a by-product of copper or nickel mining, meaning that, “Production (of cobalt) is driven primarily by the markets for the principal metals, not by the need for cobalt. This situation limits producers’ flexibility in adjusting the amount of cobalt mined in response to changes in demand and can result in periods of oversupply or shortage. [107].” Figure 48 lists the U.S. Geological Survey 2018 estimates of production and reserves by region [90]. European Union estimates are similar [96][97].

The industry demand for rechargeable batteries has grown significantly. The total world mine production shown for 2017 is 110,000 metric tons, a 307% increase from the 1997 USGS estimate of 27,000 metric tons [90]. Reserves are estimated at 7.1 million metric tons. Estimating, for example, a 10% annual growth in annual cobalt mine output based on increased demand, this represents approximately a 20 year world supply.

Demand growth has highlighted supply concerns with an estimated 64% of world supply originating from the DRC, a region with a range of issues that can impact cobalt supply and pricing.
Cobalt, as a commodity, has seen significant speculative price volatility over time, shown in Figure 49, with pricing ranging from $10/lb. to over $50/lb. [102].

---

**World Mine Production and Reserves:** Reserves were revised based on Government or industry reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Mine Production 2016</th>
<th>Mine Production 2017</th>
<th>Reserves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>23,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo (Kinshasa)</td>
<td>64,000</td>
<td>64,000</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>3,390</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Caledonia</td>
<td>2,190</td>
<td>3,200</td>
<td>51,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>280,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>5,300</td>
<td>5,600</td>
<td>250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>29,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>2,900</td>
<td>270,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>5,900</td>
<td>560,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World total (rounded)</td>
<td>111,000</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>7,100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**World Resources:** Identified cobalt resources of the United States are estimated to be about 1 million tons. Most of these resources are in Minnesota, but other important occurrences are in Alaska, California, Idaho, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, and Pennsylvania. With the exception of resources in Idaho and Missouri, any future cobalt production from these deposits would be as a byproduct of another metal. Identified world terrestrial cobalt resources are about 25 million tons. The vast majority of these resources are in sediment-hosted stratiform copper deposits in Congo (Kinshasa) and Zambia; nickel-bearing laterite deposits in Australia and nearby island countries and Cuba; and magmatic nickel-copper sulphide deposits hosted in maﬁc and ultramaﬁc rocks in Australia, Canada, Russia, and the United States. More than 120 million tons of cobalt resources have been identified in manganese nodules and crusts on the floor of the Atlantic, Indian, and Paciﬁc Oceans.

**Substitutes:** In some applications, substitution for cobalt would result in a loss in product performance. Potential substitutes include barium or strontium ferrites, neodymium-iron-boron, or nickel-iron alloys in magnets; cerium, iron, lead, manganese, or vanadium in paints; cobalt-iron-copper or iron-copper in diamond tools; copper-iron-manganese for curing unsaturated polyester resins; iron, iron-cobalt-nickel, nickel, cermet, or ceramics in cutting and wear-resistant materials; iron-phosphorous, manganese, nickel-cobalt-aluminum, or nickel-cobalt-manganese in lithium-ion batteries; nickel-based alloys or ceramics in jet engines; nickel in petroleum catalysts; and rhodium in hydroformylation catalysts.

---

**Figure 48. Cobalt World Mine Production & Reserves (USGS) [90]**
While research continues to find suitable substitutes for cobalt and to improve the efficiency of use of cobalt in the batteries, cobalt continues to be a fundamental part of most vehicle battery designs. To mitigate supply and cost sensitivities, designers are working to reduce the cobalt content of batteries. Tesla’s 2017 SEC Conflict Minerals Report states in their newest battery designs, “The cobalt content of our Nickel-Cobalt-Aluminum cathode chemistry is already lower than next-generation cathodes that will be made by other cell producers with a Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt ratio of 8:1:1 [91].” Tesla’s CEO was quoted in a May 2018 stating that they can get to nearly zero use of cobalt in next generation batteries [100][101]. Tesla’s batteries are produced by Panasonic in a joint operation housed at Tesla’s Gigafactory in Nevada. NACFE was unable to find independent verification of the cobalt content, but clearly the Tesla SEC statements recognize the need to reduce cobalt use. General Motors, which produces the Chevrolet Volt and Bolt battery electric cars, does not list cobalt in its Conflict Minerals Report although the chemical composition listed as NMC-LMO Pouch includes cobalt [93][94][95]. This is possibly because GM procures the batteries from a supplier and falls under exclusions permitted in reporting [92][96].

A contributor to supply and pricing volatility are questionable labor practices in sourcing cobalt. The U.S. and EU, for example, have enacted policies to restrict import of cobalt and cobalt based products that originate through forced labor and child labor.

In response to concerns about sourcing, industry has developed policies for auditing and rating their supply chains through groups like the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA) formerly the Electronic
Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC) [98]. Their mission is to support responsible supply chain management. “RBA members commit and are held accountable to a common Code of Conduct and utilize a range of RBA training and assessment tools to support continuous improvement in the social, environmental and ethical responsibility of their supply chains.” A subgroup of EICC is the Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI). This initiative has created “standards for responsible sourcing from conflict-affected and high risk areas [98].” This effort is in the process of establishing a Cobalt Reporting Tool (CRT). “The CRT was designed for downstream companies to gather and disclose information about their supply chains [99].”

Cobalt availability and pricing will continue to be a concern area for fleet investments in battery electric vehicles because of the limited sourcing options which can be affected by policies, weather, speculation and regional instabilities.

10.1.10.2 Rare Earths
High efficiency electric motors use rare earth magnets. Neodymium is an example used commonly in electric and hybrid vehicle drive motors and in other vehicle systems such as steering, door windows and locks, etc. [104]. The capital investment concern for commercial electric vehicles is that the primary worldwide source for rare earths is and has been China. Rare earth minerals exist in large quantities in the earth’s crust but mining is largely localized in China, as seen in Figure 50, compiled from annual USGS estimates going back to 1994 [103]. Commodity pricing and supply are subject to political decision making such as international trade policies, growing trends in electric vehicle production for Chinese domestic demands and financial speculators.

As with cobalt, rare earth mineral price volatility has been significant. Prices have ranged from $83 to $429/lb. between 2011 and 2017 [103]. Production exists outside China in small volumes in Australia, Brazil, India, Russia and Thailand, with smaller amounts from other regions. The USGS shows no significant production in Canada or the U.S. in 2017 [103].

Figure 50. Rare Earth Mine Production (NACFE compiled from USGS data) [103]
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Capital investment concern for commercial battery electric vehicles is that rare earth commodity pricing is volatile and supply may be curtailed causing vehicle price increases and possible increases in replacement part costs.

10.1.10.3 Lithium
Lithium is abundant, it can be sourced nearly everywhere as shown in Figure 51. Lithium reserves are estimated at 16 million metric tons, while annual demand in 2017 was estimated by the USGS as 43 thousand metric tons [106]. Estimating, for example, an 8% growth in annual lithium mine output from increased demand translates to approximately 43 years of world supply if not factoring in recycling. Actual production is currently less broadly dispersed [106][107].

That said, the USGS states, “Lithium supply security has become a top priority for technology companies in the United States and Asia. Strategic alliances and joint ventures among technology companies and exploration companies continued to be established to ensure a reliable, diversified supply of lithium for battery suppliers and vehicle manufacturers [106].”

Supply and demand drives the lithium commodity pricing, which has seen volatility since 2015 shown in Figure 52, along with cobalt and rare earth metals due to increasing demand, trade policies and speculators. Prior to 2015, lithium commodity pricing was fairly stable for the prior decade.
Recycling for lithium, cobalt and rare earth metals has not seen significant volumes. While recycling lithium-based batteries is technically feasible, the economics and yield are not an advantage over using raw ores [30][31][90][102][103][105]. Changes in supply and innovations in recycling processes may alter this equation in time.

In summary, fleets making capital investments in battery electric vehicles may be subject to significant vehicle price volatility due to OEMs responding to flux in the commodity pricing that is largely out of their control.

10.1.11 Weight
NACFE interviews with fleets and OEMs confirmed that major segments of medium-duty delivery vehicles tend to cube out and are not sensitive to vehicle freight weight overloading. This is particularly true for parcel delivery operators as shown in Figure 53. However, the interviews also identified specific vocations that are very sensitive to vehicle weight. These include linen services, office supply services (for example boxes of paper), and beverages as illustrated in Figure 54.
A parcel delivery expert stated that weight is not an issue, and that cargo space fills up long before weight capacity is reached. However, a linen delivery operator confirmed that vehicles typically operate near weight capacity. An electric vehicle OEM stated that in those weight sensitive cases, attention is paid to lightweighting the vehicle or an alternative is to select a higher GVW vehicle.

NACFE concludes that vehicle weight for Class 3-6 medium-duty electric vehicle applications, is not a significant risk for fleet operators as either they currently have sufficient weight margin with their freight loads or have alternate choices in GVW ratings and vehicle designs.

10.1.12 Battery Life, Range and Replacement
Battery life is dependent on a number of operational factors. The U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) summarizes that major factors include environment temperatures, depth of discharge, recharging cycles and charging levels [136][138]. There are many contributing factors that can limit or degrade battery life. This is why vehicles require battery management systems to actively monitor the batteries, charging, discharging and thermal profiles. Battery thermal management systems have also been found to contribute to extending battery life by maintaining the batteries in a narrower set of environmental conditions than the vehicle might see. Battery performance has also been found to degrade over time [1][154]. Unlike a diesel vehicle where a gallon of fuel will likely last a similar number of miles over the life of the truck, an electric vehicle’s kWh will not produce the same range as the vehicle ages. An industry guideline is that batteries should be replaced if their fully recharged capacity has decreased to below 80% of the new vehicle capacity [151][152][153][155].

Interviews with industry experts have found that some manufacturers are lowering this threshold for battery replacement to 60% or 70% of initial range. NACFE’s opinion is that lowering the range at which batteries should be replaced only adds to the need to include excess capacity at the time of purchase to assure the intended vehicle duty cycles can be met for the life of the vehicle. At the 80% level, a vehicle rated at a nominal 100-mile range will be derated to 80 miles later in life. A battery with a 60% level would derate to 60 miles of nominal range at the end of vehicle battery life. For both vehicles to meet a duty cycle requiring a nominal range of 80 miles for the owned life of the vehicle, the 60% one would...
have to carry significantly more battery capacity when new and it would carry that extra weight over the
life of the vehicle.

The nominal advertised range is also somewhat misleading. It may or may not reflect actual operational
use, as it reflects a common duty cycle which does not represent every fleet’s unique duty cycle. This
duty cycle might even represent some fairly benign conditions, for example flat terrain in moderate
temperate zones. Fleets likely will need to add some margin of capacity beyond these advertised ranges
to assure their unique duty cycle needs are met.

On the other end of the battery use challenge is that batteries do not perform well when deep cycled
below 10% to 20% of their capacity. NACFE has found that battery management systems are developing
that cutoff power when the state of charge reaches 10% to 20% of capacity, derating vehicle power to a
limp home mode with limited range and speed. This again has impacts for setting the new vehicle range
capacity. Fleets may need to add 10% to 20% extra capacity in their new vehicles to ensure that vehicles
can accomplish their duty cycles.

NACFE research has determined that battery warranties do not necessarily guarantee replacement of
used batteries with new ones with full capacity. In some cases, derated batteries may be used as
replacements with range capacities below 100% of new. These may be used or remanufactured units.
Fleets need to clarify with OEMs as to what warranties guarantee with respect to battery replacement.
Fleets should demand a clear definition of battery life expectations based on capacity with respect to
their actual duty cycles. Fleets should require clear trigger capacity thresholds regarding when a
degraded battery is to be replaced.

Specifying the initial capacity of a battery pack to meet a fleet’s intended duty cycles will require
knowing:

- The manufacturer’s expected battery replacement life
- The depth of discharge cut-off
- How the nominal range estimate compares to the fleet’s actual duty cycle requirements
- Charging rate used to predict life
- What battery capacity will be in replacement batteries

Fleets expressed a concern about battery life cycle during NACFE interviews. NACFE and others
quantified the magnitude of cycles [1][152]. For example, a vehicle with a 10-year battery life that
recharges once per work day, with five days per week, for 50 weeks use per year, will see approximately
2,500 charging cycles. The 80% capacity threshold for degradation before replacement equates to
approximately 0.008% per charging cycle assuming a linear degradation rate. The actual degradation is
not linear, but this value suffices for the purposes of this discussion. NACFE found that these levels of
degradation are being met in some automotive uses where years of field history exist [1]. This reinforces
the NACFE conclusion that battery life in the presence of effective battery management systems and
battery thermal management systems, can likely meet design life targets.

Medium-duty vehicles tend to have long lives. If OEM battery design life is five, seven or 10 years, then
the total cost of ownership over a 10 to 30 year lifespan will require inclusion of battery replacements.
Those replacements may use the original capacity, or may take advantage of improvements made since
the vehicle was manufactured. The battery electric vehicle industry is still fairly young, and these
downstream questions have not seen significant use to establish trends. The choices of available replacement batteries will also depend on market supply and demand pricing, where added capacity may carry a premium, or where newer technology is more cost effectively produced and can be sold at a lower cost. The history of personal computers, tablets and cell phones suggests that better performance in the world of electronic components may be in parallel to lowering replacement costs. This trend would differ from diesel powertrain history where added performance has generally implied increased costs.

10.1.13 Battery Second Life

Batteries are the primary concern for electric vehicles. A common guideline is that electric vehicle batteries should be replaced when they have reached 80% of their original capacity. Battery capacity tends to degrade with a number of use factors such as charging cycles, charging rates, depth of charge depletion, and various environmental factors.

At 80%, the batteries still have significant utility for other applications, for example as energy storage for utilities, farms, warehouses or homes. The volume of batteries available for repurposing will grow as production of electric vehicles increase. Ethan Elkind, Associate Director of the Climate Change and Business Research Initiative at the UCLA School of Law’s Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment and UC Berkeley School of Law’s Center for Law, Energy & the Environment, estimated growth in used battery capacity in a ACT EXPO 2018 presentation on battery reuse as shown in Figure 55. Two similar trend curve shapes but one estimating over 18 GWh of global used battery capacity available in 2025 and the other 180 GWh in 2025 have been reported by David Stringer and Jie Ma in Bloomberg where estimates are the majority of used batteries will come from electric buses, followed by electric cars [32].
Sales Estimates derived from ARB Vision Model (2014-2025) and CVRP historic sales. Assumes batteries are retired from transportation after 8 years, at 80% of capacity, capacity continues to diminish at 5% annually.

Figure 55. Growth in Volume of Used Batteries (Elkind) [31]

Ellkind stated in his 2014 report, Reuse & Repower, “The residual value of second-life batteries could help lower upfront electric vehicle costs, as automakers and consumers alike factor in the resale value as part of a reduced purchase price [30].” The Bloomberg article cites a number of companies creating business plans involving refurbishing or repurposing EV batteries, such as Powervault, Nissan, Eaton, EVgo, BMW, Renault, and Chevrolet [30]. The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) discusses a number of research reports on potential cost reductions to vehicles from second life re-use of batteries [153]. Delft University also discusses the potential of recycling or repurposing batteries [152].

Given the inevitable growing supply of used batteries as EV vehicle production increases, markets are expected to develop both out of necessity and due to regulations. In Europe, for example, The EU Directive on End of Life Vehicle, EU ELV Directive of 2000, specifies, “No later than 1 January 2015, for all end-of life vehicles, the reuse and recovery shall be increased to a minimum of 95% by an average weight per vehicle and year. Within the same time limit, the re-use and recycling shall be increased to a minimum of 85% by an average weight per vehicle and year [33].”

This reuse/recycle necessity is not without challenges. A policy brief from European Rare Earth (Magnet) Recycling Network, EREAN, identifies, “A new challenge is now the generation of a new type of ELVs, which will have to be handled by vehicle recyclers in the near future. Electric Vehicles (EV) and Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) represent different recycling challenges with respect to conventional Internal Combustion Engine vehicles (ICEV) [34].” Figure 56 highlights the issues.
Recycling and repurposing medium-duty electric truck components will be a developing factor in the total cost of ownership estimation. At present, there is insufficient experience with second market aspects of these vehicles to place firm numbers on the value of used batteries, motors, controllers, etc. NACFE has found in interviews with fleets and suppliers a general consensus that second life use will represent significant value so that salvage value will not be zero. Estimating residual values five, 10 or 20 years out at this time is an unknown with significant risk of error.

10.1.14 Battery Climate Sensitivity
Regional environmental factors can contribute to battery discharge and charge rates. A 2016 report from Yuksel et al at Carnegie Mellon highlights that, “Temperature has an important effect on vehicle efficiency due to heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) use and temperature related battery efficiency effects [191].” An earlier report from Yuksel and Michalek estimated that, “Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) can consume an average of 15% more energy in hot and cold regions of the US [189][191].” A 2018 SAE Automotive Engineering article discusses cold weather testing of EV cars in sub-zero centigrade tests in Norway [190]. The article highlights that where a diesel or gasoline vehicle creates heat as a by-product that can be used to heat vehicle occupant spaces, battery electric vehicles have to supply extra energy to provide in-cabin heating [190]. A 2018 Idaho National Laboratory (INL) report supports that cold weather impacts EV charging speeds [186][194].

At the other temperate extreme, vehicles operating in hot climates may have air conditioning systems which also drain battery power in EVs. NACFE interviews with OEMs and fleets found that medium-duty
vehicles may not be equipped in all vocations with air conditioning systems since operators tend to drive open door to facilitate quick entry and egress.

The 2016 Yuksel and Michalek report summarized 7,000 trips of actual vehicle data compiled by FleetCarma from Nissan Leaf vehicles in the graph of energy consumption versus temperature shown in Figure 57. Note that the Nissan Leaf uses passive battery heating/cooling systems so is perhaps more sensitive to environmental conditions [192].

Wood et al of the U.S. Department of Energy modeled this Nissan Leaf data as shown in Figure 58 [192].
The presentation colors in Figure 58 highlight in red shades where discharge rates increase from the effects of temperatures and speeds and in blue shades where the sweet spot is for longest battery performance, and thus range. While this analysis is based on estimations from the Nissan Leaf data, the trend is indicative of how environment and speed may impact battery range. Many EV autos are equipped with battery management systems that employ active heating and cooling systems to maintain batteries in a narrower set of temperature ranges [192]. However HVAC power draw is still a seasonal factor in shortening the range for vehicles.

Temperatures also can affect the rate of charging for vehicles [186][194]. OEMs are aware of these issues and some automotive solutions include resistive heating during charging [192]. This is also done to keep batteries from being damaged by charging in severe cold. These steps may be loosely equivalent to engine block heaters and fuel heaters used in ICE vehicle powertrains in colder climates.

The concern for fleets investing in CBEV vehicles is that deployment to harsher climate regions may necessitate more margin in battery sizing, or acceptance of shorter ranges than might be obtained in more moderate climes. The cost of charging may also be greater in colder climates.

10.1.15 Vehicle Recycling/Salvage

Total cost of ownership evaluation includes estimating the residual value of a vehicle when traded. Often with medium-duty vehicles, the first owner keeps the vehicle its entire life such that residual value at end of life is based on the vehicle’s salvage value. In many cases, NACFE interviews highlighted that fleets may depreciate truck purchases over 10 years such that the book values are zero beyond that point. Some fleets may keep their medium-duty vehicles as long as 20 years.

NACFE interviews with fleets operating electric vehicles found that in some cases parting out an electric vehicle had value as the electric motors, batteries and parts of the control systems could be repurposed such as for agricultural stationary uses like water pumping. In other cases, fleets assigned some nominal scrap value to the vehicle and sold it off for scrap. Recycling of vehicle chassis components will be similar to the experience with diesel and gasoline trucks, but the electric vehicles may be less challenging to recycle if the batteries and motors can be sold into secondary markets because of the absence of environmentally challenging fluids.

10.1.16 Energy Sourcing

A key difference between diesel based vehicles and battery electric ones is that diesel is a fuel where electricity is more like an energy carrier, and the energy can be produced by a wide variety of methods. This inherent flexibility in electricity as a charging mechanism means that vehicles are not tied to the economics of one energy source. Electrical charging can be tied to any and all electricity sources. The Energy Information Administration of the U.S. DOE tracks U.S. energy usage [47]. The graph in Figure 59 illustrates the relative energy consumed by source over the history of the U.S.
The petroleum curve’s peaks and valleys reflect significant changes in supply or demand, which directly impact fleet operators’ fuel costs and profits. This unpredictability, or volatility, has resulted in such reactive pricing mechanisms as freight fuel surcharges and contracting long-term price hedges. Significant cost increases have resulted in upsurges in freight company bankruptcies, particularly smaller operators.

Electricity based vehicles however have the option of sourcing power from the entire range of energy providers, such that increases in costs in one source can be countered by switching to other sources. This is the case with coal and natural gas at the right of the curve shown in Figure 59.

The EIA illustrates the fluid nature of the U.S. energy grid as a flow with multiple inputs and multiple outputs (Figure 60) [46]. The grid can be envisioned as a river with multiple streams supplying water and multiple output end users such as farmers, cities, power generators, etc. Consumers really have no idea where their specific power originates, only who they pay for it.
Electric energy sources for battery electric vehicles provide competitive pricing options not available to diesel and gasoline vehicles that must get their energy from refineries. Stated alternatively, electric vehicles have more robust energy supply options, which make them less at risk to energy market volatility.

The future for electrification is challenging to predict. One good overview is provided by NREL’s Trieu Mai et al in a 2018 report Electrification Futures Study: Scenarios of Electric Technology Adoption and Power Consumption for the United States, where they state, “Technology adoption will ultimately depend on a set of complex considerations [35].” The report maps out a range of electrification growth in Figure 61, from an incremental reference case to significant high degree of change based on various models for growth in the constituent product uses of electricity.
The projections show that growth of electric vehicle use ranges from a few percentage points to perhaps 30% by the year 2050, illustrating the conclusion that mixed technologies in fleets will be expected for decades to come.

10.1.17 Electrical Grid Readiness

The electrical grid is a business. Capacity is the result of capital investments made in response to demand. NACFE believes grid capacity tends to lag demand because capital investment requires downstream cash flows to provide returns. Instantly building out the national grid to support proposed millions of future electric vehicles would mean a great deal of excess capacity waiting for OEMs to ramp up production. Instead, a more realistic investment path is that OEMs will ramp up production in response to increased consumers demand. The electrical grid will respond to the increased electric vehicle volumes by making investments where demand is exceeding supply. There likely will be some lag between the increased number of vehicles and the growth of the grid to support them. The free market behavior of investment following demand is complicated by the way utilities operate with tariff structures and controls on investment. Details on the complexity of modeling utility grid investment can be found in the course material available from the MIT OpenCourseWare class on Engineering, Economics and Regulation of the Electric Power Sector by Professor Ignacio Perez-Arriaga [168].

NACFE interviews with industry experts has found that truck makers are not likely to deliver electric trucks to fleets that do not yet have their charging systems in place. Rather, those vehicle build slots will be allocated to fleets that can confirm charging systems will be in place at delivery. NACFE found that lead times for installation of vehicle charging systems can be six months to in excess of a year. Several industry interviewees remarked similarly that, “The charging system is the most complicated part of the system, building the vehicle is easy.” One commented that the challenge “is not the vehicle anymore, it’s cost justifying the infrastructure.”
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Diesel purchasers are not generally engaged in evaluating capital investment for fuel pumps and tanks. That infrastructure probably already exists or is using third party fuel stations that already exist. Fleets considering electric vehicles for return-to-base depot charging inherently have to consider the infrastructure to deliver electricity to the trucks. OEMs and charging system suppliers are recognizing that buying an electric truck is much more involved than buying a diesel one. A greater level of systems planning is needed, with project managers needing to work with utilities, municipalities, vehicle OEMs and charging system suppliers to plan out and execute a complete scheme.

NACFE has found that expansion of the grid does not represent technical roadblocks. Studies by utilities and others have found there is sufficient energy generation capacity to support significant near-term growth in electric vehicle volumes [1]. Delivery to the end user is where there are challenges. Older existing sites may require significantly greater site work and investment to address electrification than greenfield new build sites. Existing local grids may not have capacity and may need expansion. These are investment decisions that will be market based considering demand trends.

One utility industry expert interviewed by NACFE did mention concerns with labor supply of skilled electrical linemen and the long lead times needed to hire and train qualified field personnel. Project lead times may also increase as the number of vehicles per site increases.

10.1.18 Scaling
Interviews with fleets highlighted that scaling CBEVs was an area of concern. One NACFE OEM interviewee felt that lead time fell into three categories based on site fleet size, (a) with 1 to 5 vehicles being low concern about on par with vehicle purchase lead times, (b) 6 to 20 vehicles being moderate concern based on the age of the facility being prepared for electric trucks, and (c) high concern for fleets greater than 20 trucks because of lengthy utility and municipal planning and approval processes.

While deep pocket large fleets might experiment with a handful of CBEVs at different facilities with the assistance of grants and incentives, building out a significant number of vehicles at a site is somewhat unknown territory. Smaller fleets may actually have an advantage in rolling out CBEVs because the numbers of units at a site may be small, requiring relatively short lead times to install infrastructure. One fleet executive at a larger national fleet felt that infrastructure implementations might need to be staged. An initial demonstration might be with a small number of vehicles. Later, or in parallel, work may start on infrastructure for a large number of trucks at a site. This two-step approach, or concurrent approach can get CBEVs in operation quickly so critical first-hand experience is obtained, while the longer lead work on a larger deployment can be ongoing.

NACFE concludes that the greatest concern to scaling the number of CBEVs at a site is the lead times for the charging infrastructure. Lead times are inseparably linked to the way utilities make and recover investments in infrastructure. Large installations may require utilities to plan and obtain approval for infrastructure investments and rate tariffs, in addition to actually executing building out the infrastructure. It is common that the approval process can take one or two years due to the way utilities must operate. One example is the Port of Long Beach installation of 24 charging stations to support 68 electric terminal tractors documented in a request from Southern California Edison (SCE) to the California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) [269][270].

Infrastructure cost recovery by utilities is done through rate tariffs, essentially additions to the cost of energy. Rate tariffs vary by utility and by level of use. They can vary by season. They can vary by time of
day. Typically they must be approved by commissions. The Public Utilities Commission of the State of Nevada defines tariffs as “a collection of rules that defines the relationship between a utility and its customers. Each utility has its own tariff. The tariff may consist of up to 20 or more rules. Rules address service area, rates, allocation of costs for line extensions, allocation of costs for new customer connections, requirements for new customers, and other issues, which define the responsibilities and authorities of the utility. Tariffs are intended to ensure that utilities apply non-discriminatory practices to all customers. Tariffs are formally accepted or approved by the Commission and can only be changed by Commission order. Complete and approved tariffs for each regulated utility are maintained by the Commission [195].”

Where the number of CBEV chargers at a site requires significant infrastructure changes to get power to a site, fleets will need to work with utilities and municipalities to coordinate the work. Some bureaucracies may move quickly, others may not. Gauging lead times is very site dependent with no “typical” rules of thumb. One consistent point made in interviews with NACFE staff is that older facilities can be more time consuming than planning for greenfield new ones.

10.1.19 Diesel and Gasoline Fuel Prices

Oil and refined diesel and gasoline fuel prices have seen significant volatility since 2007 as shown in Figure 62 from the U.S. DOE Energy Information Administration [143]. The EIA graph shows the significant spread of price predictions out through 2020. Long-term predictions may not have any credibility. The EIA shows that NYMEX oil spot pricing with a 95% confidence level may be between $110/barrel and $35/barrel. Few if any predicted the significant drop in pricing ahead of the Great Recession in 2008, or the surge in use of fracking in the U.S. propelling the U.S. back into position as a world leader in oil production. Politics, conflicts, innovation and economics all play into pricing oil. One new aspect of predicting the future pricing of oil is that growth in electric vehicles may decrease demands on oil production.

![West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil price and NYMEX confidence intervals](image)

Note: Confidence interval derived from options market information for the five trading days ending Jul 5, 2018. Intervals not calculated for months with sparse trading in near-the-money options contracts.

Source: Short-Term Energy Outlook, July 2018, and CME Group
A consideration for capital investment in commercial battery electric vehicles is that cost justification done against baseline diesel vehicle platforms must assume some profile for future diesel or gasoline fuel trends. Those trend predictions can be significantly wrong, leading either to under or over estimating operating costs of the baseline diesel fleet.

10.1.20 High Voltage Safety
Fleets have concerns with driver and technician safety around high voltage battery electric vehicles. NACFE has found from fleets that are already operating electric vehicles and from OEMs producing vehicles that proper training is the key to ensuring a safe work environment. The vehicles are being designed with lock-outs and automatic cutoff systems to prevent exposure to high voltages. Jeff Coleman, Vice President of Sales, Original Equipment at of East Penn Manufacturing, presented in an ATA TMC Spring 2018 session that there are no live exposed terminals with high voltage and no parts of the high voltage circuit are connected to the frame. He stated there were pyrotechnic safety switches to disable batteries in the event of a crash, and the battery packs were equipped with fuses. He further stated that a full battery management system protects against over discharging or over charging, and will shut off completely if required. He stated that smart battery management systems are monitoring everything and diagnostic systems will tell service technicians what to replace. He stated there should be no “hot work,” that technicians will replace, not repair components [156]. NACFE found that some OEMs are providing safety training along with their vehicles for both service technicians and first responders. NACFE found that certifications are in discussion through various groups like American Trucking Associations, the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE), and the Clean Tech Institute (CTI) [157][158][159].

NACFE concludes that the level of service technician risk from battery electric vehicles is comparable to or better than that seen with diesel vehicles. This level of risk should decrease in time as more production representative electric vehicles enter the market, fleets accumulate experience and provide operational feedback to manufacturers.

11 TCO AND EMISSIONS CALCULATORS

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) goes by a number of names such as Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) or Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) [49][120][121]. While the phrase “total” would seem all inclusive, there are always qualifiers needed as to where to draw the system boundaries, what is in the analysis and what is not. A simplistic definition is that TCO includes the direct costs and indirect costs relevant to a system, an attempt to divvy up the cost information into buckets directly linked to manufacturing of a specific system, and those too diffused in overhead or unable to be tracked with consistency at a granular level tied to a system. Overhead, direct and indirect costs are severely lacking in clarity as what is actually included in each will differ by organization and there are still other company and end user costs that may not be included in these. NACFE proffered the terms “hard” and “soft” costs in its 2018 Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense [1]. Put simply, “hard” costs are consistently tracked and directly auditable (measureable). “Soft” costs would be all others much less capable of granular tracking, obscured deep in overhead or not even included. Figure 63 provides examples of each.
Figure 63. Example Hard and Soft Total Cost Assessment Factors (NACFE) [1]

Figure 64 illustrates dividing up current known costs on a baseline vehicle system into knowns, projections and estimates to arrive at an expected new cost of the new vehicle system. This categorization is explained in an SAE report, A Systems Approach for the Evolving Nature of Part Costs by Mihelic and Ray [118]. While this report focuses on a truck manufacturer’s approach to costing a new vehicle development, it can be applied similarly to an entire vehicle life by grouping costs into values that are (1) exactly known from current baseline data, (2) slight modifications of existing known costs, (3) analogous to other similar baselines, and (4) completely new costs for which there are no existing comparable baselines.

Figure 64. System Costs Grouped Into Knowns, Projections and Estimates (Mihelic)[118]
When looking at new technology replacing old technology on a vehicle platform, the first step is identifying costs that can directly carry-over from the prior designs. When comparing a battery electric truck versus a diesel one, costs in this category might be tires, wheels, chassis frames, headlamps, etc. Another case would be where a known cost is completely removed from the new vehicle, such as the case with servicing emissions systems on a diesel versus a battery electric vehicle.

The second step is defining where costs are just slight variations that can be estimated as a percent change from some known prior costs. An example of this might be where a vehicle hood is slightly larger so it’s reasonable to estimate its new costs as some growth from the existing smaller part based on size. For a battery electric truck versus a diesel truck, one example would be brake replacement parts and labor costs where the brakes are expected to be used much less often because of regenerative braking, so the maintenance period is extended by some amount. Costs would be the same, but less frequently required.

The third step is identifying costs that must be projected from some other known system rather than from the baseline. For a battery electric truck, an example of this might be the cost of maintaining an electric motor where the knowledge base may be available from transport bus experience or factory machine experience.

The fourth step is what is left when the other three are totaled. These are the costs associated with an entirely new revolutionary system where there is no parallel in experience to draw from and there are too many uncontrolled factors in play. This is where educated guesses come into play. A key example here is estimating the residual value of a battery electric vehicle in 10 or 20 years, or estimating the market for used batteries that have reached 80% of their new range capacity and are no longer suitable for vehicle uses, or estimating a battery cost reduction expected from unknown future innovations.

These last costs are difficult to estimate prior to manufacturing and fielding, so represent a greater potential for cost change between prediction and final known costs. They may become goals or targets for system cost in a process called design-to-cost (DTC) [132][133]. For example, a vehicle manufacturer may impose a system design target that the market price be no greater than an existing diesel or gasoline version as UPS and Workhorse have done with their 2018 UPS prototype. Carlton Rose, President, UPS Global Fleet Maintenance and Engineering, announced in 2018 in collaboration with Workhorse Group Inc. that a clean sheet new design of a Class 5 electric delivery truck has to be “comparable in acquisition cost to conventional-fueled trucks without any subsidies [130][131].” Similar system level requirements can be established that maintenance cost of an electric vehicle will be, for example, XX% less than an equivalent diesel. Accounting processes take the knowns and estimations and subtract those from the total system targets to define the available cost design space for the unknowns. Those unknowns are then portioned out to parts of the design as their cost goal. Some of these allocations are increases and others are decreases. An example would be estimating the cost of servicing a battery electric vehicle. In the past, a service shop might repair in situ a transmission or engine rather than replace it. The battery electric vehicles are likely more plug-and-play like servicing electronic control modules (ECMs) where a failed unit is just replaced rather than repaired. Higher content parts likely have greater purchase costs, but troubleshooting and replacement labor may be significantly reduced.

Every value used in a TCO analysis includes uncertainty. Where parts, warranty costs, maintenance costs, or disposal costs are well established from existing parts being carried over, the uncertainty is
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likely less. Where projections are made off of existing parts, the uncertainty increases due to a variety of uncontrolled factors like inflation, repricing by suppliers, scope growth, unplanned retooling needs, etc. When dealing with new technologies, the uncertainty is greatest due to the large number of unknowns. This is especially true with medium-duty battery electric trucks where only limited long-term field data exists on vehicles still in production and supported by going business concerns, or where vehicles do not exist in sufficient quantities and ages to establish any reliable trends on secondary market values, or where the cost of infrastructure, like charging, needs to be included in the vehicle TCO assessment (fueling infrastructure is something not usually considered with diesels even though it is buried in fuel pricing). These unknown values can be estimated as well in the cost groupings and added together to provide an estimate of the range of possible net TCO for a vehicle system.

NACFE interviews have highlighted that the greatest challenge in battery electric vehicles is that, “there are currently a lot of unknowns.” NACFE recommends following Franklin Roosevelt’s sage advice “that the only thing we have to fear is fear itself.” Clarifying the knowns and unknowns on costs and defining what a fleet or OEM is including and not including in hard and soft costs of a TCO analysis are critical steps to scoping the true unknowns and quantifying the level of risk in investing in new technology. A more pro-active term than risk is confidence level.

Cummins’ Tom Dollmeyer presented a comparison of TCO between battery electric vehicles and internal combustion ones in the graphic at the American Trucking Associations Technology & Maintenance Council March 2018 meeting shown in Figure 65 [119].

Figure 65. TCO Comparison BEV vs. ICE % (Dollmeyer, photo Mihelic) [119]

Cost calculators exist from a number of sources. NACFE surveyed a number of publicly available ones in preparing this report. The sampling highlighted that these range in transparency of assumptions and
calculations. They vary in level of user input and types of default values used. Some include evaluations of just the isolated single vehicle cost, while others include fleet estimation, and others include infrastructure, incentive opportunities and purchase methods. Complexity also varies across the board from simple to very complex. Some focus on emissions level reduction, while others include fuel (or energy) efficiencies. Cost models can compare just a battery electric truck to a baseline diesel, while others include comparable evaluations of competing alternative energy concepts like hybrids, CNG, etc.

NACFE is providing in Appendix D of this report background on a select sampling of calculators that illustrate a range of uses and approaches to assisting fleets in decision making on battery electric technology investment. NACFE is providing its own downloadable calculator based on the research NACFE has done in preparing this report and the prior Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense [1]. The calculator is available at www.NACFE.org. NACFE Medium-Duty Battery Electric Vehicle TCO Calculator

The sampling of calculators provided in this report should illustrate these types of tools range from simple to complex. Each reflects a variety of needs and demands by users. NACFE has taken into consideration the strengths and weaknesses of these calculators in developing a NACFE Medium-Duty CBEV TCO Calculator for comparing diesel to battery electric vehicles for this report.

11.1 CAPITAL INVESTMENT COMPARISON METHODS
This NACFE report discusses a number of metrics for comparing alternative capital investments. These invariably involve the time-value-of-money, which says that a dollar today is worth less than a dollar next year. Investment comparisons take the projected series of cash flows over a period of ownership and try to relate them to a current equivalent apples-to-apples value. Common choices are ROI (return on investment), payback period, NPV (net present value), IRR (internal rate of return), EAC (equivalent annual cost), and others [164][165][167]. NACFE found a number of sources of information on these economic factors. An excellent resource for readers is the MIT OpenCourseWare class on Project Evaluation by Prof. Joseph Sussman and Carl Marland [167].

In NACFE’s experience and in interviews with fleets and OEMs, both management and accounting groups at companies have differing perspectives on which factors are most important to use in making capital investment choices. They often also may disagree within individual companies as reported by Fleet Advantage president Brian Holland in Heavy Duty Trucking, "It is evident that both the operations and finance departments are focused on different priorities in terms of fleet management and costs, and this poses a challenge to collectively achieve a singular organizational goal [140]."

NACFE’s TCO calculator attempts to provide comparison via a variety of metrics to facilitate discussion among stakeholders with differing perspectives.

11.2 NACFE TCO CALCULATOR BACKGROUND
The NACFE TCO calculator is intended to compare investment in one or several diesel or gasoline powered baseline trucks against an equivalent battery electric alternative. The spreadsheet includes factors NACFE found relevant to this comparison. Some background on development of the choices on structuring the TCO calculator is provided here.
11.3 **SYSTEM SCOPE**

The starting point is defining the scope of the system comparison. Figure 66 outlines a CBEV system perspective starting from the generating station and ending at the battery electric vehicle.

![Image of the Battery Electric System](adapted by NACFE- DOE/NRCan, EEI) [169][170]

A comparable complete system comparison for diesel would need to include the oil well source, the rail cars, trucks, supertanker, pipeline and intermediate storage used in transporting the oil to the refinery, the refinery, the pipeline, trucks, ships, rail cars and storage facilities used in getting the refined fuel to the pump, and then finally to the vehicle as shown in Figure 67.

![Image of the Gas & Diesel System Perspective](icons courtesy of iStock) [NACFE]

Most diesel and gasoline vehicle operators do not consider the costs buried in the fuel that cover the infrastructure bringing the fuel to the pump. A typical economic comparison for diesel or gasoline starts with the cost of fuel and focuses then on the truck.

The battery electric comparison could start at the end of the charger connector as well using just the price of electricity at the charging station and then focusing on the truck. However, that comparison would assume the service connection from the grid to the charging station exists. That is likely not the case at this time for most fleets considering battery electric vehicles.

A key challenge facing cost estimation for battery electric vehicles is also including the charging infrastructure. How far upstream in the energy delivery process must a fleet go to capture the cost of...
the infrastructure? How does a fleet calculate comparable diesel or gasoline infrastructure costs for the comparisons to be valid?

The U.S. DOE Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimated in June 2018 with diesel at $3.25/gallon that 50% of the cost paid at the pump is due to refining, distribution, marketing and taxes. The remaining 50% is attributed to the actual cost for the refiner to acquire the crude oil (refer to Figure 6 in Section 9.1) [9]. A simple way to include the cost from the refinery to the pump then is to estimate 50% of the current diesel fuel price. To make the evaluation comparable, the cost of the fuel used by the diesel truck in the TCO comparison would then need to be reduced by 50% with the other 50% then tied to infrastructure costs. Gasoline overhead is reported to be 56% of each gallon’s price per the EIA as shown in Figure 6 (from Section 9.1 of this report) such that the cost of the actual raw oil to the refiner is 44% of June 2018’s reported $2.89 per gallon [9]. Figure 68 illustrates how to include capital costs of diesel and gasoline infrastructure in a TCO model.

![Figure 68. Apportioning Diesel and Gasoline Fuel Cost (icon courtesy iStock) [NACFE]](image_url)

The cost of the electrical infrastructure from the generating source to the charger is very user specific by region, by source, etc. Power companies may differentiate the “energy charge” from the “delivery charge” when billing customers. A summary of electricity rates by state for commercial use can be found at the DOE Energy Information Administration site [54]. The EIA estimates of the net cost of electricity on a national average include 28% for distribution and 13% for transmission as shown in Figure 69 [205][206].
Unfortunately neither the EIA breakdown of the fuel costs nor the breakdown of the electricity costs is sufficient to isolate specific costs for a fleet.

NACFE is including in the TCO calculator the ability for users to enter the cost of the infrastructure for the electric truck charging. Users may decide this is an upfront expense or they may amortize it over the ownership period of the truck. They may also define the quantity of trucks assigned per charger. These are real costs and factors for a fleet considering electric trucks. Since the equivalent diesel or gasoline infrastructure has generally already been installed, there are not additional costs for a fleet for that diesel or gasoline infrastructure. The TCO calculator compares two streams of investment moving forward.

11.4 Duty Cycle
NACFE is using the duty cycles previously defined in Figure 5 (Section 8.1.4) for eight duty cycles crossing Class 3 through Class 6. Every vehicle has the potential of having a unique duty cycle, so these eight are provided as trend indicators. The tool permits users to enter up to five of their own unique duty cycles as well.

11.5 Battery Factors
Choosing the duty cycle determines the range needed for the battery electric vehicle. This range needs to include a margin to cover required range beyond the typical daily average. It also needs a margin for battery degradation over the period of ownership, and a lower bound for permissible depth of charge to maintain the health of the battery. NACFE interviews and research highlight that 20% degradation in range capacity over the warranty period is a typical guideline [152][153][155]. The research also indicated that depth of discharge targets are to not allow discharge below 10% to 20% of battery
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capacity. Figure 70 illustrates determining battery range based on duty cycle as the summation of average daily miles plus margins for worst case, for degradation and for low power cut off. As an example, the duty cycle for a parcel delivery Class 4 step van has an average daily mileage of 52 miles and saw a maximum daily mileage of 132 miles per day from the table in Figure 5 (Section 8.1.4). 132 miles represents a margin of approximately 2.5 times the average daily range to cover the worst-case range. If the vehicle is held to its maximum battery life degradation level of 80% of original capacity, the vehicle will need an additional 20% range so that it can cover the required worst case 132 miles over its entire life, so a 1.2 times factor. If the vehicle is equipped with a low power battery cutoff set at 20% of capacity, then 20% of the worst case mileage is not available for use, so another 1.2 times factor. This example shows that sizing a battery pack for an average daily mileage needs to be increased by 2.5 for worst case route, increased by another 1.2 to compensate for battery degradation over its life, and another 1.2 to compensate for the low power cutoff setting. The 52 miles average then becomes a battery system initial range requirement of 188 miles capacity.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 70. Initial Battery Range Estimation for TCO Calculator (NACFE)**

Battery capacity is also dependent on extremes of environmental conditions. Driver and payload heating and air conditioning requirements rob batteries of range. Additionally, aggressive driving acceleration will limit battery range by using up batteries faster than average driving practices. Decelerating using regenerative braking in contrast has a significant positive effect on extending battery range as the motors recover energy acting in reverse as generators [210]. One manufacturer estimated for a Class 8 chassis that range could double for an urban duty cycle versus an on-highway one due to the contribution of regenerative braking [228][229]. The TCO calculator allows for driver habits to either improve or degrade range. These additional margin factors are added as shown in Figure 71.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 71. Final Battery Range Estimation for TCO Calculator (NACFE)**
Some level of rationality should govern selection of battery capacity safety margins. Ranges for deliveries should be known before the vehicles are loaded, and extreme distances likely would be assigned to diesel or gasoline trucks in a typical mixed fleet operation. Layering too much margin on batteries can unnecessarily oversize them, while ignoring margins can lead to disappointed drivers and late deliveries. NACFE concludes that batteries should be sized for some percentage of load cases rather than the worst-case. Where a diesel fuel tank may carry extra fuel for worst-case conditions with minimal fuel cost, the penalty in vehicle cost for carrying excess battery capacity is severe when factoring in that batteries may exceed one-third of a vehicle’s purchase price [209].

Range also depends on the battery technology. NACFE published background on the performance improvements over time as innovations and refinements have been occurring in battery technology in its Guidance Report – Battery Electric Trucks - Where They Make Sense [1]. The term energy density is often used to describe the battery performance with units of Watt-hours per kilogram. Ultimately, what a fleet cares about is a range efficiency of the batteries defined as kWh per mile (kWh/mi) or its inverse miles per kWh (mi/kWh). NACFE has found that a range of values exist for current production battery packs, the current best range between 1.0 kWh/mi and 2.5 kWh/mi when new. Consensus and the past track record is that these values will improve with time. Vehicles held longer than one battery lifetime will require battery replacement. A vehicle with a 22-year life might see three to four battery packs over its life that might incorporate improvements in battery efficiency. These improvements would necessarily improve the ability of the vehicle to meet its duty cycle or allow redefining the duty cycle. To simplify the potential “what ifs?” this creates, the NACFE TCO calculator assumes the initial battery efficiency is used throughout the vehicle’s lifetime as shown in Figure 72.

The cost per kWh for batteries has decreased from well over $1000/kWh to numbers closer to $200/kWh. Projections appear to reach the $150/kWh level in the future. The crystal ball on innovation is always murky. NACFE provides a range of possible $/kWh for users to experiment with the impacts of potential battery improvements over the course of vehicle life as shown in Figure 73.
11.6 **GRANTS, INCENTIVES, REBATES, TAX BREAKS, ETC.**
The battery electric vehicle TCO inherently involves discussion of grants, incentives and tax breaks. Various groups are assisting in leveling the price comparison between CBEV and diesel vehicles by providing funding through various mechanisms. The TCO calculator provides an ability to include these as adjustments to the vehicle acquisition cost as shown in Figure 74.

11.7 **TCO CALCULATOR CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE**
NACFE found that there are multipliers to consider with respect to the charging infrastructure. These need to address both the speed of charging per vehicle, and the number of vehicles being concurrently charged. NACFE previously documented that the speed of charging can significantly increase costs of the infrastructure. However the costs of these systems are changing as the number of installations increase in the marketplace. A diesel pump at a fueling station can reasonably be assumed to fill a number of vehicles per hour. Not so for a charging system, where charging may take hours. This means that each vehicle may need its own charging system. Some charging systems can handle one, two or more vehicles per charger.

11.8 **RESIDUAL VALUE**
Residual value of CBEV’s is an unknown as there are insufficient numbers of vehicles in the field to provide any reliable estimate of the secondary market value. However, many companies depreciate medium-duty trucks over a 10-year time frame, meaning that the expected residual value after 10 years
is zero. Residual value below 10 years must be estimated. One approach NACFE encountered in interviews is to value the CBEV at the same market pricing as an equivalent diesel or gasoline truck. This assumes secondary market buyers will not assign a premium to the zero emission aspects of the product. Other NACFE interviews suggested that technology obsolescence for CBEVs will penalize secondary market pricing since new trucks are expected to have significantly better battery technologies. Still other interviews suggested that limited availability of CBEVs will force premium secondary market pricing.

The baseline diesel or gasoline truck also has unknowns on residual value depending on whether the market is in a region with zero emission plans and whether alternate markets can be found. Trade-in values may need to include migrating assets to other marketplaces where diesels retain higher used values. The cost of transporting those vehicles to these other markets needs to be considered. As with CBEVs, owners may depreciate the truck over 10 years. Estimates prior to fully depreciating would depend on market conditions and age.

The NACFE TCO calculator lets the user enter a percent of adjusted purchase price of each vehicle type as the residual value as shown Figure 75.

Figure 75. Residual Value (NACFE)

11.9 CASH, LEASE OR LOAN
TCO for vehicles needs to include the method of purchase – financing, leasing, or outright cash purchase. The TCO calculator allows all three choices, but must be the same method for both the baseline and the electric vehicle.

11.10 FUEL AND ENERGY COSTS
The cost of diesel fuel varies in time. Projections in 2010 largely failed to forecast the significant drop in fuel prices in 2014-2015. NACFE is providing options for estimating the fuel price trends.

The cost of electricity is similarly challenging to predict. Complicating this is that innovative new methods for marketing energy may have the electricity pricing included in a vehicle lease agreement. Some costs may also be tied to time of use during the day. Diesel fueling stations do not typically change the price of fuel based on the hour of day the vehicles are filled. This demand-pricing model is another future possibility to consider in a TCO calculator.
11.11 **Maintenance Costs**

Operating costs are more than the price of fuel or electricity. They include the maintenance (planned and unplanned) and the cost of downtime for a fleet. These factors are likely documented for current diesel vehicles in a fleet. They are largely unknown factors with no track record for battery electric vehicles. There are assumptions that electric vehicles should be less maintenance intensive than diesels because the significant reduction in vehicle mechanical complexity. The technology is also early on its innovation S-curve and may see no significant improvements until sufficient volumes of vehicles have been fielded. A common theme is that maintenance costs increase with age of the vehicle. For this reason the TCO calculator includes the ability to model maintenance cost trends as straight-line cost increases based on percent per year change from today’s cost for the diesel or gasoline baseline. The electric truck maintenance trend is modeled as a percent of the baseline diesel or electric costs. A 100% factor will make the costs equivalent, and they both will follow the growth trend specified for the baseline. Users can increase or decrease the electric maintenance cost versus the baseline diesel or gasoline, for example 200% will double the electric truck maintenance cost, while 50% will halve the cost.

11.12 **Equivalent Highway Trust Fund Costs**

Electric trucks do not pay for the Highway Trust Fund since that is based on a tax on fuels. This discontinuity in tax rules will likely be addressed as electric trucks hit the road in volumes. The Highway Trust Fund is a transportation fund in the United States which receives money from a federal fuel tax of 18.4 cents per gallon on gasoline and 24.4 cents per gallon of diesel fuel and related excise taxes. NACFE has addressed this in the TCO calculator by allowing the user to include or exclude the equivalent cost of a diesel or gasoline vehicles taxes which go to the Highway Trust Fund.

11.13 **Other Indirect Cost Factors**

NACFE identified other costs/benefits that are real and do hit a fleet’s bottom line, but may be excluded from analyses because they are considered “soft” or indirect values, hard to predict or buried in overhead. Factors such as driver and technician retention is one of these soft factors. NACFE interviews found in fleets with battery electric vehicles, that the drivers and technicians value the vehicles above diesels because they are quieter, cleaner and perceived as more modern. The cost to hire and train a replacement technician or driver should be a known factor to fleets. Some percentage of that cost might be avoided by improving retention rates through adoption of battery electric vehicles.

The market value of emissions reductions from a CBEV versus a diesel or gasoline vehicle is hard to quantify. They are a factor in brand imaging and advertising, in corporate goals, in pursuing certain markets and inherently in some market places where the cost of operating a diesel may include increased fees or be entirely prohibited.

Other indirect factors that may be altered with using battery electric vehicles are the costs associated with complying with emissions and other regulations. Tracking, auditing, and filing reports have costs. Fines for non-compliance also have costs.
Other factors might include changes to valuing uptime. Manufacturers do not track this – their cost tracking is focused primarily on the labor and part cost to do a repair. Fleets, however, care about downtime effects on their bottom line as it affects late shipment fees, lost customers, etc.

11.14 Thoughts on Mixed Technology Fleets
NACFE has determined from interviews that most fleets pursuing battery electric vehicles at this time are adding them to an existing stable of diesel and other alternative fueled vehicles. This means that the benefits to service shop configurations are minimal, with no significant opportunity of eliminating infrastructure. On the positive side, NACFE interviews have found that adding battery electric vehicles to service centers generally does not include significant infrastructure additions. In many cases, NACFE found that high voltage component servicing may be outsourced to experts. The primary service tool is a laptop computer. The weight of batteries may require some custom lifting and handling fixtures. Servicing is expected to be primarily plug-and-play replacement rather than in situ repair. There may be need for some level of charging infrastructure to test charging systems.

The DOE Compressed Natural Gas Maintenance Facility Modification Handbook differentiates Major repair garage from Minor as follows [208]:

- Major repair garage: A maintenance facility in which major repairs are performed, such as engine overhauls, vehicle chassis and body repairs, and similar maintenance work that requires emptying the vehicle’s fuel tank. Any work that involves service to a vehicle fuel system may only be performed in a major repair garage.
- Minor repair garage: A maintenance facility in which minor repairs are performed, such as lubrication, engine tune-ups, replacement of parts and tires, fluid changes, and similar maintenance work, that does not require emptying the vehicle’s fuel tank. Any work that involves service to a vehicle’s fuel system is not permitted in a minor repair garage.

The guide describes extensive modifications needed for a major maintenance facility servicing natural gas vehicles, or isolation of the service bays used for natural gas work, or working outside the building. In contrast, a battery electric vehicle likely is classified as a minor repair garage and requires minimal modification.

11.15 Net Present Value
Evaluating capital investment alternatives that include projected residual value can involve use of a number of accounting methods. Net Present Value (NPV) calculations establish capital investment equivalence of competing cash flow schemes that may have different investment horizons [164]. Another accounting tool that provides equivalent evaluation is Internal Rate of Return (IRR) [164]. The NPV value is used in another possible comparison factor, the Equivalent Annual Cost (EAC) calculation [166]. The Return on Investment (ROI) is less applicable where competing investment spans are different [164].

Figure 76 illustrates a simple view of cash flow for an investment in a truck. Arrows pointing down represent cash outflows for purchasing the truck, for all the annual operating expenses and a special cost like replacing a battery pack in year seven. Arrows up are for cash inflows such as from grants, incentives, vouchers, and/or trade-in of a prior vehicle, and then the residual value expected at the end
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of the ownership period of 10 years. A key factor in NPV calculations is called the discount rate. Discount rate is the minimum desired rate of return, sometimes termed the cost of capital or hurdle rate. Cost of capital would be the rate a company would pay to secure capital from a bond issue or a bank loan for example.

NPV is a function provided in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software where the inputs are the discount rate (entered as 0.08 for 8%, for example), and each of the net cash flows at the end of each period. Total cost of ownership is then the initial costs and benefits at time zero plus the NPV of the series of cash flows over time.

12 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS

The rate of technology adoption can be modeled. A theory described by Everett Rogers in a 1962 book titled Diffusion of Innovations, defines diffusion “as the process by which (1) an innovation (2) is communicated through certain channels (3) over time (4) among the members of a social system [309].” With respect to the new technology, Everett states, “Newness in an innovation need not just involve new knowledge. Someone may have known about an innovation for some time but not yet developed a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward it, nor have adopted or rejected it. The "newness" aspect of an innovation may be expressed in terms of knowledge, persuasion, or a decision to adopt [309].” Everett illustrates adoption rates as S-shaped curves as shown in Figure 77, where acceptance of a product eventually reaches 100%. Note clearly that not all innovations ever reach 100% acceptance, but examples such as computer word processing replacing typewriters, the automobile replacing horse draw carriages, digital photography replacing film, and diesel-electric locomotives replacing coal powered steam ones are examples where nearly 100% adoption has occurred.
The S-Curve can be viewed in terms of percent of market share captured over time, and imagined as a typical statistical bell curve as shown in Figure 78 [312]. This interpretation of Roger’s data divides adopters into five segments as innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards, ultimately taking 100% of available market share.

NACFE has documented this type of market behavior in its Annual Fleet Fuel Study with respect to the adoption rate of 85 freight efficiency technologies by 20 leading edge fleets since 2003, as shown in Figure 79 [310].
Electrification of freight transport is occurring now, perhaps somewhere between the Innovator and the Early Adopters phases shown in Figure 78. The exact profile of the adoption curve and the time spans are speculation at this point, but a historical example of a similar significant freight system change can illustrate how adoption may progress.

It was called dieselization. The period was primarily the 1940’s and 1950’s. The following passage from a 1991 book by Louis Girifalco from University of Pennsylvania seems to offer parallels to today’s arguments on electrification of freight trucks over diesel and gasoline ones.

“The advantages of diesel over steam are many. The diesel is quieter and cleaner, it does not require any feed water, and its energy efficiency is much higher. The diesel has a smoother ride and smoother acceleration, which results in greater comfort for passengers and less wear on the track system. Acceleration is more rapid, it can run at higher speeds, and standby costs are less since the engine can be turned off even for short idle periods as there is no need to maintain a head of steam. A great economic advantage is that the diesel locomotive has very low maintenance requirements and can make trips of thousands of miles without servicing. With these advantages, the widespread diffusion of diesel-electric locomotives was assured [304].”

Mihelic described this historical example in a Stifel Investments presentation in August 2017 using the graphic shown in Figure 80 [311]. The 1940’s saw the deployment of sophisticated, evolved, mature,
steam technology as exemplified in the ALCO articulated 4-8-8-4 Big Boy steam locomotive. In parallel, train upstarts GM-EMD and GE where introducing early diesel electric units like the EMD FT. Diesel-electrics represented revolutionary changes to many aspects of freight operations.

![Technology Revolution Impacts](image)

Figure 80. Freight Transport Technology Change can Impact Many Factors (Mihelic) [311]

Girifalco modeled the adoption rate of diesel-electric locomotives from company data as shown in Figure 81 [304].

![Adoption Rate Chart](image)

Figure 81. Diesel Locomotive population growth (Girifalco) [304]
The Union Pacific’s Michael Iden presented similar trends in a 2017 presentation at the 19th Railroad Environmental Conference, documenting the transition from coal to diesel use, stating coal in terms of diesel gallon equivalents (DGe) as seen in Figure 82 [306]. The graph shows that coal use for freight hauling fell from a peak of 25,000,000,000 DGe’s in 1945 to less than 4,000,000,000 DGe by 1960, while diesel as locomotive fuel rose from near zero in 1945 to handling a majority of freight by the same 1960 time frame. Fifteen years saw a near 100% transition from coal to diesel.

Albert Churella in a 1995 The Business History Review Journal (Harvard) described this rapid transition from the perspectives of the competing locomotive manufacturers [305]:

“By the 1930s, the American Locomotive Company (ALCo) and the Electromotive Company (EMC) controlled the diesel locomotive industry. Although ALCo enjoyed sound financial status, decades of experience in steam locomotive production, and close ties with its customers, it quickly lost ground to the newly established EMC. Electromotive’s founder, Harold Hamilton, emphasized the importance of marketing, including post-sales support services, and his strategy helped Electromotive to surpass ALCo’s diesel locomotive production by 1935. ALCo continued to neglect its marketing capabilities, and remained a poor second to Electromotive until it ceased production altogether in 1969. ALCo failed in large part because it could not modify its corporate culture, which was superbly equipped for steam locomotive production but ill-suited to the diesel locomotive industry [305].”
Jeffrey Schamm of Lehigh University documented in 1995 a case study of one locomotive freight operator during this transition period in a thesis titled Black Diamonds No More: A technological history of dieselization of the Lehigh Valley Railroad [307].” The study highlights that simply substituting the new diesel-electric locomotive for the tried and true coal-steam one was not a recipe for being a successful freight competitor. Those fleets that adapted to optimize their fleet operations for the attributes of the new diesel-electric technology ultimately were better positioned for success.

“...The Lehigh Valley initiated dieselization to save money and effect higher operating efficiencies, but the change in motive power did not appreciably change the way that the railroad purchased locomotives or operated until well after complete dieselization was achieved. The railroad simply substituted diesels for steam locomotives and did not utilize the new motive power to reshape dramatically their operations. The railroad integrated diesels into the existing system instead of rebuilding the system around their different capabilities. The reasons for this failure to utilize fully the new diesel locomotive are many but include operational, labor, and business practices. The Lehigh Valley, while adopting a new technology, did not change its corporate culture or operating philosophy. In the broader historical context, this is a study of how large organizations built around a technological system, deal with the introduction of radically new technologies [307].”

Revolutionary technological change in freight has occurred many times in the past, such as wagon trains migrating to steam locomotives, the introduction of the internal combustion engine in urban and rural truck freight hauling, the dieselization of freight train services, the introduction of jet engine overnight freight transport, and the introduction of digital engine control modules.

Electrification of freight trucks is just starting. Whether it revolutionizes the industry will depend on a number of factors, many of which are uncertain at this point in time, but the historical example of dieselization of locomotives can highlight how quickly significant changes can occur in the freight hauling space.

### 13 Electric Technology Timing

NACFE published in May 2018 a parity chart in the first Guidance Report on Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense, documenting our estimate of when the technology will reach parity with respect to diesel and gasoline engine medium duty freight vehicles [1]. We feel the chart, shown in Figure 83, remains our estimated for predicting timing for the twenty-two comparison decision factors. The chart is included again here for reference.
### Figure 83. Class 3 through 6 CBEV Parity vs. Diesel/Gasoline Systems (NACFE) [1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>NOW</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2025</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>BEYOND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEIGHT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tare Weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Freight Weight</td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Freight Weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COST</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net After All Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Value Used Market</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Value Salvage/Repurposing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAINTENANCE EFFORT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Diagnostics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakdown Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-Year Service Life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Life Before Obsolete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VEHICLE LIFE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Daily Range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Daily Range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELECTRICITY AVAILABILITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yard “Fueling”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck Stop “Fueling”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Fuel” Pump</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Refill” Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Technology Maturity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Comparison to ‘Equivalent’ Diesel Baseline:
- **Worse**
- **Parity**
- **Better**
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# Summary Findings

NACFE has discussed 20 areas of knowns and unknowns for fleets considering investing in commercial battery electric vehicles. These are summarized in Figure 84.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Issues</th>
<th>Battery Issues</th>
<th>Regulatory Issues</th>
<th>Power Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicting e-commerce</td>
<td>Maintenance and repair</td>
<td>Zero emission zone mandate</td>
<td>Energy sourcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience dilemma</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Incentives, grants, vouchers, subsidies, tax breaks</td>
<td>Electrical grid readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle life</td>
<td>Raw materials</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual value of electric trucks</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual value of diesel and gasoline baseline</td>
<td>Battery life, range, replacement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle recycling/salvage</td>
<td>Battery second life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel and gasoline fuel prices</td>
<td>Battery climate sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High voltage security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are uncertainties in large part because of a lack of a significant volume of production level vehicles on the road accumulating significant miles of fleet use. Long life performance of equipment, maintenance costs, residual markets, second life markets, and long-term viability of resources are speculation at this point. The CBEV technology is changing rapidly bringing into question also the ability to accurately forecast innovation. The potential for significant savings from CBEVs is there, but the industry is still very early in deploying quality vehicles into real world conditions. OEMs are very early in getting field history from fleets to help improve designs. In comparison, diesel and gasoline trucks exist in large numbers, with years of production and fleet feedback. This situation is visualized as two points on the truck innovation S-Curve shown in Figure 85. The maturity of ICE based vehicles means that significant improvements may now take considerable time and investment, and generally add complexity. The immaturity of electric vehicles conversely opens the path forward for rapid gains with less incremental investment.
Fleets that purchase CBEVs now will help guide the rapid maturation of the vehicles and the infrastructure. OEMs that put CBEV vehicles on the road will gain experience in optimizing the vehicle designs and manufacture. Both will have valuable first-hand insights developing cost effective CBEV operations.

NACFE’s research into CBEV experience to date has revealed a number of findings, summarized here from this report:

- Daily, return-to-base urban duty cycles below 100 miles are well suited for battery electric drivetrains.
- The primary justification of CBEV vehicles is to accomplish zero emission objectives.
- CBEVs have many unknowns because there is little long-term field history. The unknowns are not stopping fleets from buying CBEVs and getting first-hand operational data.
- Batteries are complex. The complexity is not preventing fleets from operating CBEVs.
- High voltage systems can seem scary. Fleets and OEMs are minimizing risks by prudent designs using lockout/tagout systems, and delegating high voltage work to certified experts.
- Repair of CBEVs is largely plug-and-play part replacement with little or no in situ repair work.
- Uptime on early generation CBEVs is no better or worse than early generations of diesels with emissions technology. Long-term expectations are 95%-98% uptime.
- Maintenance costs on early generation CBEVs are on par with diesel and gasoline trucks. Long-term expectations are that maintenance costs will be 40%-70% lower than for diesel or gasoline powertrains due to less complexity and elimination of problematic aftertreatment emission systems.
- Roadblocks to some are business opportunities to others – particularly true with respect to innovations in business models for electric trucks and charging infrastructure.
- E-commerce is increasing the need for medium-duty last mile deliveries.
- E-commerce is increasing the volume of returned merchandise, which also is increasing demands for medium-duty trucks.
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- Batteries will degrade with use, but effective battery management systems combined with single shift operations that allow slower charging will extend battery life.
- Batteries do not degrade uniformly. It may be possible to refurbish battery packs while only changing out 20% of the pack. Vehicles would still likely have their whole pack replaced in a service bay, but the cost of the refurbished one would be much less than an entirely new pack.

15 Recommendations

Electric trucks are real. They are not the solution for every market, but they are a viable alternative for many where operations are urban in nature, with reasonably predictable daily ranges and return-to-base operations that permit economical over-night charging.

While CBEV technology is immature compared to diesel and gasoline powertrains, the significant level of investment and the broad diversity of companies entering the electric truck marketplace gives CBEVs inertia that prior technology introductions like natural gas did not have.

The energy source is not constrained to one source of fuel, meaning that CBEVs can weather geopolitical and macro-economic storms much better than ICE vehicles that must depend largely on the oil supply chain. There are uncertainties, some of them disturbingly challenging such as the long-term supply and cost of cobalt needed for batteries. The electric grid is less of a concern as energy production exists sufficiently to support growth in electric vehicle adoption. Energy delivery, however, will require investment, just as with the successful roll out of the cell phone networks and the development of the internet. Where the business case supports the investment, the infrastructure will build out. Where the business case does not make economic sense, the investment will lag.

Electric trucks present a new world of potential business opportunities. An OEM may provide not just the truck, but also the charger, the electricity and the high voltage maintenance and repair services. Utilities may see business opportunities in providing long-term charging infrastructure and make use of charging trucks as utility system assets. Third party companies may create new businesses as system integrators for fleets. Remanufacturing high voltage batteries and motors are viable business opportunities as the population of electric trucks grows and ages. Repurposing batteries, motors and control systems will open new markets where vehicle systems no longer viable for transportation move to energy storage systems for factories, warehouses, homes and farms. A business roadblock to some may be a business opportunity to others.

E-commerce is changing trucking, with greater focus on last mile delivery. On-line consumers are ordering more frequently but in smaller quantities. There is also a significant growth in on-line returns which require transportation from the consumer back to the seller. These trends may accelerate the adoption of electric trucks.

Emission rules are also changing trucking. Some regions and cities are constraining the use of diesel and gasoline trucks while encouraging adoption of zero and low emission ones. These legislative moves affect estimating residual value of ICE vehicles; they challenge OEMs to introduce ZEV products in volume and with acceptable fleet economics. Grants, incentives, rebates, and tax breaks are making this
possible today, but long term, OEMs need to produce cost equivalent electric vehicle alternatives. Some OEMs with all-new electric vehicle platforms are showing that this is feasible.

Funds to support road infrastructure will require changes in regulations and taxing methods. Fuel based state and federal taxes were an obvious choice in the old mono-culture of oil based ICE trucking, but electric trucks (and many alternative fuel concepts) will require energy-independent funding mechanisms such a vehicle miles traveled (VMT) systems.

Mixed technology trucks are the norm in fleet operations. The addition of electric vehicles to an existing fleet with various model years and types of diesel and gasoline trucks, and other alternative fueled vehicles, is likely not a significant change to shop complexity. In many ways, electric trucks may simplify maintenance as many systems will be plug-and-play replacement operations along with the elimination of complex systems to monitor combustion and emission processes. Handling, storing and disposing of hazardous fluids like diesel, gasoline and DEF are not an issue for electric trucks, but a mixed technology fleet will still have these in their shop environments.

Fleets, media, OEMs, regulators, NGOs and the public may prefer the simplicity of arguing electric versus diesel or gasoline as a winner take all championship bout. The reality is that fleets have always had a range of existing technologies in their stable of vehicles. Electric trucks represent just one more option available to fleets to wrest the best economics for their specific freight operations. Fleets will continue to have a variety of solutions and will continue to push OEMs to make all of them more efficient in a process called continuous improvement.

CBEVs are no longer speculation. They are clearly entering the North American market place with every major existing OEM and a number of new ones introducing products. Electric trucks will succeed or fail under the intense spotlight of the market place. Fleets choosing electric trucks today will get on the learning curve ahead of those that wait. Early adopters will expose flaws and omissions that OEMs will correct. They will validate or dismiss CBEV claims. They will also learn how to optimize their operations to make the most of electric vehicles for improving their company’s bottom line financials. As CBEVs improve, these early adopters will be better positioned to rapidly take advantage of the improvements. Their experiences will drive innovation.
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17 Appendix A: MD CBEV Products and Relevant Others in Production or Near Production

The growth in medium-duty electric truck platforms has been significant. A 2013 CALSTART study highlighted there were four electric vehicle parcel delivery platforms [215]. A 2017 ICCT study on Zero Emission vehicles identified 19 medium-duty electric truck platforms [209]. Press releases from medium-duty manufacturers in 2018 show that truck makers have further added medium-duty CBEV platforms to their product offerings. The September 2018 Hanover International Automotive Exhibition (IAA) listed fifteen brand names making electrified trucks and fifteen showing electrified vans [318]. NACFE compiled the following list in September 2018 for vehicles either in North American production, near production, or relevant developments from other regions of the world. New announcements on vehicle offerings, however, seem to come nearly weekly, so this is just a starting point for review.

17.1.1 Arrival
The Arrival, according to a 2017 Electrek article, has an “optimized the maximum range-to-weight ratio for inner city deliveries with battery packs enabling up to 100 miles of range on 3.5, 6 and 7.5 tonne trucks [217].” A 2018 New York Post article states, “The electric vehicles boast a range of more than 150 miles and will include an Advanced Driver Assistance System [218].” The Arrival website does not yet have details [219]. The product and technology may be relevant to the North American market.

17.1.2 BYD
BYD is an established electric truck manufacturer dating from 1995 [220]. Their website lists Class 5 and Class 6 truck offerings with detailed specifications. The Class 6 model has a battery capacity of 221 kWh with a fully loaded range of 124 miles. Charge times vary between 1.5 hours fast charging and 4.5 hours. The Class 5 product has a battery capacity of 145 kWh, a half loaded range of 155 miles, and a charging time of 5 hours. The company is a significant manufacturer of batteries and offers static storage systems.
17.1.3 Chanje
Chanje offers “an electric medium-duty panel van designed and built from the ground up to meet the specific needs of the last mile industry.” The company offers the V8100 medium-duty panel van with a 150 mile range with 2,000 lbs. payload (per testing on the Heavy-Duty Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule). The V8100 product brochure also states a maximum freight payload of 6,000 lbs. and GVWR of 16,535 lbs. [221]. Chanje offers turnkey vehicle systems including arrangements with Ryder Service for maintenance support. The turnkey solution also includes providing fully integrated electric vehicle infrastructure [221]. A June 2018 Transport Topics article states the vehicle can haul 6,000 lbs. and “has a 100-mile range on a single charge [222].” These numbers originate from a Chanje press release [223].

17.1.4 Chevrolet
Chevrolet does not produce its own electric medium-duty products. However, Lightning systems and Zeem Solutions teamed up in August 2018 to produce the first Class 6 Chevrolet electric medium-duty truck [293].

17.1.5 CityFreighter
An example of a start-up in the early stages for commercial battery electric vehicle space is CityFreighter, which is pursuing funding to develop the CF1 light duty delivery van (Class-1-3) [308]. The company stresses the modular approach indicative of the nature of electric vehicles.
17.1.6 Daimler

Daimler announced in June 2018 the eM2 106, stating, “The eM2 has up to 480 peak horsepower. The batteries provide 325 Kwh of usable capacity, a range of up to 230 miles, and have the ability to charge up to 80% (providing a range of 184 miles) in about 60 minutes [224][227].” The objective duty cycle is to “meet customer needs for electrified commercial vehicles serving dedicated, predictable routes where the vast majority of daily runs fall between 45 and 150 miles [224].” Heavy Duty Trucking editor Deborah Lockridge quoted that, “Daimler emphasized that this rollout is part of a global effort, and in fact the goal is to develop a single proprietary electric system that will be used on its products around the world. EMG (electric mobility group) will define the strategy for everything from electrical components to completely electric vehicles for all brands and all business divisions, while also working to create a single global electric architecture [225].”

DTNA also announced “that Penske Truck Leasing and NFI have agreed to partner in operating the Freightliner Electric Innovation Fleet of eCascadia™ heavy-duty trucks and eM2 106 medium-duty trucks [226].” DTNA said production start would be in 2021 [226].

“DTNA plans to offer customers consulting services to assist with site selection based on truck applications, available government incentives, infrastructure deployment and route identification as part of a preliminary review prior to commercial electric vehicle business proposals [226].”
17.1.7 DHL
The Deutsche Post DHL Group working with Ford has gone into production with a light-duty battery electric delivery van named the StreetScooter Work XL [299][300]. DHL “designed and built by a delivery firm because it couldn’t find a vehicle on the market to suit its needs and has doubled its production capacity thanks to external demand [303].” The product is initially intended for the German market. It is based on the Ford Transit chassis. Mark Kane in an Inside EVs article in 2018 stated “The new 78,000 m² facility in Düren, Germany will be able to produce up to 10,000 StreetScooters annually, so together with the main factory in Aachen, production capacity will be 20,000 [302].” While the vehicle is a light-duty vehicle and only available in Germany, NACFE has included it here to show the ability of innovators to quickly go into production with battery electric vehicles.
17.1.8 E-FORCE
E-Force (or alternatively EFORCE or E-Force One AG) is a German company with product technology relevant to the North American market. The E-Force One specification sheet states a city drive cycle range of up to 186 miles (300 km) or up to 111 miles (180 km) on highway. Battery packs come in four capacities, “Mini 120 kWh, Midi 190 kWh, Maxi 260 kWh, Maxi S 310 kWh.” Recharge times are 6 hours with AC @ 44 kW for the Midi battery, and less than 2 hours at 150 kW with the Midi battery. The vehicle weighs in at approximately 19,000 lbs. (8600 kg) and is based on the Iveco Stralis chassis [228][229].

![E-Force 18-44t eLkw (EForce)](image)

Figure 92. E-Force 18-44t eLkw (EForce) [228][229]

17.1.9 Einride
Einride (alternatively E/NRIDE), is a Swedish start-up with a fully autonomous T/Pod driverless cargo carrier that has relevance to North American technology development. The company’s website states a range of 125 miles (200 km) with a 200 kWh battery pack and GVW of up to 26 tons fully loaded [230]. The vehicle was shown in North America at the Detroit Auto Show in 2018 [231].
17.1.10 Ford

Ford’s Qualified Vehicle Modifier (QVM) program includes electric vehicles (eQVM). In 2017 a Ford press releases discussed using three developers, XL Hybrids, Motiv Power Systems and Lightning Hybrids (now LightningElectric) [232]. The eQVM developers take production Ford chassis systems and modify them for electric or hybrid drives. Ford does not yet produce its own electric vehicles, but benefits from these technology partnerships and fielded vehicle experience [201].

17.1.11 Isuzu

Isuzu began announcing an electrified Class 4 cab based on the NPR-HD in 2017 and showed a prototype at the 2018 Work Truck Show [240]. The company teamed with Nordresa in Quebec, Canada to modify the N-Series truck for electrification [240]. Two other prototypes based on an NQR and an FWR were shown in Australia. Those two had energy storage ranging from 100 kWh to 135 kWh [242].
17.1.12 Lightning Systems
Lightning Systems produces alternative drive train vehicles including buses, vans and trucks. The business model adapts a production chassis available from Ford, Chevrolet or potentially others. End products are finalized with a body builder such as Morgan.

17.1.12.1 Lightning Systems - Ford Based
Lightning offers the Class 6 LEV100 low cab forward product specifications with a stated 110 mile range, with 160 kWh battery capacity and a charging time of 20 hours (level 2) or 3-4 hours (DC fast charging). The Lightning E-450 has a GVWR of 14,500 lbs., an electric range of 100 miles with 128 kWh battery capacity and charges in 15.5 hours (Level 2) or 2 hours (DC fast charging). The Ford Transit LEV chassis has a GVWR of 10,360 lbs., and three battery pack configurations giving ranges of 50 miles (32 kWh), 100 miles (64 kWh), and 150 miles (96 kWh). Charge time for the 32 kWh pack is 4.5 hours (level 2) or 33 minutes (DC fast charge). The 64 kWh pack charge time is 9 hours (level 2) or 1 hours (DC fast charge). The 96 kWh pack charges in 13 hours (level 2) or 2 hours (DC fast charge). The Ford Transit HD Cargo Van has a GVWR of 10,360 lbs. and three battery pack ranges 50 miles (67 kWh), 100 miles (64 kWh) and 150 miles (96 kWh) with similar charge times to the Transit LEV Chassis [233].

Figure 95. LightningElectric Electric Trucks (LE) [233]
Various media outlets reported in April 2018 that, “the Ford Transit 350HD equipped with the zero-emissions LightningElectric drivetrain achieved 61 MPGe on EPA City routes and 66 MPGe on EPA Highway routes, compared to 13 and 15 MPG respectively for the identically configured gasoline Ford Transit 350HD, according to the company [234][235].” Details of the duty cycle and operating period were not included in discussing this over 4:1 performance ratio. A Green Fleet article stated that, “In the United States, the electric-vehicle conversion is $69,000 for vehicles with an electric range of 50 miles and $89,000 for vehicles with a range of 100 miles [236].”

17.1.12.2 Lightning Systems - Chevrolet Based
Lightning systems teamed with Zeem to produce the first Chevrolet based Class 6 electric truck announced in August of 2018. “The new Lightning powertrain, which provides 295 horsepower and up to 110 miles of range per charge, will be fitted into the Chevrolet 6500XD Low Cab Forward chassis [293].”

Figure 96. LightningElectric Transit 350 Cutaway View (LE) [233]

Figure 97. Chevrolet Class 6 Electric Truck (Lightning Systems) [293]
17.1.13 Lion Electric Co.

Lion Electric has been a bus maker in Quebec, Canada, but announced in 2018 they were expanding into manufacturing a full line of electric trucks [243]. There initial entry is a Class 8 product named Lion8 but they have shown medium-duty concepts as well [244]. The specifications include up to 480 kWh battery capacity, but does not specify ranges. Charging is an on-board 19.2 kW J1772 charger and there is capability for DC fast charging with the SAE Combo plug.

![Figure 98. Lion Electric Class 8 Truck and Possible Medium-duty Trucks (Lion) [244][243]](image)

17.1.14 MAN

MAN introduced, at the 2018 Hanover International Automobile Exhibition (IAA), the eTGE electric panel van based on their TGE Panel Van platform which MAN’s website states has a total weight up to 5.5 tonnes (12,125lb) [314]. The eTGE is reportedly going into series production produced in Poland with deliveries possibly in 2018. The eTGE has a 36 kWh battery capacity that weighs approximately 340 kg, and provides a range up to 173 kM using the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) [314]. MAN also has the CitE, a 15 tonne (33,000 lb) electric concept. Nora Manthy reported in Electrive.com that “the CitE, ...which was developed in just 18 months, was designed for inner cities and has a range of 100 km. The low entry height and especially wide doors allow for easy access in crowded conditions [313].” A third electric truck discussed was the eTGM, a 26 tonne (57.300 lb) vehicle. While the CitE and the eTGM have GVWR’s greater than U.S. Class 3-6, the eTGE panel van would be a Class 3. These products are not for North American use, but the rapid development and testing of these vehicles for the European may have relevance to North American product development.

![Figure 99. eTGE, eTGM and CitE Trucks (MAN)[313][314]](image)
17.1.15 Mitsubishi Fuso
Mitsubishi Fuso announced in 2017 that they would have the electric eCanter in use in the U.S. in mid-2018. These 500 initial trucks are being used world-wide with fleets on a temporary basis to collect field experience. The trucks are on a two-year lease and will be returned to Mitsubishi Fuso engineering for analysis. Fuso’s website states, “Large scale production is intended to start in 2019 [245].” Service personnel, spares and service equipment have been located in the urban areas where these test fleets are being operated. These initial eCanter vehicles have a GVWR of 15,995 lbs. and are estimated to have a range of 62 miles (100 km) using six lithium-ion liquid-cooled battery packs each at 13.8 kWh for a total of 82.8 kWh [245][246]. NACFE did a specification comparison in its Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense in May 2018 comparing the eCanter to its comparable FE180 Diesel from the same manufacturer and it is provided again here [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>FE180 Diesel</th>
<th>eCanter Battery Electric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight Rating GVWR</td>
<td>17,995 lb</td>
<td>15,995 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curb Weight</td>
<td>5,505 lb (est.)</td>
<td>6,615 lb (est.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body/Payload Est. Max.</td>
<td>12,490 lb</td>
<td>9,380 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelbase</td>
<td>Several including 151.6”</td>
<td>151.6”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Length (cab/chassis)</td>
<td>Several including 246.3”</td>
<td>245.5”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useable Cab to Rear Axle</td>
<td>Several including 122.6”</td>
<td>122.6”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axle Capacity (Front/Rear)</td>
<td>6,835 lb, 13,230 lb</td>
<td>6,390 lb / 12,700 lb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 100. Diesel and Battery Electric Comparison (from Mitsubishi Fuso data) [1]

17.1.16 Motiv
Motiv produces battery electric drive train chassis based on Ford production chassis systems under the product name Electric Powered Intelligent Chassis (EPIC). They partner with body builders to produce a variety of trucks. Motiv maintains ownership of any emissions credits. The business model has Motiv...
delivery kits to upfitters to modify the Ford chassis, then the vehicle goes on to a body builder to complete the vehicle as shown in Figure 102 [237][238]. Motiv chassis are used in box trucks, walk-in vans, work trucks, buses and specialty vehicles [237].

Motiv offers three variations, EPIC 4, EPIC 5 and EPIC 6. The EPIC 4 is based on the Ford E-450 chassis with a GVWR of 14,500 lbs. It has three battery pack options 85 kWh, 106 kWh and 127 kWh giving it an estimated range of up to 90 miles and 100% recharge time of 8 hours. Recharge time for 75% charge is 4 hours, and 50% charge is 2 hours [239]. The Epic 5 is based on the Ford F-59 chassis with a GVWR of 22,000 lbs. The EPIC 6 is similarly based but with GVWR of 26,000 lbs. It has two battery pack options of 106 kWh and 127 kWh again with range up to 90 miles and the same charge times as with the EPIC4. Charging is stated as 208V, 25 kW [239].
Renault announced a new line of electric trucks in June of 2018 but the offerings do not appear to fit the U.S. definition of medium-duty [247]. The Master Z.E. has a GVW of 6,800 lbs. (3.1t) using a 33 kWh capacity battery pack with an operating range on NEDC cycle of 124 miles (200 km). The Renault D Z.E. with a GVWR of 36,000 lbs. (16.7t) uses a 200-300 kWh lithium-ion battery with a range up to 186 miles (300 km). The Renault D Wide Z.E. has a GVWR of 59,500 lbs. (27t) and uses a 200 kWh battery for a range of up to 124 miles (200 km) [248][249]. Renault has been experimenting with electric trucks for a
decade [248][249]. Manufacturing is to start in 2019 in France. The technology and urban operating experience may be relevant to the North American market.

Figure 106. Renault Electric Trucks (Renault) [248]

17.1.18 Thor
Thor is a new startup capturing headlines and investment for its Class 8 electric vehicle. In August 2018 it announced plans to build a Class 6 electric truck for UPS with a 100 mile range powered by a Thor designed battery pack that can be charged in 1 hour [250][251]. Thor indicates the platform can have a 200+ mile range on one charge [252]. The bodies are by Morgan. Vehicles are expected to be in testing in Los Angeles in late 2018 [253].

Figure 107. Thor Class 6 Electric Truck (Thor) [252]

17.1.19 Volkswagen (Traton)
Volkswagen announced in 2017 a $1.7B investment to bring electric trucks and buses to the market [254]. An initial offering is the e-Delivery with a 179kWh battery pack providing an estimated range of 124 miles (200 km). The vehicle is made in Brazil. The first major customer, Ambev, said that the vehicle likely “is sufficient for a vast number of its delivery routes and ordered 1,600 electric trucks to convert one-third of its delivery fleet by 2023 [254].” The pilot vehicles will be delivered in late 2018 with production starting in 2020 and the full 1,600 vehicles delivered by 2023. AMbev said, “About 35% of
the fleet serving the brewery will consist of clean energy-powered vehicles [255].” VW did not state the availability of this model for North America.

Volkswagen also is producing the e-Crafter, reported by Mark Kane in 2016 InsideEVs article, a panel van with a planned 43 kWh battery pack and estimated range of 208 km (129 mi), but speed limited to 80 km/h (50 mph) [315]. A September 2018 article by Domenick Yoney for InsideEVs states that about 40 have been put in service in Europe, and updates the specifications with a city range of about 107 miles, computer-limited top speed of 56 mph, a 3.5-tonne (7,716 lb) and a 35-kWh battery pack [316]. Yoney states pricing in England is $81,420 versus the ICE version at $48,019. These two Volkswagen products are under the new Traton corporate organization [317]. This product is not stated as intended for North America, but experience in actual fleet use may be pertinent to North American product development.

17.1.20 Volvo FL
Volvo introduced a Class 7 FL Electric in April 2018 for testing in Europe. Transport Topics’ Seth Clevenger cited Volvo stating the vehicle can be equipped for different ranges with 50 kWh lithium-ion battery packs each weighing 1,146 lbs. [256]. “With the full complement of six batteries, the FL Electric will offer a maximum range of up to 186 miles in ideal conditions, while the FE will offer a range of up to 125 miles.” Simulation testing suggests the batteries will last for the life of the truck. The truck is equipped with a two-speed Volvo transmission and an electric driveline as shown in Figure 110. The
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Vehicle can recharge overnight or in 1.5 hours with fast charging [256]. Volvo has also announced plans for an FE based electric platform and has shown prototypes [258]. These vehicles are not yet planned for the North American market. However, the technology and field experience are relevant to the North American market.

Figure 110. Volvo Electric FL with Electric Driveline (Seth Clevenger) [256]

17.1.21 Workhorse

Workhorse dates to 2007 under the name AMP Electric Vehicles. They were contracted under a development agreement with Navistar and delivered a prototype in 2012 of a 1,000 cubic foot delivery van. Management and priority changes at Navistar at that time put the project on hold. AMP began working directly with an end customer and completed a 4,000-mile durability test. AMP absorbed the Workhorse brand and custom chassis plant in 2015 with the capability to build Class 4 through Class 6 trucks, and changed their name to Workhorse [259].

The Workhorse E-100 is an all-electric Class 6 delivery van with a 123 kWh battery pack and GVWRs of 14,500, 19,500 and 23,500 lbs. The vehicles have ranges up to 100 miles. They are equipped for J1772 Level 2 charging with an onboard 22 kW charger, and are capable of DC fast charging. The batteries are provided by Panasonic and carry an eight-year warranty. The body comes from Morgan Olson. Service is provided through a Ryder’s national network [259].
Workhorse also has developed the N-GEN 450 and N-GEN 1000 delivery vans. The N-GEN 450 has a GVWR of 10,001 lbs. with an estimated electric range of 100 miles. The N-GEN 1000 has a GVWR of 14,500 lbs. and also an estimated range of 100 miles. Specifications on the battery packs is not apparent on the Workhorse website or in media releases, but InsideEVs’ Mark Kane reported the battery pack is 60 kWh in the smaller Workhorse test vehicle [261]. Workhorse asserts they have demonstrated a 50 MPGe for the N-GEN 450 and N-GEN 1000 platforms [259]. In July 2018, CCJ’s Jason Cannon reported a 200 cubic foot version as achieving 75 MPGe [260]. The details on the specific duty cycles and evaluation methods are not discussed. The manufacturer is optimizing the production design and the production line around specific configurations in order to obtain economies of scale, with a goal of producing 2,000 units in 2018 [261][262].

Workhorse has also manufactured range extended E-GEN vehicles that include gasoline engines with battery packs [262].

17.1.22 Wrightspeed
Wrightspeed is a startup manufacturing range extended vehicles with electric powertrains paired with an onboard turbine generator to reduce range anxiety issues. The Route 250 has a GVWR of 16,000 lbs. for Class 3 and 4 use, with a pure electric range of 20 miles and unlimited range with refueling for the
turbine generator. The generator can burn diesel, CNG, LNG, gasoline and biogas. Wrightspeed estimates the MPGe at 17.9 [263].

Figure 113. Wrightspeed Route 250 (Wrightspeed) [263]

17.1.23 XING Mobility
In May 2018, XING Mobility showed a prototype 3.5-ton light truck which has an innovative stacking battery pack system [264][265][266]. While this is outside the medium-duty definition for this report, the technology may be relevant to North American product development.

Figure 114. XING Mobility Modular Battery Concept and Prototype (XING) [266]
17.1.24 Zeem Solutions
Zeem Solutions is a company with a mission to provide “turnkey solution for fleet owners looking to buy an electric truck or bus [294].” They teamed with Lightning Systems to produce the first Chevrolet based Class 6 electric truck announced in August of 2018 [293]. While not strictly a vehicle OEM, this team highlights a growing opportunity for start-ups to innovate vehicle production, energy infrastructure, service and maintenance outside the realm of established vehicle OEMs.


18 Appendix B - Charging Infrastructure Suppliers

A growing list of twenty-seven potential charging system suppliers updated in January 2018 titled Electric Vehicle Charger Selection Guide is available from the Energy Efficiency Coordinator (EEC) website [289][290]. NACFE is in the process of developing a detailed Guidance Report on Commercial Vehicle Charging Infrastructure to be published in the spring of 2019. The following suppliers have been identified as relevant to past and present commercial truck applications, so are singled out here for additional discussion regarding their electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE). However, as the EEC document shows, there are a considerable number of competing offerings that may be applicable to trucks due to commonality in connectors and charging levels.

18.1 ABB
ABB offers HVC-overnight charging products capable of charging larger fleets of electric buses and trucks during the night. This EVSE solution is scalable and can help enable smaller and cheaper grid connections. The chargers also offer remote diagnostics and management through ABB Ability. These chargers are compliant with CCS and OCPP standards and have a flexible design to allow for roof and floor mounting. ABB has years of experience in creating, installing and maintaining charging infrastructure, including several nationwide charger networks [278].

18.2 ChargePoint
ChargePoint began by focusing on the light-duty passenger vehicle market and has made a name for themselves as one of the most popular EVSE suppliers, with a built-out nationwide network of electric car chargers. They have recently broadened their scope to include charging solutions for medium- and heavy-duty fleets as well. ChargePoint stations include 24/7 driver support, cloud-based software with features and plans specific to various industries, and service and maintenance. ChargePoint’s team is able to work with customers to help them through the entire infrastructure process, including engaging their utility company and determining whether Level 2 or DC fast charging makes the most sense for their fleet. ChargePoint offers an entire range of solutions. All of their chargers are UL listed and some are ENERGY STAR® certified. Their DC fast chargers all use CHAdeMO connections and are available with CCS1 (SAE J1772™ Combo) and CCS2 (IEC 61851-23) connectors. Their DC ultra-fast charging solution is modular and easily scalable so that it can grow with demand and accommodate the battery technologies of today’s and tomorrow’s CBEVs [279].

18.3 Chateau Energy Solutions
Chateau Energy Solutions provides customized, turnkey electric vehicle infrastructure charging solutions for commercial, military, federal fleets, as well as state and local municipalities. This includes the design, installation, project management, and maintenance services of electric vehicle charging stations, also known as EVSE. Their EV experts will provide strategic insight into how the additional load will impact your facility and how to best integrate into your system. In addition to EV infrastructure deployment, Chateau also offers EVSE maintenance as well as EV controls, metering integration, and analytics [280].
18.4 **ClipperCreek**
ClipperCreek chargers are popular for residential and workplace charging, but they also offer commercial charging stations for fleets at a variety of power levels. Their stations are capable of electrical load management, and optional data tracking is available [281].

18.5 **Eaton**
Eaton used to supply both Level 2 and DCFC stations, however in 2015 they announced they would focus on producing other components for CBEVs. That said there are still Eaton chargers available in the marketplace [282]. Their Pow-R-Stations and other charging products may still be available in the market or encountered in the field.

18.6 **EV Connect**
EV Connect offers scalable, flexible, and comprehensive industry-specific solutions for EV charging, including charge stations, software, and 24/7 support [283].

18.7 **EVgo**
In addition to owning, operating, and maintaining the largest public fast charging network, EVgo builds dedicated EV fast charging stations for their fleet partners. They handle the entire process, from site acquisition, construction, procurement, network management, and customer service [284].

18.8 **GE**
ChargePoint acquired GE’s EV charging network in June 2017 with support for GE’s Durastation and Wattstation chargers. These devices may still be available on the open market under the GE brand and may be encountered in the field [285].

18.9 **Rhombus Energy Solutions**
Rhombus Energy Solutions’ charging station portfolio has thus far been focused on electric bus charging (they supply chargers for Proterra), but their chargers are capable of charging electric trucks as well. Rhombus’ chargers are smart grid ready, offering bi-directional power flow for future vehicle-to-grid (V2G) capability and meet UL requirement 1741 SA. They utilize a standard J1772-CCS plug-in system [286].

18.10 **Siemens**
Siemens supplies electric vehicle charging stations for municipalities, corporations, fleets and utilities. Their VersiCharge line of Level 2 chargers use an SAE J1772 connector [287].

18.11 **Tritium**
Australian-based company, Tritium offers award-winning DC fast charging stations and has partnered with ChargePoint to install these Veefil stations across the U.S. The fast charging stations are able to
charge all vehicles equipped for DC fast charging, using the included SAE-Combo connector or a CHAdeMO connector [288].
APPENDIX C - DIESEL PRODUCT BASELINES

Baseline diesel and gasoline medium duty trucks for the North American market are produced by a wide range of manufacturers with a number of body builders. Estimates for box and step van production in the U.S. is 100,000 vehicles per year, while medium duty in general is estimated at 400,000 to 500,000 vehicles per year.

- Chevrolet
- Daimler
- Dodge
- Ford
- Freightliner
- GMC
- Mitsubishi Fuso
- Hino
- Hyundai
- Isuzu
- Kenworth
- Navistar
- Nissan
- Peterbilt
- UD

Figure 116. Medium Duty Baselines (Chevrolet, Kenworth, FCAUSFleet, Peterbilt, Daimler, UD) [207][273][274][275][276][277][295]

Figure 115 Medium Duty Baselines (Connor Mihelic) [200]
Appendix D. Calculators

NACFE is providing in this report background on a select sampling of calculators that illustrate a range of uses and approaches to assisting fleets in decision making on battery electric technology investment. NACFE is providing its own downloadable calculator based on the research NACFE has done in preparing this report and the prior Guidance Report: Electric Trucks – Where They Make Sense [1]. The calculator is available at www.NACFE.org.

There are TCO, fuel use and emissions calculators available from private companies and organizations, for example, Fleet Advantage’s Advanced Truck Lifecycle Analytics and Administrative Software (ATLAAS) [142]. Another is available from Vincentric [188]. These commercial or proprietary tools may be of use to fleets. NACFE is not discussing these in this report as they may involve proprietary data sources, proprietary methods or require working through sales offices for access.

20.1 CARB
The California Air Resources Board (CARB) Fleet Calculator is “an Excel spreadsheet created to assist fleet owners in evaluating various compliance strategies to comply with the truck and bus regulation. It allows the user to input the engine model year, and emission control technology assumptions to determine what compliance options may be available to comply with the regulation for each calendar year [122].” The tool is not suited for comparison of diesel to electric vehicles.

20.2 EPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator
The EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator has a simple one-field entry to convert kilowatt-hours of electricity into carbon dioxide equivalents with a range of comparisons as shown in Figure 117.
NACFE found that a common question was what does a kWh of energy mean in terms of other metrics. This tool and more importantly, the reference material cited by EPA on how calculations are made can help with understanding conversions for emissions factors. Unfortunately, the tool does not yet include diesel fuel as an input. A second tab also allows inputting for reverse calculations where the emission values are known.

20.3 BSR Fuel Sustainability Tool
BSR is a global non-profit organization with a focus on building a just and sustainable world. Their Future of Fuels initiative produced and maintains Fuel Sustainability Tool (Fuel Tool). The tool “allows decision-makers to compare fuel pathways within types of fuels used in medium- and heavy-duty trucks in North America. These fuels include diesel, biofuels, natural gas, electricity and hydrogen, as well as options within fuel types that decision-makers can take to engage suppliers and improve impacts [124].” BSR
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provides granularity in energy pricing by dividing electricity into the U.S. grid regions and providing the regional diesel pricing as shown in Figure 118.

The BSR Fuel Tool has simple inputs for miles driven and users can override default average MPGs as shown in Figure 119. The background on calculations is well documented in the tool and in a companion guide. The tool is the result of BSR consulting with a broad group of industry and government groups. Results are graphical side-by-side comparisons of the chosen energy (fuel) types and presented in two graphs of well-to-wheel (WTW) Estimated Per-Mile Emissions and Average Diesel Gallon Equivalent (DGE) Emissions segmented into the well-to-pump (WTP) and pump-to-wheel (PTW) portions. The data is also conveniently rank ordered (Pareto format). The power of this tool is it allows for equivalent cross comparison between fuel types and breaks emissions down into well-to-pump and well-to-wheel components. NACFE discovered that fleets and OEMs want access to this differentiation.
The background calculations and references are well documented. The tool is a common Excel format. The tool is focused on emissions comparisons so there are no financial TCO evaluations.

20.4 **Argonne National Laboratory GREET**

The Argonne National Laboratory GREET calculator (Greenhouse gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy use in Transportation) was developed to help fleet managers determine well-to-wheel petroleum use and greenhouse gas emissions. The tool included use for Clean Cities Program stakeholders to estimate values [125]. The tool began as a downloadable Excel spreadsheet, which is still available for use. The latest iteration is an online application titled GREET.NET.

20.4.1 **GREET 2012 EXCEL Version**

The Excel spreadsheet version of GREET allows the user to enter data on an entire mixed fleet of vocations and technologies to determine the net impact of the fleet on petroleum use and GHG emissions [125]. Users populate five tables of information about their fleets as seen in Figure 120:

- Number of vehicles by vocation and type of fuel (energy)
- Average annual miles travelled for each
- Average fuel economy (in miles per gasoline gallon equivalent)
- Annual total fuel (energy) used in the appropriate units of measure
- Fuel production sourcing assumptions

The results are conveniently tabulated, as shown in Figure 121, for On-Road Petroleum Usage (barrels) and then Greenhouse Gas Emissions (short tons CO2-equivalent). The results are presented for each vocation and fuel type, and also the net fleet values in each vocation.
### 2. The Number of Each Type of Vehicle in On-Road Fleet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Bus</th>
<th>Transit Bus</th>
<th>Shuttle/Paratransit Bus</th>
<th>Waste Hauler</th>
<th>Street Sweeper</th>
<th>Delivery Step Van</th>
<th>Transport/Freight Truck</th>
<th>Medium/Heavy Duty Pickup Truck</th>
<th>Maintenance Utility Vehicle</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas (CNG)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. The Average Annual Vehicle Miles Traveled by Each Vehicle Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Bus</th>
<th>Transit Bus</th>
<th>Shuttle/Paratransit Bus</th>
<th>Waste Hauler</th>
<th>Street Sweeper</th>
<th>Delivery Step Van</th>
<th>Transport/Freight Truck</th>
<th>Medium/Heavy Duty Pickup Truck</th>
<th>Maintenance Utility Vehicle</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>16,500</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>14,500</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>16,500</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>14,500</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>16,500</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>14,500</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>16,500</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>14,500</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>30,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. The Average Fuel Economy for Each Vehicle Type in the On-Road Fleet (miles per gallon equivalent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Bus</th>
<th>Transit Bus</th>
<th>Shuttle/Paratransit Bus</th>
<th>Waste Hauler</th>
<th>Street Sweeper</th>
<th>Delivery Step Van</th>
<th>Transport/Freight Truck</th>
<th>Medium/Heavy Duty Pickup Truck</th>
<th>Maintenance Utility Vehicle</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. The Annual Total Fuel Use by On-Road Fleet Vehicles (gallons, cubic feet, or kilowatt-hours)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Bus</th>
<th>Transit Bus</th>
<th>Shuttle/Paratransit Bus</th>
<th>Waste Hauler</th>
<th>Street Sweeper</th>
<th>Delivery Step Van</th>
<th>Transport/Freight Truck</th>
<th>Medium/Heavy Duty Pickup Truck</th>
<th>Maintenance Utility Vehicle</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. Fuel Production Assumptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biodiesel Feedstock Source</th>
<th>Ethanol Feedstock Source</th>
<th>CNG Feedstock Source</th>
<th>LNG Feedstock Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soy</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>North American NG</td>
<td>North American NG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algae</td>
<td>Switchgrass</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Source of Electricity for On-Road Electric Vehicles and Hydrogen Electrolysis |
|-----------------------------|--------------------------|----------------------|----------------------|
| 1.1 1 to 13: EIA Region 1 through 13 Mix (see map) | 1.2 1 to 13: EIA Region 1 through 13 Mix (see map) | 1.3 Average U.S. Mix | 1.5 User Defined (up to ‘Specs’ sheet) |
| 1.4 1 to 13: EIA Region 1 through 13 Mix (see map) | 1.5 Average U.S. Mix | 1.6 User Defined (up to ‘Specs’ sheet) | 1.7 Average U.S. Mix |

# Figure 120. ANL GREET Excel Based Calculator (ANL) [125]
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Purchaser’s Internal Use Only
7. Results of On-Road Fleet’s Petroleum Usage (barrels)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>HEV</th>
<th>B20</th>
<th>B100</th>
<th>EB5</th>
<th>CNG</th>
<th>LNG</th>
<th>LPG</th>
<th>Electricity</th>
<th>G.H2</th>
<th>L.H2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bus</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit Bus</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle/Paratransit Bus</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Hauler</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Sweeper</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Step Van</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport/Freight Truck</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium/Heavy Duty Pickup Truck</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Utility Vehicle</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuel Total</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Results of On-Road Fleet’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions (short tons CO2-equivalent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
<th>Gasoline</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>HEV</th>
<th>B20</th>
<th>B100</th>
<th>EB5</th>
<th>CNG</th>
<th>LNG</th>
<th>LPG</th>
<th>Electricity</th>
<th>G.H2</th>
<th>L.H2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Bus</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit Bus</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle/Paratransit Bus</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Hauler</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Sweeper</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Step Van</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport/Freight Truck</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium/Heavy Duty Pickup Truck</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Utility Vehicle</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fuel Total</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On-Road Fleet Total 0.0 barrels of oil

On-Road Fleet Total 0.0 short tons of GHG emissions

Figure 121. ANL GREET Excel Version Petroleum Use and GHG Emissions Results (ANL) [125]

The ANL GREET Excel based tool is focused on emissions comparisons so there are no financial TCO evaluations. The tool does a good job presenting information for entire mixed fleets. Back-up information tables are provided in the spreadsheet and instructions are found both in the spreadsheet and in a companion document.

20.4.2 GREET.NET 2017 Version

The 2017 and later versions of GREET moved to a more point-and-click user interface in a Microsoft.NET application with supporting databases that can be updated at each use. It includes more than 100 fuel production pathways. According to ANL, “GREET® 2017 provides the user with an easy to use and fully graphical toolbox to perform life cycle analysis simulations of alternative transportation fuels and vehicle technologies in a matter of a few clicks. This new tool includes the data of the GREET model, a fast algorithm for processing it and an interactive user interface. The interface allows faster development using graphical representation of each element in the model, and drag & drop editing approach to add and modify data [126].”

GREET is designed to do a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). Argonne provides a video on how to use the GREET.NET tool [126]. Argonne’s definition of LCA differentiates obtaining the raw source energy, well-to-pump, pump-to-wheel, and includes the end of life recycling and disposal of the vehicle as illustrated in Figure 122. For more information on a definition of LCA Argonne points to ISO 14040 Environmental management — Life cycle assessment — Principles and framework [127]. Argonne summarizes the ISO definition as “the compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and the potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its lifecycle [126].”
Argonne uses a system boundary diagram, shown in Figure 123, to explain the methodology used in developing the LCA model, creating a boundary that encompasses the system, then defining the various inputs, outputs and processes in the model.

![System Boundary Diagram LCA methodology (ANL) [126]](image)

Argonne’s example of a conventional gasoline vehicle to demonstrate the system boundary diagram approach is shown in Figure 124.
Outputs of the tool include both tabular data and graphs, with an ability to transfer to Excel based worksheets.

The Argonne GREET.NET tool is significantly more sophisticated than their 2012 Excel based version. The tool has very granular control of nearly all of the variables involved in the system modeling. Values can also be entered as time based trends in curves. The tool evolved out of demands for greater detail and control of emissions modeling variables. With greater detail comes greater complexity. The tool represents over 20 years of development into providing more representative estimation of life cycle emissions. Argonne has provided an extensive collection of video tutorials to assist users.

NACFE found in interviews with fleets and OEMs frequent questions and observations about whether electric vehicles actually reduce emissions when you factor in the entire process of getting energy to the vehicle. The ANL GREET.NET tools provide the ability to dive deeply into answering that question for each of the many energy pathways involved in getting energy to the vehicle. Since the databases supporting GREET.NET are actively maintained and updated, the tool adapts to new information.

The ANL GREET Excel based tool is focused on emissions comparisons so there are no financial TCO evaluations.

20.5 ARGONNE AFLEET TOOL
The Argonne AFLEET tool (Alternative Fuel Life-Cycle Environmental and Economic Transportation) is an Excel spreadsheet based application which estimates total cost of ownership values from simple user inputs and pre-defined values for an entire fleet with mixed vocations and mixed fuel (energy) types [128]. The tool is similar to the GREET 2012 Excel based tool but with a focus on the economics comparing different powertrain types, in addition to the emission aspects.

The AFLEET tool is separated into two primary input sections of Light-Duty and Heavy-Duty. Light-duty consists of passenger car, passenger truck and light commercial truck. Heavy-duty consists of [128]:

![Figure 124. Example System Boundary Diagram for LCA with Conventional Gasoline Vehicle (ANL) [126]](image-url)
• School Bus = Passenger vehicles with a capacity of 15 or more persons used primarily for transport of students for school.
• Transit Bus = Passenger vehicles with a capacity of 15 or more persons primarily used for transport within cities.
• Refuse Truck = Trucks primarily used to haul refuse to a central location.
• Single Unit Short-haul Truck = Single unit trucks with more than four tires with a range of operation of up to 200 miles.
• Single Unit Long-haul Truck = Single unit trucks with more than four tires with a range of operation of over 200 miles.
• Combination Short-haul Truck = Combination tractor/trailer trucks with more than four tires with a range of operation of up to 200 miles.
• Combination Long-haul Truck = Combination tractor/trailer trucks with more than four tires with a range of operation of over 200 miles.

The AFLEET tool includes 15 fuel (energy) types under the heavy-duty group. There are 14 for the light-duty group. Users populate tables for number of vehicles for a particular vocation, annual miles, fuel economy (expressed in MPG Gallon Gasoline Equivalents) and the purchase price per vehicle. The program pre-populates many values from tables located in the program so that users can accept defaults or can override them and put in their own values. Figure 125 shows the heavy-duty vehicle information where the vehicle type is Single Unit Short-Haul Truck and the vocation is Delivery Step Van. The yellow areas on vehicles by fuel (energy) type are pre-populated with default values but can be overridden by user-entered values.

The AFLEET tool includes which type of fueling station, either private or public. Recognizing that fuel prices do change, the AFLEET tool allows the user to include fuel price sensitivity as a percent of default price or enter specific values as shown in Figure 126. The tool also includes Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) as one of the consumables. Again, yellow areas are pre-populated but can be overridden by the user’s own value.
The AFLEET tool includes the ability to make inputs to manage the scope of the TCO calculations as shown in Figure 127. These include the expected ownership period of the vehicle and also the infrastructure. The financing method is also selectable including loan, loan term, interest rate, down payment and discount factor.

The AFLEET tool includes greater choices in where the energy originates so for example the regional pricing of electricity or how ethanol is sourced as shown in Figure 128.

The analysis can be done three ways:

- 1 - Well-to-Wheels Petroleum Use and GHGs & Vehicle Operation Air Pollutants
- 2 - Well-to-Wheels Petroleum Use, GHGs, and Air Pollutants
- 3 - Well-to-Wheels & Vehicle Production* Petroleum Use, GHGs, Air Pollutants (*LDVs only)

Where Vehicle Production (or Vehicle Cycle) is defined as “raw material recovery, material processing, vehicle component production, vehicle assembly, disposal, and recycling [128].”
The spreadsheet for AFLEET includes inputs for idle reduction methods, percent time idling, and time hoteling. These even include breaking down the annual portions of vehicle interior heating and cooling, engine heating and percent for electrical loads. Users can input or accept defaults for the types of idle reduction technology used.

Outputs for AFLEET include tabulated and graphical data for payback, total cost of ownership, idle reduction and net fleet footprint (with petroleum used and emission constituents) in both quantities and dollars. NACFE interviews reinforced that the AFLEET tool is a valuable asset for groups dealing with Clean Cities initiatives. The tool is well documented with comment fields in Excel cells, and background on the default values, as well as a companion user guide.

20.6 ACT Research Truck Fuel Calculator

ACT Research launched a truck fuel calculator and keeps it maintained as an online tool shown in Figure 129. It has pre-inserted default values that users can override. It includes comparing financing, lease and cash buy of a vehicle. It includes grants and subsidy provisions. Also included are insurance costs and tire costs, and users estimate their own annual service costs. User entries can be simple by accepting default values, or more involved with user specified values, for example you can key in MPG for your baseline vehicle, pricing on fuel and Diesel Emission Fluid (DEF), your DEF ratio to fuel. The output results show you a cost per mile, annual vehicle cost, fuel cost, maintenance/operating cost, and a TCO value [129].

The tool can automatically compare annual cost of ownership for diesel, natural gas, fuel cell, electric, propane and gasoline vehicles in a convenient side-by-side tabular manner. A useful output is cost per mile, along with annual vehicle cost, annual fuel cost, annual maintenance/operating cost.
The ACT Research Truck Fuel Calculator has pop-up explanatory comments over the fields. The calculator is an online tool, so likely to be maintained. The tool dispenses with much of the complexity found in GREET.NET and AFLEET.

![ACT Research Truck Fuel Calculator](image)

Figure 129. ACT Research Truck Fuel Calculator [129]

The ACT Research Truck Fuel Calculator is useful for quick side-by-side comparison of individual vehicles where duty cycle and infrastructure costs are not considered. The inclusion of grants and subsidies recognizes the reality that these are currently a part of the TCO equation for alternative fueled vehicles.

### 20.7 NREL Battery Second-Use Repurposing Cost Calculator

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory is funded by the U.S. Department of Energy to “investigate the feasibility of and major barriers to the second use of modern lithium-ion PEV batteries [135].” Vehicle batteries can decrease in capacity with use based on many factors including charging cycles, charging rates, depth of discharge, environmental factors, etc. An industry target for use in vehicles is that batteries that are below 80% of original capacity when fully charged should be replaced. Those batteries are still of use for a number of other applications called repurposing. Batteries below the 80% vehicle threshold may even be remanufactured for vehicle re-use. Repurposing or remanufacturing are less cost intensive than recycling, so are a preferable next step in the battery’s life. Ultimately, batteries that are no longer suitable for repurposing or remanufacturing would need to be scrapped or recycled. These life cycles are illustrated in a flow chart from NREL in Figure 130.
NREL has developed an Excel spreadsheet tool for exploring the impacts of various factors relevant to “repurposing strategies and assumptions on economics [134].” The tool is titled Battery Second Use Repurposing Calculator (B2U). Outputs of the tool itemize the components business metrics, seen in Figure 131, for repurposing the batteries based on the extensive set of inputs and assumptions.

The NREL B2U tool shows that modeling costs for repurposing batteries involves a significant number of assumptions and inputs. The tool is intended to show there are positive business cases for repurposing,
while the actual markets may not yet have developed. Estimating the salvage value of used batteries at the 80% threshold should be included in estimating total cost of ownership of commercial battery electric vehicles planned to be held for an extended period.

20.8 **NREL Battery Lifetime Analysis & Simulation Tool**
A key factor in estimating total cost of ownership for commercial battery electric vehicles is predicting the battery lifespan. Vehicle manufacturers offer warranties on vehicle systems and components. The warranty is essentially a bet placed by the manufacturer that the system will survive for a period of time without failure. There are costs associated with making perfect systems. There are also unknowns and uncontrolled factors. In the real world, the manufacturer has made some trade-offs and expects some level of failure under warranty. To some degree, the manufacturer has hedged this risk by allocating some portion of the vehicle sales price paid by the purchaser to cover warranty costs later in the vehicle’s life. On the purchaser’s side, the warranty is a bet on his part that the system will fail in the warranty period. Warranty period may or may not be a good estimate of battery life as it is tied to a number of business economic trade-offs and not strictly tied to performance factors.

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory has developed a suite of tools to estimate battery lifetimes called the Battery Lifetime Analysis and Simulation Tool (BLAST) Suite [136][138]. They have also developed a Battery Ownership Model (BOM) to estimate battery costs related to performance and lifespan [137]. The tool set also permits several alternatives for “behind the meter” alternatives that include various load leveling choices, solar, storage, etc. The user inputs to the BLAST tool suite include:

- **“Hardware options”** — Input data for defining the battery performance and cost values employed by the simulation. Enter four factors: upfront installed cost, incentives, operational and maintenance costs, and hardware parameters. The latter defines the search space for system optimization. (See Figure 132).
- **Demand and PV options** — Select facility demand and PV production profiles. Choose between preloaded demand profiles from EnerNOC and PV profiles from PVWatts, or provide unique data via CSV document. See the BLAST documentation PDF for proper CSV formatting.
- **Rate structure values** — Define demand charges and energy costs to best represent your utility rate structure of interest. Demand charges and energy costs are divided between off-, mid-, and on-peak periods of the day, as well as season of the year. (See Figure 133).
- **Internal rate of return (IRR)** — Specify the term in years of IRR by which the economic performance of energy storage systems will be evaluated [137]."

The BLAST tool includes a user manual that contains the details of the calculations and meaning of the various factors. One key factor to consider with battery life is that lithium-ion batteries tend to live longer lives when not fully discharged. This is similar to always holding some diesel fuel in reserve in a vehicle’s tanks. The “E” meaning empty generally includes some reserve. That reserve for diesel or gasoline fueled vehicles is meant to allow the driver to have enough fuel to get to a station to refill. That reserve takes on added meaning for battery electric vehicles, where the battery capacity may decrease more rapidly when depth of discharge consistently falls below 10% or 20% of capacity. This highlights that in sizing battery packs for CBEVs, additional capacity should be included to ensure minimum state of discharge stays above the 10% or 20% value, plus additional capacity to address long-term battery degradation expectations so the required duty cycle ranges are met for the life of the vehicle.
Figure 132. Battery Lifetime Calculator Hardware Inputs (NREL) [136][138]

Figure 133. Battery Lifetime Calculator Rate Structure Inputs (NREL) [136][138]
Discussion of the NREL BLAST tool suite is included here to illustrate the complexity of estimating the costs associated with batteries in the absence of any significant volume of production field experience of commercial battery electric trucks and charging infrastructure. With time and new volumes of production vehicles entering use, the field experience can be used to refine and validate predictive battery life models. Standardization of battery packs will also help the industry have confidence in life predictions as the systems will not be all-new each year or for each model vehicle.